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GENERAL SUMHARY 
It is indeed seldom that a specialised subject can be considered 
independently. Usually it is allied to and embodied in a systematic 
sequence of principles, and its field is generally an integral part of 
a reflection of some broader conception. This is especially true of 
this thesis, which is concerned with the climatic environmental influences 
on regional architecture. In the process of evolving the passive solar 
aspects, theoretical considerations yielded some interesting details and 
solutions. Examples studied showed a great variety of design principles. 
Thus as the material grew it suggested an entity -a theme itself. 
The intention of this thesis was to clarify some of the underlying 
principles of passive solar design methods and by doing so, to secure a 
firm foundation to avoid emotional interpretations. Accordingly, this 
thesis deals partly with theoretical aspects, and is partly illustrated 
by architectural examples. The material was divided into four Chapters. 
In the first, the annual patterns of energy consumption in residential 
dwellings in the provincial capital cities of the Yemen Arab Republic 
and their suitability for harnessing solar energy either passively, 
actively, or both were investigated. Depending upon occupancy and 
energy-use patterns, as well as according to geographical location, 
the investigation indicated that the annual fuel consumption per house 
varied from 16 to 32 GJ. On the assumption that this domestic energy 
load is satisfied by conventional energy resources, a typical family of 
five in the Yemen Arab Republic would spent between 29 and 51% of its 
income on fuel. The prospects for employing passively-gained solar 
energy appeared promising: in this respect, 70% of all urban residential 
houses considered have their walls oriented favourably without direct 
solar radiation being obstructed. Also 80.5% of the flat roofs were free 
from over-shading at all times, and thus were suitable locations for 
roof-mounted solar-energy harnessing devices. The second Chapter dealt 
with solar radiation data, and the processing of these data to arrange 
them in forms needed for the calculation of process performance. 
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For this purpose, the diurnal global insolation was measured over a 
3-year period with a precision pyranometer at Sana'a University's solar 
station latitude 15ON; longitude 440E; and 2210 m above sea level. Comp- 
arison has been made with predictions obtained from three different 
empirical models proposed by earlier investigators. Durations of sunshine 
hours, in addition to geographical latitude and altitude above mean sea 
level, were the only model inputs required. The calculated values 
obtained from a modified version of Exell's empirical formulae gave 
agreement to within ±6 per cent with the measured data. The predictions 
from the regression equation of Page and the relation proposed by 
Barbaro et. al. agreed to within ± 10 per cent with the measured solar 
radiation intensities. 
The analysis of the thermal design efficiency of the Yemeni 
residential dwellings started in Chapter Three, where a simple steady- 
state mathematical model describing the average daily rate of heat loss 
through the walls, windows and flat roof of a generalised Yemeni building 
was developed. From this, a technique was evolved by which designers 
can predict approximately the transient rate of heat loss via tradition- 
ally-employed combinations of indigenous materials, as used in the walls 
and roof. The principal variable was the ratio of the total glazed area 
for each storey to the corresponding sum of the surface areas of the solid 
walls and roof in contact with the ambient environment. The predictions, 
expressed graphically, enable designers to select the most suitable 
combination of locally-available indigenous building materials, so that 
more energy effective dwellings can be built. Because the future of 
solar-energy applications, in particular the passive applications, 
dependson the costsof solar energy systems, and the availability of their 
components at an economic cost, I choose to conclude this thesis with a 
design method which combined the effects of many design variables as well 
as the local weather data on the thermal behaviour of buildings incorpor- 
ating direct-gain or Trombe walls as a south-facing passive heating 
system. For this purpose, an ambient-energy recuperation factor was 
developed and correlated with the thermostat-outdoor temperature difference 
divided by the total amount of solar energy transmitted into the house. 
This factor was obtained by solving a one-dimensional heat balance equation 
and it was expressed as a function of the total amount of solar and internal 
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gains, the overall thermal conductance of the house, and the thermal 
properties of the local building materials. Practically, the design 
method presented in the last chapter of this thesis, enables designers 
to estimate the solar contribution to the building heating requirements, 
the amount of heat that is in excess of the house load, and the variation 
of the internal house temperature with respect to time. It also provides 
a number of graphs, by which designers can choose the appropriate 
passive heating system parameters for trooical climates and thereby design 
their system to be both cost effective and thermally comfortable. 
In short, this thesis begins with an introductory chapter describing 
the patterns of energy usage in the urban residential houses of the 
Yemen Arab Republic as well as their suitability for solar energy 
applications. The remaining chapters deal with the steps of the 
passive design process. As building designs progress, the amount of 
required detail increases. This is reflected by the size of the later 
chapters and the amount of information contained in each. It may, 
therefore, appear to a person reading through this thesis that the 
presentation is at times repetitive. However, the difference between 
one chapter and the next lies in the level of detail presented and 
not in the subject matter. Finally, it is the wish of the author to 
see the results of this work translated into physical reality. 
CHAPTER ONE 
ENERGY USED DOMESTICALLY IN THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
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GLOSSARY 
In the context of the Yemen Arab Republic, a city is typically 
an urban region with a typical population of approximately 45 thousand 
people; the urban region being a mixture of residential houses and 
industrial premises. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A Considered room's floor area m2 
C Per capita expenditure on fuel, as defined U. S. $ 
in equation (16) 
Cp Specific heat of water (= 4190 kg-1 °C-1) 
ddh Degree-days for heating, defined by °C-day 
equation (12), with respect to a reference 
temperature of 18.3°C 
fR Fraction of the 24-hour day, during which 
artificial illumination was employed in the 
considered rooms of the house 
Fh Proportion, supplied by natural gas, of 
the energy used for cooking: deduced from 
the survey data - see Table 2(iv) 
fw Fraction of the 24-hour day, during which 
hot water was being used by the occupants 
of the household 
I Per capita income of the head of the typical U. S. S. 
family: deduced from the survey data - see 
Table 2(v) 
K Constant characteristic of the type of house- J°C-lday-1 
hold; = Np L fW p Cp - see Table 2(iii) (person)-1 
L Average amount of hot water each person m3day'1 
used per day 
nfjm'ntjm Numbers of fluorescent and tungsten lamps 
respectively used to illuminate the rooms 
in the considered house 
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NOMENCLATURE (tont) 
nh Total number of houses in a given 
geographical location 
nj Total number of rooms in the considered 
house with a floor area in the jth 
category: j-1,2,3 or 4 
nj, Number of fluorescent or tungsten lamps 
used to illuminate the rooms, which, for 
the considered house, were in the jth 
category with respect to floor area 
N Number of days in the considered 
calendar month 
Np Number of occupants in the house: 
obtained from an analysis of the survey 
data - see Table 2 (iii) 
Pf'Pt Rated powers respectively of the most W 
commonly used fluorescent and tungsten 
lamps in the considered house 
Pi Rated power of the ith appliance used in W 
the considered house 
Pk Power provided by a kerosene lamp, when W 
used for illuminating a room in the 
considered house 
pn Total expenditure paid for natural gas by U. S. $ 
the house owner per calendar month: (month)"' 
deduced from an analysis of the survey 
data - see Table 2(iv) 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
PT Calculated total power of the lamps used 
to illuminate the various rooms in the 
house - see Table 2(11) 
PTF'PTt Total powers of the fluorescent or tungsten 
lamps respectively which are used to illum- 
inate the rooms of all the houses located 
in the considered geographical region - see 
equations (4) and (5) respectively 
W 
W 
PTft Total power of the fluorescent and tungsten W 
lamps used to illuminate the rooms of all the 
houses located in the considered geographical 
region - see equation (6) 
QC Per capita consumption of energy, as defined MJ(person)"1 
by equation (15) 
Qap Energy load due to applicances, as defined Whr day-' 
by equation (1) 
Qco Cooking load, as defined by equation (9) Whr day"' 
Qhhh , Qe Heating and cooling loads respectively for 
the considered house, as defined by equations 
(11) and (14) Whr day-' 
QL Lighting load, as defined by equation (2) Whr day-' 
4 Total energy load of the house - see Fig. 7 Whr day-' 
QWh Water-heating load, as defined by equation (8) Whr day-' 
Ta Annual average daily ambient temperature, 0C 
as listed in Table 2(v) 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
(UA)h Building's overall energy loss coefficient W K"1 
multiplied by the house's external total 
surface area, as defined by equation (13) 
(UA)w(UA)r(UA)g Heat loss coefficient multiplied by the W K"1 
appropriate area for walls, roof and floor 
and glazed elements respectively 
Volume rate (at atmospheric pressure) of 
air infiltration into (or ventilation 
from) the house 
At Average duration per day during which 
artificial light was switched on in the 
considered room of the house 
Ati Operating time for the ith appliance 
Ats Theoretical operating period, as defined 
by equation (3) 
no, ni Efficiencies for the gas oven and the ith 
appliance respectively 
p Density of water 
Percentage of the household's income 
spent on fuel: an expression for which 
is given by equation (17) 
Suffixes 
a Ambient environment 
ap Appliance 
c Consumption 
m3hr"1 
sec day-' 
sec day-' 
sec day"' 
kg m_3 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
co Cooking 
f Fluorescent 
g Glazing 
h House 
he House cooling 
hh House heating 
i Integer, which takes values from unity to n, indicating 
the types of appliance used in the house 
j Integer, which takes values from unity to 4, so 
designating the sizes of the floor for the rooms 
of the considered house 
k Kerosene 
£ Lamp 
L Artificial light 
m Integer which refers to the way in which the various 
rooms in the house are illuminated: it is defined, 
for j>2, by m= j-1, see equation (6) 
n Natural gas 
o Oven 
p Person 
r Roof 
t Tungsten 
T Total 
w water 
wh Water heating 
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CHAPTER 1 
ENERGY USED DOMESTICALLY IN THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
THE AIMS 
Buildings are major consumers of energy in the Yemen Arab Republic 
(YAR). Approximately 90% of the total electricity generated and 10% of 
the total imported oil are expended upon heating, lighting and other 
building services {l}. As part of an investigation into 'passive solar 
gain and housing design', a survey of the annual energy demands from the 
existing urban detached housing stock, located in the capital cities of 
the YAR, was carried out during the period April-to-December 1982. The 
survey's prime aim was to estimate the total number of city houses suitable 
for harnessing solar energy, either passively, actively or both. Speci- 
fically the objectives of the survey can be summarised as follows: - 
I To determine the annual consumption patterns for the various 
fuels in the YAR 
I To provide rational criteria for assessing passive solar designs 
with emphases on: - 
a) choice of appropriate wall and roof materials; 
b) the ratio of glazed area to the total house floor area; 
c) orientation and obstruction with respect to the solar 
insolation; and 
d) domestic energy-requirements for heating and cooling. 
" To rank, according to financial viability, existing and prospective 
solar-energy applications in the Yemeni domestic sector. 
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY, SOURCES OF ERRORS AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Classification Scheme 
Urban detached houses, which represent 70% {2} 
in the YAR, were considered in this survey. Accord 
fuel consumptions, i. e. the types and quantities of 
space heating and cooling, water heating, lighting, 
appliances, the urban houses can be classified into 
consuming categories (see Fig. 1). 
of the housing stock 
ing to their annual 
energy employed for 
cooking and for other 
two major energy- 
Zone 1: This includes all urban houses, whose annual consumptions 
range from 16 to 25.6 GJ per house. Geographically, this 
category includes houses from Maarib and Al-Beida in the 
east, and from Ibb and Dhamar in the interior Ibb plain to 
Al-Mahweet and Hajjah in the west. 
Zone 11: This comprises houses from Taiz in the south and Sana'a 
in the interior Ibb plain to Al-Hodiedah in the west. The 
annual consumption, in this category, ranges from 21 to 
32 GJ per house. 
For comparison purposes, the corresponding average fuel consumption 
per house in the United Kingdom was 46.5 GJ {3} . 
To permit generalisations to emerge from the gathered data, we 
grouped the urban houses located in these zones as follows: - 
Group 1: Those built with external walls for each storey of the 
same construction material, e. g. stone, mud, or red brick. 
Group 11: Those in which each house had different masonary materials 
for the external walls according to the storey. Two types 
of vernacular built forms can be discerned in this group. 
These are: - (i) those dwellings with a first storey of 
stone and all subsequent storeys built of less dense mater- 
ials {4}, and (ii) those with a concrete first storey, but 
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with upper storeys built of either less or more dense 
materials. These forms are assigned the designations 
of vernacular house types (i) and (ii) respectively in 
the subsequent analysis. 
Survey Sample 
The distribution of the sample of dwellings surveyed, see Table 1, 
was dictated by factors such as: - 
I Population density and size of individual regions. 
Technical complexity of the data to be collected. 
Availability of qualified coordinators for the task. Their 
functions were to distribute the questionnaires, to explain 
to the prospective respondents the meanings of the various 
technical terms used in the survey questions, and to collect 
the completed forms. The difficulties involved in finding 
such capable coordinators limited severely the number of the 
distributed questionnaires. 
t Educational level of the people being questioned, i. e. the 
respondents capabilities with respect to understanding the 
technical terms, units, dimensions, rated powers of the 
household electric equipment, as well as the details of the 
construction and materials of their house walls, roofs, and 
floors, necessary to complete the answers to the questionnaire 
properly. 
Because of these factors and to guarantee the completion of the survey 
as required, we limited the random sampling to the capital cities of each 
region - see Fig. 1. 
The Questionnaire 
Various preliminary versions of the questionnaire were composed and 
tested on a small, but representative, sample of respondents with respect 
to such factors as: - 
- 12 - 
TABLE 1 
QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION AND RETURNS 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF REPLIES NET NUMBER 
REGION'S DISTRIBUTED RETURNED WITH AMBIGUOUS OF PROCESSED 
CAPITAL QUESTIONNAIRES OR INSUFFICIENT REPLIES 
INFORMATION 
SANA'A 1000 60 940 
TAIZ 600 55 545 
AL-HODIEDAH 300 23 277 
IBB 50 0 50 
DHAMAR 50 0 50 
HAJJAH 50 15 35 
AL-BEIDA 50 10 40 
AL-MAHWEET 50 10 40 
A'ARIB 50 10 40 
TOTAL 2200 183 2017 
PROPORTION 100% 8% 92% OF TOTAL 
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Technical complexity. To facilitate understanding, the use 
of locally-employed (in addition to SI) units was found to 
be necessary. For example, the "Tankah" (which is equivalent 
to twenty litres) was employed as the basic unit of measurement 
for water consumption. 
I Availability of the required data, such as the monthly bills 
for electricity, gas and water consumptions; monthly income; 
amounts of money paid monthly for purchasing wood, animal waste 
and agricultural residues; rated powers of the applicances used 
in the house and other information which related to: - the location; 
floor, wall, and roof areas; number of occupants; and patterns of 
energy use within the houses. 
1 Ease of interpretation of the presented questions. Normally this 
required the use of the standard version of the Arabic language. 
However, for some questions, it was difficult to express exactly 
what was needed using standard Arabic, and therefore the local 
dialect, in addition to standard Arabic, was employed. 
I Acceptability of devoting the time required (' 30 minutes) for 
"filling up" the questionnaire. 
The finally-devised version of the questionnaire was also based 
partially on the experiences gained from previous surveys, carried out 
by the Central Planning Organisation and by Sana'a University {5,6}. 
Eventually, it evolved to comprise a total of twenty-two questions (each 
consisting of three to six parts), and these were divided into three main 
sections in the questionnaire. In the first section, the survey sought 
the geographical location of the house, the number of family members 
normally living in it and a technical description of the dwelling. In 
the second section, the questions concerned the types of energy supplies 
employed in the house and their respective applications, rates of consump- 
tion and running costs incurred. The final section was intended to collect 
information about water - its supply systems, hot and cool water consumption 
rates, and the daily usage patterns. This section also included a question 
about the ranking of low-temperature (i. e. < 80°C) solar-energy applications 
according to their priorities in both cities and villages. In order to 
reduce the possibilities of misunderstandings, ambiguities and misinterpretations 
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the questions were chosen as far as feasible to elicit either a 'yes' 
or 'no' answer, involve completing a sentence, or require the respondent 
to choose one of the supplied alternative answers. 
Sources of Misunderstanding and Difficulty 
The most obvious ambiguities and problems concerning the printed 
questions were remedied and corrected after discussion of the answers 
with the survey coordinators. However, further difficulties were discovered 
during the check for reasonableness: these were partially overcome after 
the data had been analysed by computer. Despite these precautions, some 
forms were not completed according to the printed instructions or not 
received in time for the analysis to be undertaken: this reduced the 
number of processed forms by 8%. The answers from the remaining 92% of 
the distributed forms were analysed in detail. Errors in data handling 
arose in the coding of the reports and data punching, but these were 
reduced by three successive checks. 
HOUSING STATISTICS (see Fig. 2) 
According to the 1975 census {2}there were, excluding the Saadah 
and Al-Jawf provinces, ti 664 thousand houses in the YAR distributed as 
shown in Fig. 2(a): 78.9% of the total housing stock in December 1975 
compared with 85% in December 1982 was located in the capital cities 
considered by this survey. This is because the recent urban development 
in the YAR occurred predominantly in the provincial capital cities. 
Fig. 2(b) shows the distribution of the urban houses as compared with 
that of 1975. 
The data summarised in Fig. 3 were derived by interpreting the 
1975 figures, adapted for 1982, together with the regional distribution 
of the building materials as indicated by the answers to the questionnaire. 
To apply the gathered data to the whole housing stock located in 
the capital cities of each province, a weighting procedure was used. 
The weighting factor for each house was defined as the ratio of the number 
of houses represented by this particular type of house to the total 
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number of houses in that province. The magnitude of the weighting 
factor depended on the number of houses of that type, and their geo- 
graphical location. Fig. 4 shows the results of the weighting procedure 
adopted here. The representations for mud and red-brick houses were 
inaccurate due to the failure to return, in time for processing, all 
the forms sent to Sdadah and Al-Jawf provinces, where these two building 
materials are extensively used {7}. Based on the total number of houses 
in each group, the results were representative of approximately 80% of 
the total housing stock. Therefore, it is possible to assume that the 
conclusions with respect to the prospects for the use of solar energy 
in urban houses may, with reasonable confidence, be taken as a worth- 
while indication of what applies for the whole country. 
PROSPECTS FOR PASSIVE SOLAR-ENERGY APPLICATIONS WITH RESPECT TO YEMENI 
HOUSING 
The most important factors influencing the prospects for harnessing 
solar energy are the house orientation and the blocking of solar energy 
by obstructions. In this context, an analysis of the answers to the 
present survey questions showed that 70% of all urban houses assessed 
have their walls oriented favourably, with no obstructions inhibiting 
direct solar gains. In the analysis of the effects of obstructions in 
intercepting the insolation and so preventing it reaching the walls of 
the surveyed dwellings, all the direct solar energy incident on a 
particular wall was assumed to be harnessable: that is in effect, the 
amount, for example reflected away by the considered walls was equal to 
that received by reflected solar radiation from neighbouring house walls. 
The detailed analyses indicated that 30% of these well-oriented walls 
were free from all obstructions: a further 40% suffered from obstructions 
which caused only a 10% reduction in the intensity of the direct solar 
energy striking the house walls. The effects of obstructions with respect 
to insolation that would otherwise be received by the walls were consid- 
erable among the remaining 30% of city houses represented in this survey: 
16.5% lose more than 20% of the theoretically-available direct solar 
insolation falling on the house walls. 
In the Yemen, all roofs are flat and almost horizontal: 82.5% of 
all roofs in the sample were free from obstructions to direct solar 
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insolation. Only 4% of all roofs suffered complete blocking of the 
Sun's direct rays and so may be considered as unfit for any form of 
solar collection. The remaining 13.5% of all roofs lost, by shading, 
more than 50% of the solar radiation that would otherwise fall on these 
near-horizontal surfaces. 
Based on the wall and roof exposures to the Sun, it was found that 
30% of all city houses suffered no loss, due to obstructions, of the 
theoretically-available direct solar insolation falling on the house 
walls and roof. Approximately 63.5% of all city houses represented in 
the sample lost between 10 and 20% of the direct solar radiation falling 
on their walls and horizontal roofs. The remaining 6.5% of all urban 
houses may be considered as unfit for any type of solar-energy applications. 
The loss, due to blocking, among the last 6.5% of all urban houses 
amounted to more than 50%. It is clear that the least obstructive 
possibility, for the well-oriented houses is some form of roof-mounted 
collector for solar energy. On that basis, up to 80% of all urban 
houses, particularly multi-storey houses, were suitable for harnessing 
solar-energy. 
From the responses of city dwellers to the question about low- 
temperature solar-energy applications for city and village needs, the 
consensus was that water heating, followed by house electrification 
(using solar cells) are perceived as the most desired applications in 
cities. However, irrigation and crop-drying were the most desired 
applications in the countryside A summary of the city dwellers subjective 
views towards the ranking of these applications according to rural and 
urban uses is shown in Fig. 5. 
ENERGY BALANCE 
Analysis of this energy survey indicated that 20% of all city 
houses used electricity for lighting, cooking, water heating, space 
cooling and heating and for stimulating various other items of household 
equipment. Natural gas is used mainly for cooking. This applied to 15% 
of all the city houses investigated via the survey. On the other hand, 
55% of all city houses represented in the survey employed wood, agricultural 
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residues, or animal wastes for cooking and water heating. This 
percentage is lower than that obtained by the Central Planning Organ- 
isation's 1977 fertility survey {5}. Only 3% of all city houses 
represented in the present survey employed kerosene for either lighting, 
cooking or water heating. The remaining 7% of all city houses consid- 
ered used charcoal for cooking, heating food, as well as for water and 
space heating. 
Energy consumptions in the Sijt houses of the Yemen have been 
classified as follows: - 
APPLIANCE LOADS 
This arises due to the use of radios, TV sets, washing machines, 
refrigerators and water pumps: it is satisfied predominantly by 
electricity. The total magnitude of the load was calculated via 
Qap = Pi Ili Ati 
i=1 0.0 
(1) 
where ni is the efficiency of the ith appliance obtained from the manu- 
facturer's catelogue. Table 2(i) summarises, according to the type of 
house and its geographical location, the values of Qap as calculated 
via Eq. (1). 
LIGHTING LOAD 
The major proportion (ti 96%) of this load is provided by electricity; 
the remaining 4% by kerosene. It was defined as the energy required to 
give adequate illuminations in the various rooms, halls etc., of the 
house. Its magnitude was calculated using 
PT At ... 
(2) 
It was necessary to estimate the actual average total power, PT, used to 
illuminate the various rooms in the house as well as the actual operating 
period, At. The estimation of At involved the multiplication of the 
- 22 - 
TABLE 2 
PARAMETERS USED IN CALCULATING THE ENERGY LOADS 
FOR THE TYPICAL CITY HOUSE IN THE YEMEN 
TABLE 2(i) LOAD 6 
ap 
DUE TO DOMESTIC APPLIANCES PER TYPICAL HOUSE 
Energy-demand Load dap (Wh/day) 
Region's Stone Red-brick Mud Type (i) Type (ii) 
Capital Houses Houses Houses Vernacular Vernacular 
Houses Houses 
Sana12L 1407 841 841 1407 1473 
Taiz 1303 - - 1303 
1358 
Al-Hodiedah 1616 992 - 1616 1726 
Ibb 990 - - 990 
1020 
Dhamar 990 578 578 990 1020 
Hajjah 766 - - 766 
786 
A1-Mahweet 479 259 259 479 483 
Al-Beida 719 399 399 719 719 
Ma'arib - - 105 - - 
(- no information available from the present survey) 
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maximum period during which the artificial illumination might be 
'switched on" (which is explained later) by a "light use factor", 
i. e. the fraction of the day during which artificial illumination is 
employed somewhere in the house, i. e. 
At = ft Ats ... (3) 
where Ats is the total number of hours of darkness minus the average 
period of sleep: this represents the maximum theoretical operating time 
per day, and ft is the light-use factor. The maximum theoretical 
operating time, its, was determined by subtracting the sum of the annual 
daily average number of sunshine hours (i. e. 9 hours per day - see refer- 
ence {8}) and the standard number of sleeping hours (i. e. 8 hours per day) 
from the 24-hour considered period. Accordingly, Ats equals 7 hours per 
day. It is reasonable to assume that the factor fR was unity and 0.1 for 
the most and the least frequently occupied rooms in the house respectively, 
and so a representative value for the light-use factor in the house 
would be 0.55. To allow for the occupant's behaviour with respect to 
switching the lights on-and-off in the various rooms of the house, and 
for the seasonal variations with respect to daylight duration, the average 
value of f, was reduced by 0.05 to yield, using equation (3), an actual 
operating time, At, of 3.5 hours per day. The next step involved the 
estimation of the actual average total power used to illuminate the rooms 
of the house. In each geographical location, the number of rooms were 
determined from an analysis of the survey data. The rooms were then 
classified according to floor area, A. into four categories (i. e. j=l, 
2,3 or 4), namely 
1 m2 A < 5 m2 
5 m2 A < 10 m2 
10 m2 A < 20 m2 
20 m2 A < 50 m2 
The first category includes toilets, kitchens, small halls, stairways, as 
well as sleeping, sitting, reading and dining rooms. The second category 
- 24 - 
contains medium-size sleeping, sitting and reading rooms. Large sitting 
and receiving rooms, as well as large halls, were grouped in the third 
category. Social gathering rooms and spacious receiving rooms were 
deemed to be in the fourth category. The aim of such a classification 
was to establish the number of lamps required to provide various rooms 
with sufficient illumination. According to local practices, rooms in 
the first, second, third and fourth categories are illuminated respect- 
ively by one, two, three or four lamps. These were either 40W fluorescent 
lamps, 60W tungsten lamps, or an appropriate combination of both types. 
Because of these options, it was assumed that the rooms could be illuminated 
in three different ways. In the first, we assumed that rooms in all the 
categories were illuminated by 40W fluorescent lamps. Accordingly, the 
total power, PTf, used to illuminate the various rooms is given by: 
4 
PT f=J 
ý1 ni njz pf ... (4) 
In the second lighting mode, it was assumed that various rooms in all 
four categories were illuminated by 60W tungsten lamps. Consequently, 
the total power, PTt, used to illuminate the various rooms, is given by: 
4 
PTt =ji, nj nj, pt 
(5) 
000 
Rooms with floor areas exceeding 10 square meters were usually illuminated 
by fluorescent as well as tungsten lamps. For example, rooms in the third 
category were illuminated either by two 40W fluorescent lamps and one 60W 
tungsten lamp, or vice versa. However, rooms in the fourth category were 
illuminated using three different arrangements: either by three 40W 
fluorescent lamps and one 60W tungsten lamp, or vice versa, or two 40W 
fluorescent and two 60W tungsten lamps. The average power in any of these 
arrangements used to illuminate various rooms is given by: 
24 
PTft 
ý 
nit ýf + P) 2+ (nj/(j nP+n "m 
P=1 
tj 
/ 
_3 
f jm f tý 
000 
(6) 
where nfjm' ntjm are respectively the number of fluorescent and tungsten 
lamps used to illuminate the various rooms in the house, and m(=j - 1) is 
- 25 - 
an integer accounting for the different ways in which the room may be 
illuminated. The first term of equation (6) gives the average total 
power used to illuminate the rooms in the first and second room area 
categories. For these, the rooms were usually illuminated using either 
40W fluorescent lamps or 60W tungsten lamps and therefore the total 
power i. e. 
2 
nj(n. (Pf + Pt 
j=1 
was taken as the mean of the two alternatives. The second summation 
term on the right-hand side of equation (6) gives the average total 
power used to illuminate the rooms in the third and fourth room area 
categories. These rooms could be illuminated in (j-1) ways and there- 
fore we divided the total power, i. e. 
(nj (nfjm Pf + ntjm Pt)), 
by the number of possibilities in'which the room in the third and fourth 
categories could be illuminated. Thus the actual power provided by 
electricity and used to illuminate the various rooms in the house lies 
somewhere between those predicted by equations (4), (5) and (6). In this 
analysis, it was taken as the average of the three predictions. To account 
for that portion of the lighting load provided by kerosene, we added to 
the above average, the appropriate power. Thus the actual total power, 
PT, used to illuminate the rooms in the house is given by: 
PT = {(PTf + PTt + PTft)/3 nh} +Pk... (7) 
where nh is the total number of houses in the given geographical location, 
and Pk was the power provided by kerosene when used for illumination: Pk 
was estimated, for each house, by determining from the reported monthly 
bills paid for kerosene, the corresponding energies (in Whr) and dividing 
the result by the actual operating time. Once the actual average total 
power used to illuminate the various rooms in the house was estimated, the 
weighting procedure shown in Figure 4 of this analysis was employed to 
obtain PT for the various types of houses considered in this survey - 
see Table 2(ii). 
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TABLE 2(ii) LIGHTING LOAD PER TYPICAL HOUSE 
Region's 
Actual Calculated Average Total Power Used To 
illuminate the rooms in the house 
PT, (W) 
Capital Stone Red-brick Mud Type (i) Type (ii) 
Houses Houses Houses Vernacular Vernacular 
Houses Houses 
Sana'$- 104 107 132 104 102 
Taiz 98 - - 105 101 
Al-Hodiedah 82 94 - 93 68 
Ibb 100 - - 96 84 
Dhamar 112 127 138 101 99 
Hajjah 114 - - 106 102 
Al-Mahweet 135 151 167 130 125 
Al-Beida 92 106 116 88 84 
Ma'arib - - 87 - - 
(- no information available from the present survey) 
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WATER-HEATING LOAD 
This according to the house considered, was provided by electricity, 
wood, kerosene and/or charcoal. The water heating load, Qwh, was deter- 
mined by using an expression from reference {9}, modified by the daily 
use function, that is, the fraction of the day during which hot water was 
used, i. e. 
QWh = K(Th - Ta) ... (8) 
where Th is the hot-water temperature. In this analysis, Th is taken to 
be equal to 60°C {9}. In calculating the numerical values for the parameter 
K we assumed, in accordance with reference {9}, that on average a person 
would use 100 litres of hot water per day: see Table 2(iii). 
COOKING LOAD 
Natural gas, wood, charcoal and electricity are used for cooking 
in the city houses. By estimating, from the monthly bills paid for 
natural gas (as obtained from an analysis of question 11 in the survey), 
the rate of energy consumed (in kWhr/day), and then dividing the result 
by the estimated proportion, Fn, of the cooking load provided by natural 
gas, the rate of energy used for cooking can be deduced from: 
Qco = 30.3 rj 0 
(Pn / Fn) ... 
(9 ) 
where 30.3 is the conversion factor from Rial/month to kWhr/day, and 
no is the efficiency of the gas oven which, in the YAR, is ordinarily 
between 0.5 and 0.6 {9} - see Table 2(iv). 
SPACE HEATING AND SPACE COOLING LOADS 
These loads were satisfied by more than one energy resource, viz 
RT ° 4ap + QL + QA + QCo + Qhh + Qhc ... 
(10) 
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Table 2 (iv) COOKING LOAD PER TYPICAL HOUSE 
Region's Total expenditure, in Rial/month, and proporations of 
the cooking load provided by natural gas 
Capital Stone Red-brick Mud Type (i) Type (ii) 
Houses Houses Houses Vernacular Vernacular 
Houses Houses 
Pn Fn Pn Fn P Fn P F Pn Fn 
n 11 n 
Sana'a 94 0.5 71 0.4 71 0.4 94 0.5 118 0.6 
Taiz 141 0.6 - - - - 141 0.6 165 0.8 
Al-Hodiedah 188 0.85 94 0.5 - - 188 0.8 202 0.9 
Ibb 71 0.4 - - - - 71 0.4 94 0.45 
Dhamar 71 0.4 71 0.4 - - 71 0.4 71 0.4 
Hajjah 47 0.2 - - - - 47 0.2 71 0.3 
Al-Mahweet 47 0.15 47 0.15 47 0.15 47 0.15 47 0.2 
Al-Beida 47 0.20 47 0.2 47 0.2 47 0.2 47 0.3 
Ma'arib - - - - 23 0.1 - - - - 
(* Conversion factor 1Ria1=0.1f or 0.169 U. S. $ as at June 1985) 
(- no information available from the present survey) 
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For a given type of house in a given geographical location, the 
space heating load, Qhh, was calculated in accordance with: 
Qhh = (UA)h ddh ... (11) 
where ddh was the number of heating degree-days in a month, and (UA)h 
was the product the building's overall heat loss coefficient and the total 
external house area {9}. In this analysis, the number of heating degree- 
days in a month was calculated using 18.3°C as the reference temperature, 
rather than 22°C, because the sundry energies released from within the 
building (as a result of the operation of the oven, lights, appliances, 
the presence of people and solar gains through the windows) were sufficient 
to raise the average diurnal indoor temperature from 18.3°C to the comfort 
level of 22°C. So 
ddh = (18.3 - Ta)N 
(12) 
999 
where N was the number of days for the selected calendar month, and Ta 
was the annual daily average ambient air temperature - see Table 2(v). 
The building's overall heat loss coefficient time the houses overall 
total external surface area (including that of the floor) product, (UA)h 
was determined from the details of the building construction, i. e., 
(UA)h = (UA)W + (UA)r + (UA) 9+ 
(1200/3600) V ... (13) 
where (UA)w, (UA)r and (UA)g are respectively the heat loss coefficient 
area products for walls, roof and floor and glazed elements. The last 
term on the right-hand side of equation (13) represents the rate of heat 
loss due to ventilation {10), where V is the volume of air (at atmospheric 
pressure) lost from the house in cubic metres per hour. Solving equation 
(10) for Qhc, taking into consideration equations (1) through to (13), we 
obtain: 
n 
Qhc = 
[Qi 
- 30.3 no(Pn/Fn) - K(Th - Ta)- PT At - iI1 
Pi Ili Atj - 4hh ... 
(14) 
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The distributions of the energy load per house, QT, by cities and 
daily functional application of energy, are shown in Fig. 6. The cooking 
load, except for red-brick and type (i) vernacular houses, i. e. houses 
with first storeys built in stone and the upper storeys of a less dense 
material - see reference {4}, located in Al-Hodiedah city, was the prime 
consumer of energy. For example, in Hajjah, Al-Beida, Al-Mahweet and Ma'arib 
cities, the cooking load represented more than 45% of the total domestic 
energy load. For other capitals, the cooking demand amounted to a little 
over 30% of the domestic energy load. This variation is attributed to 
differences of educational, economic and social factors. Although it is 
traditional for those living in Sana'a, Taiz, Al-Hodiedah, Ibb or Dhamar 
to use wood for bread making on alternate days, this is not so for the 
other cities. This local sociological difference reflects the greater 
awareness concerning energy thrift by the populations of the more developed 
cities. It is also clear from Table 2(iv) that the contribution of 
natural gas, in those cities where the cooking load represented more 
than half the total load, was relatively small (' 20%). This implies 
that wood, which is more expensive than natural gas, satisfies the 
largest proportion of the cooking energy demand in these cities. Add 
to this the absence of energy-thrift measures of any kind, then the wide 
variations of the cooking load, as we go from the cities of zone II to 
those of zone I, may be appreciated. 
Depending on the type of house and its geographical location, water- 
heating, space-cooling or space heating loads were the second priority with 
respect to energy consumptions - see Fig. 6. For example, in all houses 
located in the city of Ma'arib in the east, Al-Mahweet and Hajjah in the 
west, and Ibb in the interior Ibb plain, the water-heating load was the 
second largest consumer for energy followed respectively by the space- 
cooling and the space-heating loads. Appliances, and lighting loads 
ranked according to their respective consumptions, each contributed the 
least percentage of the energy load. For example, lighting and appliances 
loads represented respectively, at most 3% and 10% of the total energy 
domestic load. On the other hand, the space-heating load represented a 
negligible percentage of the house energy load in Al-Beida, Ma'arib, and 
Al-Hodiedah cities. It was negligible in Al-Hodiedah city for all types 
of houses. Thus the regional distribution of the domestic energy load 
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showed that the cooking load, except for some types of houses in Al-Hodiedah 
city, was the principal consumer of energy in the city houses of the 
Yemen. The variations from one type of house to another were attributed 
to the differing architectural designs, (UA)h values and locations of 
the houses. More specifically, the more important factors which cause the 
variations of the domestic energy load from one type of house to another 
were: 
t Number of occupants and their daily usage of hot water 
- see Table 2(iii) 
" Visits to the city family by relatives from rural and urban 
areas: this led to significant increases in cooking loads 
The (UA ý product, which indicates the thermal design 
effectiveness of the house and influences the magnitudes 
of the space-heating or space-cooling loads 
t Type and efficiency of the electric equipment used in the 
house. These had direct influences, see equation 1, on 
the appliance's load 
" Shading obstructions affecting how much solar energy falls 
on the house walls and 'horizontal' roof. 
CONSUMPTION PER HEAD OF POPULATION 
The per capita energy consumption, Qc, for a given type of house in a 
given geographical location is defined by: 
Qc = 
4/N 
p ... (15) 
where QT is the total energy load, plotted for all types of house in Fig. 7; 
and Np is the number of occupants in the house-see Table 2 (iii). 
If one kWh costs 1.1 Rial, i. e. 0.169 U. S. $ at June 1985 exchange 
rates, then the per capita expenditure on fuel, C, is given by: 
C=0.169 Pý 
... (16) 
r 
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The percentage o of income spent on fuel is defined as the ratio of the 
annual per capita expenditure so incurred-to the annual per capita income, i. e., 
ý= (365C/I)xlOO ... (17) 
where I= per capita income, as listed in Table 2 (v) 
The regional distributions of Qc and C are shown respectively in Figs. 8a 
and b. Accordingly, and depending on the type of house, the per capita 
consumption varied from 2.3 kWh/day (i. e. 8.3 MJ/day) to 4.32 kWh/day 
(i. e. 15.6 MJ/day). The per capita cost ranged from 0.4$/day to 0.75$/day. 
Thus a family of five would spend between 2 and 3.5 $/day on fuel. Taking 
the per capita income for the whole country as 500$/year, i. e. 2500$/year 
for this family {2), then 29 to 51% of the income would be spent on fuel. 
The regional variation of ý is plotted, for all types of houses considered 
by this energy survey, in Fig. 8c. 
The variation of the energy consumption and consequently the percentage 
of the income spent on fuel is explained by Fig. 9: the house energy load, 
QT, was split between the imported energy resources, consumed in the forms 
of electricity and natural gas, and the local energy resources, i. e. wood, 
animal waste, charcoal, and agricultural residues. More than half of the 
house energy load is provided by local energy resources in the cities of 
zone I and in Taiz of zone II. The situation was different in the cities 
of Al-Hodiedah and Sana'a where, for some types of house, more than half 
the house energy load was provided by imported energy resources, i. e. 
electricity and natural gas. It is worthy of note that the cost per kWh 
provided by the local resources, at least for the time being, is higher 
than that of electricity or natural gas. This strange phenomenon indicates 
why the percentage of income spent on fuel in the cities of zone I was 
higher than that, except for Taiz, of the cities of zone II. It is also 
interesting to note that red-brick and mud houses use local energy resources 
more frequently than any other types of houses. In these houses more than 
half the total energy load, regardless of geographical looation, was 
provided by wood, charcoal, animal waste, and/or agricultural residues. 
On the other hand, type (ii) followed by type (i) vernacular houses, 
particularly in Al-Hodiedah city, relied on electricity and natural gas 
more than any other type of house represented in this energy survey. 
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Nevertheless, local energy resources still dominate the provision of 
domestic energy in the whole country. This is in spite of the fact that 
the recent indigenous oil discovery has not, as yet, had a national 
impact on the energy-consumption patterns. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The presented tables and figures suggest that there are good prospects 
for passive solar-energy systems in existing urban houses in the Yemen. 
But there is a need to :- 
I Develop an awareness and interest amongst architects and builders 
concerning harnessing and applying solar energy. 
" Foster the acceptability of, and desire for, integrating solar 
energy components within building structures. 
t Improve the public's respect for using solar energy, not only as 
a source of illumination, but also as a source of power. 
t Introduce energy-thrift measures, such as government regulations 
limiting the (UA) 
n values for buildings according to international 
recommendations tlp}, 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SOLAR INSOLATION UPON THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
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GLOSSARY 
Actinograoh A device in which a mechanical linkage is used to 
record temperature differences between a black-coated 
bimetallic strip exposed to solar radiation and two 
similar bimetallic strips either painted white or 
shielded from solar radiation. Because the response 
time is slow, this instrument is only suitable for 
obtaining estimates of total global radiation for a 
large time interval. 
Pvranometer An instrument for the measurement of the solar radiation 
received from the whole hemisphere. It is suitable for 
the measurement of the global or sky radiation. 
Pyrheliometer An instrument for measuring the intensity of direct 
solar radiation at normal incidence. 
Sky radiation Downward diffuse solar radiation as received on a 
horizontal plane from a hemispherical surface bounded 
by the horizon with the exception of that part of the 
surface bounded by the solid angle subtended by the 
sun's disc. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A Arbitrary constant in eqn. (1) 
A(i), i=0 to 6 Fourier coefficient in eqn. (12) 
A(2), L=0 to 6 Fourier coefficient in eqn. (11) 
A(r), r=1 to 3 Fourier coefficient in eqn. (7) 
A(s), s=0 to 4 Fourier coefficient in eqn. (7) 
B Arbitrary constant in eqn. (1) 
C(j), j=1 to 7 Fourier coefficient defined by eqn. (15) 
c(i, j), (i=l to 4, Matrix used in eqn. (15) 
j=1 to 7) 
D Daily diffuse solar insolation MJ m'2 
Dc Diffuse solar radiation flux from a clear 
sky defined by eqn. (13) 
Fc Cloud cover factor, see eqn. (17) 
G Daily global insolation MJ M-1 
G Average daily global insolation MJ M-1 
Gc Global solar radiation flux from a clear 
sky defined by eqn. (11) 
Ho Extra-terrestrial radiation on a horizontal MJ m-2 
surface defined by eqn. (2) 
Ho Average daily extra-terrestrial radiation MJ m'2 
h Mean relative humidity (per cent) t 
K Zone parameter 
k Parameter defined by eqn. (19) 
Ic Direct solar radiation flux from a clear sky W m-2 
defined by eqn. (12) 
Isc Solar constant (- 1353 W M-2) 
L Number of month (i. e. January - 1, 
February = 2, etc. ) 
m Number of days in the month. 
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NOMENCLATURE(tont) 
m* Effective air mass, see eqn. (17) 
N Theoretical length of insolation period hr 
n Actual diurnal duration of sunshine on hr 
specified area of Yemen 
R Rayleigh scattering coefficient (- 0.104) 
S = n/N 
T Argument of the function defined by eqn. (8) 
t Rain parameter 
W Weighting factor 
X Parameter defined by eqn. (16) 
x Thickness of the ozone layer m 
y Day of the year 
Z Zenith distance defined by eqn. (10) 
a Altitude defined by eqn. (9) degrees 
ak Noon altitude, see eqn. (6) degrees 
ao Ozone absorption coefficient (= 0.045), 
see eqn. (17) 
Latitude degrees 
Solar declination defined by eqn. (3) degrees 
Hour angle, =(12.5 - H) x 15°; H=6 to 19 degrees 
ws Sunset hour angle defined by eqn. (4) degrees 
T Opacity plus albedo effects, see eqn. (17) 
A Latitude factor defined by eqn. (20) 
Seasonal factor (i=1 for inland, i=2 for coastal, 
j=1 to 12), see eqn. (19) 
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CHAPTER 2 
SOLAR INSOLATION UPON THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
AMBIENT ENERGY IN THE YEMEN 
The average daily solar radiation in Sana'a, the capital city of the 
Yemen, is 22 MJ m'2. This is equivalent to an annual energy supply of 
8167 MJ m'2. Some locations in the Yemen have longer hours of sunshine 
and may have even higher intensities of insolation. The amount of solar 
energy available throughout the country is so large that its potential 
as a future energy source deserves exploitation. Thus, harnessing solar 
energy in the Yemen appears to be a commercially viable proposition. 
Energy currently represents more than 25 per cent of the total imports 
to the Yemen {1} and the demand for energy is increasing rapidly as 
industrialisation proceeds. It is therefore important that the Yemen, 
like many other countries, should harness indigenous sources of power, 
especially wind and solar energy. 
INSOLATION MEASUREMENTS 
Sana'a University has installed three Eppley pyranometers and a 
sunshine duration recorder. In particular the following instruments were 
used: 
(1) An Eppley precision spectral pyranometer, for the assessing of solar 
and sky radiation. 
(2) An Eppley Angstrom pyrheliometer, for determining the magnitudes 
of direct solar radiation. 
(3) An Eppley precision spectral pyranometer, with an iron shade, to 
measure the diffuse radiation. 
(4) An actinograph for hourly observations of the global solar 
insolation. 
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In addition, pertinent measurements have been made by the Meteoro- 
logical Department at Sana'a airport. The experimental data available 
to date, for the period January, 1977 to September, 1982, are summarised 
in Table 1. 
The Yemen Arab Republic (see Fig. 1) can be divided geographically 
into three regions: 
(i) The coastal zone bordering the Red Sea to the west. 
(ii) A mountain range to the north. 
(iii) The interior Ibb plain bounded on the east and on the north 
by a mountain range. 
The long-term average climatic conditions for different locations 
within the interior plain are similar. 
For this reason, the Sana'a data are thought to be representative 
of conditions generally prevailing in the Ibb plain. No solar data are 
available at present for the mountain area but, because of the distances 
involved and the difficulties in reaching parts of the mountain regions, 
it is reasonable, as a first approximation, to use the Sana'a data for 
predicting conditions there. However, for the mountain region, altitude 
must also be taken into consideration. 
Due to the near-total previous absence of accurate solar radiation data 
bases for the Yemen {2} and the urgent need there to develop solar-energy 
systems for rural applications, three theoretical models will be reviewed 
and analysed. 
Typical radiation curves which show the variations of solar intensity 
as functions of time are given in Fig. 2. Comparisons of the mean hourly 
values, maximum hourly values and minimum hourly values reveal: 
(i) That the mean values per hour, in general. follow a smooth 
near symmetrical curve with a broad peak of 750 to 942 W m'2 
occurring at 12.00 (noon) to 13.00 h. 
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(ii) That the maximum values per hour follow a smooth curve 
with a sharp peak of 866 to 1163 W m-2 at noon approximately. 
(iii) That minimum values per hour vary from zero in the early 
morning to a maximum of 694 W m'2 at noon approximately. 
A summary of the daily values is given in Table 1. 
SOLAR RADIATION MODELLING 
There have been many attempts to establish models which can predict 
the amount of global insolation available at any location (2-9). These 
models have ranged in complexity from the complete radiative transfer 
function to some simple models which do not require large-store computers. 
The mathematical expressions for some of these empirical models are 
reviewed below. 
Page {3} developed an earlier model by Angström {4} that used the 
sunshine duration as the model input to estimate the average daily solar 
radiation. It sought a linear relationship between global radiation 
levels and the number of sunshine hours. The average daily glöbal 
insolation was predicted from: 
G=5 
o(A + 
Bn/N) 0 ,, 
(1) 
where: 
H0- (24Isc/n) 11 + 0.033 cos (360y/365), 
x [cos 6 cos 4 sin ws + (2nws/360) sind sin p, ... (2) 
6= 23.45 sin (360(y + 284)/365) ... 
(3) 
and: 
cos ws =- tan ý tan 6 ... 
(4) 
I: 
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The Liu and Jordan model {5} relates the ratio D/Ho of daily rates 
of diffuse to extra-terrestrial irradiation, to the ratio G/Ho of daily 
rates of global to extra-terrestrial irradiation. Although the method 
is applicable to daily, rather than hourly values, it has frequently 
been used to estimate hourly rates of diffuse radiation. The equation 
below, representing the Liu and Jordan correlation, will be used in this 
study: 
D/H0 = 0.294(G/H0) + 0.1445 sin (4.97(G/H0)) ... (5) 
Barbaro et al {6} combined the monthly sunshine duration, the noon 
altitude of the sun on a particular day of the month and a zone parameter 
to estimate the average monthly global insolation on a horizontal surface. 
The following mathematical form of this model has been used in this 
investigation: 
G 2K 
t(mn)1'24(ak'19)) + 10 550(sin ak'1) + 300(sin ak)3 
99. 
(6) 
Exell {7} developed a compact first-order random model for simulating 
daily totals of solar radiation and hourly radiation fluxes. Altitude, 
declination, zenith distance and latitude were the model inputs. From 
the day of the year, the Sun's declination was calculated by means of a 
Fourier series of the form: 
43 
6=1 A(s) cos(sT) +I A(r) sin(rT) ... (7) s=o r=1 
in which 
T= (360(y - 80)/365) ... 
(8) 
The sun's altitude, the zenith distance and the hourly radiation fluxes 
were calculated by means of eqns. (9) to (13). 
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Altitude, 
sin a= cos w cos 6 cos ý+ sin 6 sin ý ... (9) 
Zenith distance, 
Z= (1 - a/90) ... (10) 
Rate of global insolation, 
6 
Go =WF A(z)Z2R ... (11) 9, 0 
Rate of direct radiation, 
I=W6 
16 
A(i)Z2i ... (12) 
Rate of diffuse radiation, 
Dc = Gc - Ic sin a ... (13) 
The weighting factor, W. allows for changes in the intensity of 
solar radiation due to variations in the distance of the sun from each 
particular location on the earth. This factor will be defined later. 
The model also provides a formula for calculating the average daily 
global insolation. This formula consists of a Fourier series in which 
the arguments of the trigonometric terms are functions of the day of the 
year and the Fourier coefficients are functions of the latitude. Thus: 
47 
G=W C(j) cos (iT) +1 C(j) sin((j - 4)T) ... (14) j=0 j=5 
where the C(j) values are given by: 
4i 
CO) =F c(i. J)X 
i=1 ... 
(15) 
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and: 
X= (ý - 12.5)/7.5 ... (16) 
Goldberg and Klein (8) combined the effective air mass, m*, for the 
day, the opacity plus albedo effects and a correction factor for average 
cloud cover to estimate the daily global insolation. Their equation was: 
G= (Ho/2) [(1 + exp(- m*R))exp(- m*(aox + T)) + 0.11 Fc 
... 
c, 7, 
Reddy {9} introduced a new formula for computing the daily total 
solar radiation, G, received on the earth's surface; 
G= k[(0.8S + 1)(1 - 0.2t)/ º/F, ... (18) 
k= 100(AN + fi, j cost) ... (19) 
A= [0.2/(1 + 0.14)] ... (20) 
Only predictions from three of the above models, chosen according 
to the climatological inputs currently available, will be compared in the 
present investigation with the measured data. The three models are those 
of Page {3}, Barbaro et al {6} and a modified Exell model {7}. 
EFFICACY OF THE PREDICTIONS 
Because each of the three chosen models uses similar terms in different 
ways, or uses different parameters, certain modifications had to be made 
so that the predictions could be properly compared. For the Page model, 
the behaviour of the measured data which showed a sinusoidal trend, in- 
phase with solar declination, dictated the following empirical equations 
for the regression constants: 
A-0.315 + 0.0335 sin {30(L - 3)) (21) 
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and: 
B=0.775 -A ... (22) 
The parameter Ho was estimated from eqn. (2) by selecting for each 
month the day for which Ho is nearly the same as the mean monthly value 
(see Table 1). 
For the Barbaro et al model {6}, the zone parameter for the latitude 
range in which the Yemen is located varies sinusoidally according to: 
K= 15.3 - 0.095 sin (30(L - 7)) ... (23) 
The noon altitude was calculated for the same typical day as used to 
calculate Ho in the Page model {3). 
When the behaviour of the measured data for Sana'a was analysed, it 
indicated that the weighting factor W for the Exell model should be 
redefined as: 
W=0.845 + 0.0115 sin {360(y - 196)/365) ... (24) 
With these modifications and employing the appropriate equations, the 
correlations between the predicted and the measured values for the three 
models were evaluated. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for the average 
daily global insolations for selected days of the year. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As can be seen from Table 2, the percentage deviation reached 9 per cent 
at maximum for the Page model {3}, 10 per cent for the Barbaro et al model 
{6} and only 6 per cent for the modified Exell model {1}. Thus the modified 
Exell empirical formulation (eqn. (4)), gave the best agreement with the 
measured glabal insolation data. Equations (7) to (14) with W defined by 
eqn. (24), could therefore be used to: 
(i) Estimate the solar radiation intensity to within 6 per cent 
for the Ibb plain. 
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(ii) Provide sensible estimates for the missing data in the 
station records. 
Establish a typical reference year for solar-energy 
calculations in the Yemen. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THERMAL BEHAVIOURS OF VERNACULAR BUILDINGS IN THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A Vertical area, in contact with the m2 
ambient environment, of the solid 
walls (i. e. excluding windows) of 
the house 
Ar External area of the horizontal m2 
roof of the considered house 
Aref External area of the reference m2 
house roof 
Awin Total glazed area for each storey m2 
of the considered house 
Cn(j, k) Wall-roof matrix, an expression 
for which is given by eqn. (18) 
Cp, Specific heat of the material in J kg-'K-1 
the ith layer of the vertical wall 
(or horizontal roof) 
di Thickness of the ith layer (in m 
the vertical wall or horizontal 
roof) 
fr, fw Ratio of the rate of energy trans- 
mitted through a horizontal roof 
(or vertical wall) to that falling 
on the horizontal roof (or vertical 
wall) at a specific time 
Fn U-value of a specified wall: W M-2 K-1 
defined for n>l by equation (20) 
Fn, I(j, k), FnII(j, k) Dimensionless quantities as given 
by eqns. (65) and (71) respectively 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
g(k). 9n(k) 
g1,1(i, k)'92,11(j. k) 
9n, I(J'k). 9n, II(j. k) 
h 
Dimensionless quantities defined 
by eqns. (49) and (51) respectively 
Dimensionless quantities as defined 
by eqns. (56) and (58) respectively 
Dimensionless quantities, as given 
by eqn. (60) 
Overall (i. e. including radiation W m-2K'1 
contribution) heat loss coefficient 
hi Air-film heat-transfer coefficient W m-2K-1 
for the inside wall of the considered 
house as defined in Table 1 
h0 Air-film heat-transfer coefficient W M-2 K-1 
for the outside surface of the 
considered house evaluated under 
respectively sheltered, normal, or 
severe wind conditions (see Table 1) 
ho, l, 
ho, n 
Outside air-film heat-transfer W M-2 K-1 
coefficients for n=1 and n>l 
respectively 
H Long-wave rate of thermal radiation w m-2 
from a black surface at the environ- 
mental air temperature: average values 
for typical vertical and horizontal 
surfaces in the Yemen are given by 
eqn. (21a) 
Integer, referring to the design of 
the chosen roof and its combination of 
constructional materials; j=1,2,3,.... 
or 9 as designated in Fig. 2. 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
k Integer, such that 1skS 10: it 
refers to the glazed-to-wall area ratio, 
see eqns. (14) and (15) 
Integer indicating direction for 
east, west, north or south, for which 
R equals 1,2,3 or 4 respectively 
1, lr Wall length for the n-storey and m 
reference houses respectively 
L Insolation period: normally hr 
L=8 hours 
Mn(j, k) The n-storey house coupling matrix 
- see eqn. (17) 
n Number of storeys in the considered 
building 
q(t) Instantaneous value of the total heat 
flux entering a house or(emerging from 
the house, if its value is of negative 
sign) as defined by equation (22) W 
gcg(t) Transient rate of thermal flux w 
conducted, through the glazed elements, 
into the house, as defined by eqn. (25) 
gdir(t)qindr(t) The direct and indirect heat transfer W 
components of the flux entering the 
house: these are evaluated respect- 
ively at time t in eqns. (23) and (30) 
gfe(t) Transient rate of heat gain from the W 
"free" energy sources within the house 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
g(t), 
qv(t) Rates of thermal loss from the w 
house via the ground and ventilation 
respectively 
qindr 24 hour average of the instantan- W 
eous rate of heat transfer through 
the building structure, as defined 
by eqn. (31) 
ti 
gindr(t') Swing of the heat flow about the W 
daily average of the rate of heat 
being transferred, through the 
building structure, to or from the 
house, as defined by eqn. (34) 
4njk, 
I(t)Ignjk, Il(t) Transient rates of heat loss from aw 
house of n storeys in groups I and II 
respectively, as defined by eqns. 
(39) and (40) 
4T(t) Transient rate of solar energy trans- W 
mitted through the glazed area into 
the house, as defined by eqn. (24) 
Q1 Average steady-state (i. e. in practice W 
the mean value over 24 hours) rate of 
heat loss from the ground storey as 
indicated by eqn. (11) 
4 
Rol 
QR(t) Transient rate of solar energy falling W m-2 
per unit area on the differently orien- 
ted (i. e. east, west, north or south 
facing) house walls 
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NOMENCLATURE (tont) 
II(jk) 
6 
I(3k)4 Steady-state rates of heat loss W n, , from a house of n storeys in groups 
I and II respectively, as defined 
by eqns. (16) and (17) 
Rr'Qw'Qwin Rates of steady-state heat loss W 
through the roof (and ceiling), 
walls, and windows respectively: 
expressions for which are given 
by eqns. (7), (6), and (8) 
II(J, k) f I(J'k)'Q Q Steady-state rates of heat loss W re , ref, from the reference house of groups 
I and II respectively, as defined by 
eqns. (55), and (57) 
R Ratio of wall length of the n-storey 
house relative to that of the refer- 
ence house, as defined by eqn. (53) 
Rnjk, I(t)'Rnjk, Il(t) Heat loss reduction factors, expressions 
for which are given by eqns. (42) and 
(43) respectively 
Rt Total thermal resistance of a wall W'lm2 K 
or roof - see eqn. (4) 
S Sum of the vertical outside surface m2 
areas of the external solid homogen- 
eous walls for the considered storey 
Sr Solid homogeneous wall area for the m2 
considered storey of the reference 
house 
tot' Time periods: t' -t+ý hr 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
Te, Ti The average daily temperatures K 
of the ambient environment and 
of the air inside the house 
respectively 
T0, To(t) Ambient environmental air temper- K 
atures in the steady-state and 
transient-state representations 
respectively 
Tsa(t) Sol-air temperature appropriate K 
to the direction and surface of a 
wall or roof, as defined by eqn. (21) 
Tsa, 
rTsa, w 
24 hour average of the sol-air K 
temperatures appropriate to the 
direction and surface of the 
roof and house walls respectively 
Tsa, 
r(t), 
Tsa, 
w(t) 
Instantaneousisel-air, temperatures K 
appropriate to the direction and 
surface of the horizontal roof and 
house walls respectively 
Tsa, r(t')"Tsa, w(t') 
Sol-air temperature, evaluated at K 
t'=t++, appropriate to the direction 
and surface of the roof and house 
walls respectively 
u Composite wall heat transfer W m"2K"1 
coefficient, see eqn. (2) 
Ucr Composite roof heat transfer W M-2 K-1 
coefficient, see eqn. (7) 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
Ucr, j Heat transfer coefficient for the W m-2K"1 
jth type of roof construction 
(see Fig. 2) 
U1,, U2 Heat transfer coefficients for the W m-2K-1 
first and the second storeys resp- 
ectively of groups I and II houses 
Un, I'Un, II Heat transfer coefficients for the W M-2 K-1 
nth storey houses in groups I and 
II respectively, expressions for 
which are given by eqns. (12) and (13) 
Un, I(j, k), Un, II(j, k) Heat transfer coefficients for groups W M-2 K-1 
I and II houses respectively, as 
defined by eqns. (61) and (62) 
v Mean wind speed to which the exter- m s-1 
nal wall is exposed (see Table 1) 
Xi Thickness of the ith vertical struct- m 
ural layer in the wall 
z Integer, z=1 to 8; refers to the type 
of wall construction as designated in 
Fig. 3 
a Absorption coefficient of the materials 
of the outer wall or roof surfaces 
respectively for short-wave radiation 
- see references 1 and 2 
ag Absorption coefficient for glass; for 
the present numerical predictions, it 
is assumed that ag = 0.2 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
c Emissivity of the outer surface 
considered - see Table 1 
TI Dimensionless constructional 
parameter defined by equation (54) 
Tl9(t) Dimensionless parameter as defined 
by eqn. (38) 
nr(t), nw(t) Dimensionless parameters, as defined 
for the roof and walls by eqns. (37) 
and (36) respectively 
00 Initial temperature of the outer K 
surface of the external wall 
8(t) Temperature at a general point in K 
the external wall, as given by 
eqn. (27) 
xi Thermal conductivity of the ith W m-'K-1 
layer in the vertical wall (or 
horizontal roof) 
ui(x) Attenuation factor for the ith 
vertical structural layer in the 
wall: see eqn. (28) 
pi Density of the ith layer in the 
vertical wall (or horizontal roof) kg 
Glass transmission coefficient: for 
the numerical predictions, it is 
assumed that i-0.85 
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NOMENCLATURE (tont) 
Phase lag of the temperature hr 
signal dependent on the wall 
(or roof) thickness - see Fig. 4 
qi(x) Phase lag imposed upon the temp- hr 
erature signal due to its passage 
through the ith vertical structural 
layer of the wall: see eqn. (29) 
Suffixes 
r of the roof 
w of the wall 
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CHAPTER 3 
THERMAL BEHAVIOURS OF VERNACULAR BUILDINGS IN THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 
Mathematical Model of the Steady-State Heat Transfer Behaviour 
The walls, any insulant that is present and the air boundary-layer 
films associated with a building structure, each offer resistances to heat 
flows. The steady-state heat transfer equation for the double layer wall 
(or roof), as represented in Figure 1, is given by the well-known equation: 
2 
(Ti - To) =4 
(cl/A hi) + (1/A ho) + (1/A) 
iFý 
di/Xi ) ... (1) 
However, the overall steady-state heat-transfer coefficient is defined 
by: 
Q=UA AT ... (2) 
where AT = Ti - To 
So 
U-1 = 
(h1 + höl + di/all ... (3) 
Thus for a vertical wall (or horizontal roof) of i parallel vertical 
(or horizontal respectively) layers, the overall thermal resistance, Rt, 
can be calculated via 
Rt (hi' + hol + di/Xj) ... c4) 
The total rate of heat loss from a house is the net result of the simult- 
aneous contributions through its walls, roof, floors and windows, and via 
ventilation. 
Houses in the Yemen can be categorised as follows: 
Group I: Those with all their external walls of the same material, 
irrespective of the number of storeys. 
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Group II: Those built with external walls of different materials 
for each storey. 
In order to obtain a first approximate description of the thermal 
performance of a house, it is assumed that: - 
i) its internal temperature can be assigned a single value Ti; 
ii) the heat losses via ventilation and to the ground are balanced 
by heat gains from its occupants, solar energy and/or interior 
lighting; 
iii) the heat capacity of the building structure has no effect on 
the thermal performance, i. e. steady-state behaviour is 
considered. 
Thus the total rate of heat loss from the building is given by: 
Q= Qw + Qr f Rwin ... (5) 
where 
qW = (S1 U1 + S2 U2 + ............. + Sn Un) AT ... (6) 
Qr = Ar Ucr AT ... (7) 
and 
Rwin =n Awin Uwin AT so* (8) 
For Group I houses 
QW =n U1 S AT ... 
(9) 
where n is the number of storeys in the considered house. 
Combining equations 7,8 and 9, and substituting into an equation 
corresponding to (5), gives 
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Qn+ 
Ar Ucr 
+n 
Awin twin 61 (10) n'I S ul s ul 
where Qi is the steady-state rate of heat loss through the walls of the 
first storey, defined in terms of the corresponding heat transfer coeffi- 
cient by: 
61 
= SU1 T ... 
(11) 
There will be a greater effect of wind assault on the rate of heat 
loss from the upper storeys than from the lower ones. The overall heat 
transfer coefficient for the nth storey can be expressed in terms of that 
for the first storey. These two heat transfer coefficients differ in 
the value of ho for Group I houses and in the values of ho and thermal 
conductivity-thickness ratio for Group II houses. Accounting for the 
exposure of the external walls and roof to the wind, see Table 1, and 
using eqn. (3) we can deduce that: 
For Group I_houses 
un, I - 
(ho, 
nAo, l 
For Group II houses 
Uh /h 
n, II o, n o, 1) 
hi + h0ýý + h1ho1,1 di/ai 11 
+ horn + hiho, n 
(di/Ai) 
) 
ul 
hi + ho, 1 + hi ho lj (di/'i)n=1 (hl 
+ ho, n + hi h0, n 
ý (di/Xi)n>1 
Traditionally, Yemenis tend to occupy dwellings with the following 
design ratios {3}: - 
Ar/S = 0.05k (K + 0.5) 
AWin/S = 0.05k 
... (14) 
... (15) 
where k= an integer, such that 1 ý< k< 10 
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For the jth type of roof (as defined in Fig. 2), and using 
equations (10), (14) and (15), it can be deduced that 
Qn, I(j, k) = 
[n 
+ 0.5k(k + 0.5)(Ucrj/U1)+ 0.05kn(Uwin/U 
, 1] 
Q1 
or 
Qn I(j, k) = Mn(J, k) Q1 ... (16) 
where the matrix Mn(j, k) indicates the influence of the wall-roof 
combination on the total steady-state rate of heat loss from the house, 
and is given by 
Mn(J, k) =n+ Cn (J . k) ... (17) 
where 
Cn(i k) = 
[0.05k 
(k + 0.5)(Ucr, i /U1) + 0.05kn (Uwin/Ul 1 ... (18) 
A similar procedure can be used for Group II houses, i. e. 
Qn, II(i k) = 
IM 
n(i ek) +(Fn/U1) + 
(1 - n) Q, ... (19) 
where Fn is the sum of the U-factors for the different walls, i. e. 
n 
Fn mU... (20) n z=2 z 
Justification for Employing the Steady-State Approach 
The diurnal variations of the ambient environment's temperature and 
the insolation upon house walls are not accounted for in equations (16) 
and (19). A more rigorous approach would allow for the transient behaviour 
taking into account the thermal inertia of the walls and roof, and the 
variations of the ambient temperature and the energy inputs as functions 
of time. The usual practice {l, 5} under such conditions, is to express 
the rate of heat transfer, i. e. the amount of flux entering (or emerging 
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TYPE No. 1 (U= 2.26 Wm2K) 
11cm EAR1H FILLING 
2cm WOODEN JOISTiI r 1.2cm GYPSUM PLASTER 
t::: LT l: 'l'..: 
WOODEN BEAM 
TYPE No. 6 (U=10.32 Wm'2K'1) 
13-5cm REINFORCED-CONCRETE SLAB 
2cm GYPSUM OR CEMENT PLASTER 
TYPE No. 2 (U= 2.10 Wm 2K'1) 
it cm EARTH FILLING 
25 cm PLYW000i 
1A. -, ! -. -I TYPE No. 7 (U=7.72 Wm'2K'1) 
WOODEN BEAM 
TYPE No. 3 (U=1.83Wm'2K'1) 
11 cm EARTH FILLING SINGLE LAYER OF BITUMEN 
25cm PLYWOOD OR FELT PAPER 
WOODEN BEAM [50cm 
TYPE No. 4 (U= 2.11 Wm'2K1) 
Scm EARTH FILLING SINGLE LAYER OF BITUMEN 
6.8cm CONCRETE 2"Scm PLYWOOD 
WOODEN BEAM 
SOcm 
TYPE No. 5 (U= 2.72 Wm'2K'1) 
10cm CONCRETE SINGLE LAYER OF BITUMEN 
2"5cm PLYW0001I 
r 
". " : i-L". 'i. r.., --- 
WOODEN BEAM 
6cm PLAIN CONCRETE 13 Scm REINFORCED-CONCRETE 
2cm GYPSUM OR SLAS 
CEMENT PLASTER 
TYPE No. 8 (U = 2.86 Wm *2 K*') 
6cm PLAIN CONCRETE 13 Scm RE INFORCED"CONCRETE 
GYPSUM OR CEMENT SLAB 
PLASTER WATER PROOFING INSULATION 
[[(3 
LAYERS) 
""r. 
TYPE No- 9 (U=2.3OWm'2 K'1) 
CEMENT TILES PAIN CONCRETE 
CEMENT MORTAR WATER PROOFING INSULATION 
GYPSUM OR 
i 
FFr 
13.5cm REINFORCED-CONCRETE 
CEMENT PIASTER SLAB 
FIG. 2. VERTICAL CROSS-SECTIONS OF TRADITIONALLY -EMPLOYED 
HORIZONTAL ROOFS ON DWELLINGS IN THE YEMEN ARAB 
REPUBLIC. 
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from) the house, in terms of the differences between the artificial 
environmental and the sol-air temperatures rather than on the inside- 
outside air temperature difference. This tactic {1} simplifies certain 
calculations, and moreover the artificial environmental temperature, Te9 
is a better index for human comfort assessment purposes than the inside 
air temperature, Ti(t). In this analysis, we fix Te at the comfort level 
of 22°C, and calculate the sol-air temperature, Tsa(t), appropriate to the 
direction and surface of the house walls and roof according to: - 
Tsa(t) = 
(10(t) 
+ ((x 6t(t) - CH)/h ... c2, ) 
The parameter H in equation (21) accounts for the long-wave radiation 
from a black surface at the environmental air temperature. For vertical 
and horizontal surfaces in the Yemen it is assumed that {l} : 
H= 100 W m'2 for a horizontal roof 
and ... (21a) 
H=0 for vertical walls 
The total heat flux entering the house, can be described by the 
following general equation: 
q(t) = gdir (t) + gindr (t) ... (22) 
where gdir (t) and gindr (t) represent respectively the contributions of 
the direct and indirect heat transfer components to the flux. 
The value of qdir (t) results from contributions due to the: - 
I transient rate of solar energy transmitted through the glazed 
area into the house, qT(t); 
" transient rate of thermal fluxes conducted, through the glazed 
area, into the house, gcg(t); 
t rate of ventilation heat losses, resulting from the changes of 
the inside air, qv(t); 
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t rate of heat gains from the free energy sources within the 
house, gfe(t); and 
0 rate of thermal losses through the floor, qg(t). 
Accordingly qdir(t) is the appropriate sum of all these terms, i. e. 
gdir(t) = qT(t) + gfe(t) + gcg(t) qv(t) - q9(t) ... (23) 
Assuming that the heat losses to the ground and due to ventilation are 
balanced by the rate of heat gains from the "free" energy sources 
including those within the house, then equation (23) can be rewritten 
in the form: 
gdir(t) = qT(t) + gcg(t) 
where 
4 
qT(t) 
. 
Fl Awin Qz(t) ... (24) 
and 
... (25) qc9(t) = UwinAwin (Tsa(t) - Te) 
On the other hand, the contribution of the indirect components, qindr(t), 
instantaneous at a time, to the flux entering or emerging from the house 
occurs at some later time, t' (= t+ 0). 
This delay depends on the thickness and density of the boundary walls 
and roof. 
Let us consider the response of the indoor temperature to any incident 
solar heat gains. The general equation for the one-dimensional heat flow 
through a wall is 
B20(t) 
=a-... (26) 
a. x2 at 
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During the insolation period, L, the temperature at a general point, of 
co-ordinate x, in the wall can be written { 4} as: 
6(t) _ 
(i(x) eo) sin 
{(2ir(t 
/24 ... (27) 
where u(x) and 4(x) are respectively the attenuation factor and time delay 
for a heat pulse propagating through the wall. 
On substituting from equation (27) into equation (26), the following 
expressions can be deduced for the effects of ith vertical layer of the 
considered wall: - 
7T pi C Xi 
L 
ui (x) = exp - ,i (xi/Xi) ... (28) 
and 
c. (x) = (L/120) 
Pi Cp'i ,i )(x. /A. ) ... (29) 
7TL 
Wall types 6,7 and 8 (see Fig. 3) are used only as the walls of ground 
storeys in the modern multi-storey houses. A vernacular multi-storey 
house can be built wholly using any of types 1 to 5. However, if dissimilar 
types are used for each storey, they are constructed traditionally with 
stone (type 1) for the ground-floor walls, followed by concrete (type 3), 
brick (type 2), or mud (type 4) for successively higher storeys in 
decreasing order of popularity. Reinforced concrete walls (type 5) are 
used for the top storeys in buildings of up to three storeys in height, 
for which the lower storeys have concrete or stone walls. 
It can be deduced (via equations 28 and 29 and using the data presented 
in Table 2) for buildings with vernacular walls (of types 1 or 4), that 
thermal comfort is maintained better within the structure during the summer 
months than is achieved with commonly-adopted modern structures (of type 3 
for example). 
Such predictions are corroborated by experience. The plot of fi(x) 
as a function of x, is shown in Fig. 4. The phase lags between the attain- 
ment of maximum temperatures at the outer and inner surfaces of a wall will 
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2 
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TYPE No. 6 (U=2.89Wm'2W') 
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60 
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120 Its 12 
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20 
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TYPE No. 8 (U-5.19Wm'? K'') 
MORTAR CONCRETE BLOCKS 
CUT STONE GYPSUM OR 
CEMENT PLASTER 
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ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT 
IN HOUSE 
.7 ý I12 20 
FIG. 3 VERTICAL CROSS-SECTIONS OF SOME COMMONLY- 
EMPLOYED TYPES OF WALLS IN THE YEMEN 
ARAB REPUBLIC. 
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TABLE 2 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME COMMONLY-USED WALLS OF BUILDINGS IN THE YEMEN 
Wal l type 
- see Fig. 3 
p. 
(Mg m-3) 
d. 
(m) (J kg-' K-1) (W m'1 K-1) 
1 2.72 0.52 877 0.872 
2 2.24 0.42 836 0.601 
3 2.21 0.45 897 1.745 
4 1.84 0.62 753 0.465 
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be approximately 15 hours for types 1 and 4 walls, and between 9 and 14 
hours for all other types considered here. Because the phase lag, 4, 
evaluated at x>0.4m, for all the materials considered except concrete 
is greater than the eight hour insolation period, the contribution of the 
stored solar gains, (i. e. the indirect heat transfer components gindr(t))1 
is negligible during that period for almost all the walls considered. 
Several methods have been used to estimate the contribution of the indirect 
heat transfer components to the flux entering or emerging from the house. 
The method followed here expresses such contributions as the sum of the 
daily average of the instantaneous rate of heat transfer through the solid 
elements of the house and the swing of the heat flow, evaluated at time 
t' =t+4, where 4 is the phase lag. Thus; 
gindr(t) - gindr + gindr ttý) ... (30) 
The average daily rate of heat transfer {5} through the solid elements of 
a house is given by: 
4indr =U S(Tsa, W - 
Te) + Ucr Ar (Tsa, r - 
Te) ... (31) 
where Tsa, w, 
Tsa, 
r and 
Te are respectively the 24 hour average values 
of the sol-air temperatures, appropriate to the direction and surface of 
the house walls and roof, and the constant indoor environmental temperature. 
If the thermal capacity of the roof or the wall were infinite and there 
were no fluctuations of temperature but simply a steady temperature-difference 
existed, then the rate of heat transfer to the house walls would be given 
by equation (31). However, if the thermal capacity were zero, the rate 
of heat transfer at time t would be: 
gindr(t) =US (Tsa, w(t) - 
Te) + Ucr Ar (Tsaýr(t) - Te) ... (32) 
The actual rate of heat transfer into the house, qindr(t). lies somewhere 
between the extreme values shown by equations (31) and (32), and this occurs 
at some later time, t' =t+4. This rate is calculated by adding to the 
expression given by equation (31) the swing of the heat flow about the 
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mean evaluated at time t' =t+¢. Thus 
ti 
gindr(t) = gindr + gindr(t') .. " (33) 
where 
); gindr is given by equation (31) and gindr(t') is given by {I 
4indr(t') = fW US 
(Tsa, 
w(t') - 
Te + fr UcrAr Tsa, r(t') - 
Te 
... (34) 
where fw and fr are the decrement factors respectively of the house walls 
and roof, and dependent on their respective thicknesses; and Tsa, w(t') 
and Tsa, r(t') are respectively the sol-air 
temperatures at t' =t+m, 
appropriate to the direction and surface of the house walls and roof. 
The overall rate of heat transfer, q(t), can be obtained as the sum 
of components described by equations (33) and (23), i. e., 
q(t) =US 
(Te 
- To(t) nw(t) + (UcrAr/U S)fr(t) - (UwinAwin/U S)n9(t) 
... (35) 
where r(t), nr(t) are dimensionless parameters expressing the ratio of 
the temperature difference, as evaluated at times t' and t, between the 
indoor environmental temperature and the ambient sol-air temperature, and 
ng(t) is a dimensionless parameter expressing the instantaneous effect of 
the direct heat transfer components on the indoor climate. Expressions 
for these are: - 
nw(t) = Tsa, w + 
fw Tsa, 
w(t') - 
(1 + fw)Te Te - To(t) ... (36) 
rtr(t) = Tsar + fr Tsaýr(t') 4 (1 + fr)Te 
)/(Te 
- To(t) ... (37) 
(T h+ a9 UHirý) RF1 QR, (t) n9(t) 1-... (38) 
h Uwin (Te - To(t)) 
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Equation (35) can be generalised to permit one to obtain descriptions of 
the behaviours of all walls and roofs employed in the Yemeni houses as 
follows: 
For a n-storey house in Group I: 
qnjk, i(t) 2 
UMS 
e- 
To(t) n nw(t) +(Ucr, j ArU1S) nr(t). n(UwinAwin/U1S)ng(t) 
... (39) 
For a n-storey house in Group II: 
gnik, II(t) 2 
U1S(Te - To(t)) 
((1+. 
(Fn/Ui))flw(t)Ucrj Ar/U1S)nr(t) - n(UwinAwin/U1S)n (t 9/ 
... (40) 
Using equations (16), (19), (39) and (40), we can devise the following 
general expressions 
4njk, I(t) = Rnjk, I(t) Qn, I(i. k) 
and 
%jk, 
II(t) = Rnjk, II(t) Qn, II(3. k) 
where 
... c4, ) 
Rnjk, I(t 
- 
ii 
(1-n\, (t))+0.05k(k+0.5) 1-rtr(t» 
(AT(t)/OT) 
(Ucrj/U1)+o. O5kfl(1+flgt)(uw4fl/)" 
Mn(J. k) 
... (42) 
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and 
Rnjk. II(t) 0 
(AT(t)/AT) 1- (1_n(t))(1+(F/u1))+o. o5k(k+o. 5) rl(1_n, t)) / U (Ucr, j/U, )+0.05kn(l+n )(Uw Q)1 nl 
(M(i 
. k)+(F/U1 )+(1-n) 
where 1T(t) = Te - To(t); AT = Ti - To 
i ... (43) 
The heat reduction factor (Rnjk(t), depending on the time of the day, can 
be positive, i. e. when heat flows from the house inside to the ambient environ- 
ment Ti(t) > To(t), or negative, i. e. when heat flows in the reverse direction 
as T0(t) > Ti(t). In general, according to equations (42) and (43): 
for To(t) < Ti(t) 
>0 Rnjk, I(t) 
>o Rnjk, II(t) 
and 
for T0(t) > Ti(t) 
<0 Rnjk, i t 
Rnjk, II(t) <0 
... (44) 
Thus the steady-state equations proposed in this model can be used to predict 
the transient state of heat loss for that period of the day during which the 
heat flow is from the inside to the outside, i. e. for which To(t) < Ti(t). For 
the period when T0(t) > Ti(t), which amounts to about 4 hours per day in the 
summer and to about 2 hours per day in the winter, (see Fig. 5), the temperature 
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distribution in the external wall is affected by the rates of absorption 
at the external surfaces TO and consequently the contribution of the 
stored heat to the increase of the internal house temperature should be 
included. The experimental observations of the heat loss reduction factor, 
Rnjk, I(t), as a function of time for a typical Yemeni house is shown for 
representative summer and winter days in Fig. 5. The plot is for a single 
-storey stone house with the following design characteristics: a glazed- 
to-solid wall area ratio of 0.25, a roof U-value of 2.26 W/m2K and a 
window U-value of 4.3 W/m2K for the temperature conditions AT - 6°C 
in winter and 2°C in summer, and AT(t) = 22 - T0(t). As shown in Fig. 5, 
the steady-state and transient rates of heat loss, see equation (41), are 
equal during the off-sunshine hours. The same agreement was also obtained 
during the early morning sunshine hours (i. e. 6.00 to 8.00 a. m. in the 
summer and 7.00 to 8.00 a. m. in the winter), and the late afternoon hours 
(i. e. 4.00 p. m. to 6.00 p. m. in the summer and 2.00 to 5.00 p. m. in the 
winter). Thus the total number of hours during which the predictions of 
the steady-state model agree with those of a transient-state model is, 
see Fig. 5,17 hours in the summer and 19 hours in the winter. In other 
words, the ratio of the shaded area in Fig. 5, i. e. for periods during 
which the model fails to predict the thermal behaviour of the house, to 
the unshaded area (i. e. for the periods during which the model is able to 
predict the thermal behaviour of the house), equals approximately 
0.79 for winter and 0.71 for summer. This means that the transient rates 
of heat loss can be expressed approximately in terms of the steady-state 
rates of heat loss for both summer and winter as follows: - 
For Sumner 
gnjk, I(t)\ Qn, I(i. k) 
. 71 ... (45) 
gnJk, II(t) / 
Rn, II(i. k) 
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For Winter: 
gnj k, I(t) Qn, I(jýk) 
=0.79 ... (46) 
gnjk, II(t) Qn, II(ik) 
APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 
The performances of different houses have been assessed relative 
to a reference house. For Group I houses (i. e. those built of a single 
material), the reference house has only a single storey. However, for 
Group II houses (i. e. those built of more than one material), the 
reference house is two storeys high. The selection of a two-storey 
house as the "base" system for Group II allows for a change in materials 
of construction for each storey. Two cases are of practical interest. 
The first is that in which the design of each storey of the nth 
storey house is an exact duplicate of that of the chosen reference house, 
i. e. the design as well as the building materials are the same for both 
houses. For such a case: 
4ref, I(J, k) = Q11, I(Jgk) 
and ... (47) 
Qref, II(Jk) = Q2, IIOgk) 
From equations (16) and (19) it can be shown that: 
6n, 
I(3. k) - QI, I(j, k) = (n - 1) Q1g(k) ... (48) 
where 
g(k) 
(i 
+ 0.05k (Uwin/U1)) ... (49) 
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and 
where 
Qn, ii(i. k) - Q21II(i. k) 2 9n(k) Q1 ... (50) 
... (51) 9n (k) = (n - 2) (9(k) - 1) + 
[(Fn 
- U2)/U11 
For the second case, the design of the n-storey house differs from 
that of the reference house. For example, the roof area of the n-storey 
house, assuming the same roof area for each storey, is greater than that 
of the reference house. To evaluate the contribution which such a change 
will have upon the rate of heat loss using the present model, it is 
necessary to relate the wall/roof area of the nth-storey house to that 
of the reference house. In Yemeni buildings the roof width is usually 
fixed, but the length does vary according to the size of the available 
plot of land. The solid wall's vertical area as well as the roof's 
horizontal area, of the n-storey house can be related to the corresponding 
values for the reference house as follows: 
Sr = (n/R) and Aref = (Ar/R) ... (52) 
where R and n are the appropriate ratios of the length of the wall or 
roof of each storey of the house of n-storeys to those of the reference 
house, i. e. 
and 
R (1/lr) ... (53) 
n=1+0.05k (1-R) .,. (54) 
Therefore, the steady-state rates of heat loss from the chosen reference 
houses for Groups I and II are respectively given by: 
Qref, I(Jsk) = g1 1(J. k) Ql ... (55) 
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where 
9111ýý, k) = n/R + 
(0.05k)(K + 0.5) (Ucr, j/U1) + 0.05k (Uwin/U1) R 
and 
4ref, II(J. k) = 92, II(J, k) 
61 
where 
... (56) 
... (57) 
(Ul + U2) (0.05k)(K + 0.5) 
g2ýII(Jýk) 
RU+R 
(Ucr,, 3/Ul) + 0.05k (Uwin/U1) 
1 
... (58) 
From equations (16), (19), (55) and (57), it can be proved that: 
Qn, I(j. k) Qref, I(J. k) = 9n, I(J. k) QI 
and ... (59) 
Qn, II(J, k) " Qref, Il(J'k) = 9n, II(j, k) QI 
where 
gn, I(j, k) _ (n - 1)g(k) - 
l-R U1(1 + 0.05k) + 0.05k(k + 0.5) Ucr, j 
1 
and 
FI-R 
g II(j, k) _ (n-2)(g(k)-1) +=- -- n, U1 RU1 
((tJi+U2)(1+O. 5k)+O. 05k(k+O. 5)Ucr, 
It can be deduced, using equations (16), (19) and (47) through to 
(60), and taking into consideration equation (12), that: 
ForRa1: - 
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Un, I(J, k) - (1/n)U,, I(J. k) = 
(n - 1) (h0\(h1 + ho,, 
_ 
+ hiho11 di/li 
g(k) + U1 
n ho l hi + horn + hiho, n 
di/ai 
l)( 
Un, II(Jk) - (2/n)U2, II(j, k) = 
(h0, \(h1 + h0ýý + hiho1ý (di/A1)nsý 
(1/n)9 (k) +U n hhi + horn + hhoýý (di/Xl)n>1 
1 
ForR<1"- 
Un, i(Jsk) -nj 
nR 
('ho, 
n (1/n)9n, I(J, k) + 
( hi + 
- 
h011 + hiho, 1 
i (di/ai) 
ho 
$I 
) 
hj + 
ý 
horn + hiho, n 
I. (di/Xi) 
Un, 1I(J, k) - 
211 UZýII(J, k) 
nR 
horn hi + hog + hiho'l (di/Xi)n=1 
(l/n)g 
n, II(j sk) +7 h0,1(hi + ho, n + hiho, n 
(di/ai)n>, 
... (61) 
Ul 
The predictions for (i) a single-storey mud house, (ii) a single-storey 
house with a concrete internal leaf and stone external cladding, and (iii) 
a single-storey concrete house, are illustrated in Figure 6a, b and c. 
How to Use the Model 
The thermal behaviours of buildings throughout a complete year can 
be predicted by means of computer based simulations. However, the use of 
such computer programs frequently requires a full year's record of hourly 
observations of weather conditions for each building's location. Thus, 
in order to evaluate the thermal response to an annual cycle of conditions 
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the program must perform at least 8760 separate calculations. As a result 
such programs involve excessive computer times and are thus often too 
expensive to use. They are probably also inappropriate methods for 
designers in developing countries. 
In an ideal design-process for a building, a thermal analysis would 
be performed in order to evaluate the thermal consequences of each major 
design option. 
The architect may then select the most effective option for that 
building and intended occupancy pattern. To achieve this, the simplified 
approach described has been evolved. Using it and knowing the available 
choices in the house specification (such as the number of storeys, type 
and materials of the external walls, design and materials for the roof, 
and the ratio of glazed-to-wall areas), the designer can from the presented 
equations and graphs evaluate each option. The thermal performance of each 
house design is characterised by two factors, namely 
i) the U-factor for the house and this can be deduced from 
equations (12), (61) and (62) 
and 
ii) the steady-state heat leak Q, obtained via equations (16) 
and (19). 
Example: To illustrate the application of the presented mathematical model 
we will consider a 3-storey mud house with the specifications given in Table 3. 
Roof type (see Fig. 2) 3 
Inside wall plaster wall type (see Fig. 3) 4 
Awin/S 0.25 
S(in m2) 100 
Table 3 Specifications for the walls and roof of the considered house. Steps in the calculation: - 
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I From Fig. 3, U1 = 0.72 W m-2K-1 
Assume a fixed internal house temperature, Ti, of 22°C and 
use the seasonal average ambient temperature, i. e. 16°C in 
winter and 20°C in summer. 
From equation (11): - 
During the winter, Q1 = U1 SAT (0.72)(100)(22 - 16) - 432 W 
and during the summer, Q1 = U1 SAT = (0.72)(100)(22 - 20) r 144 W 
I Evaluate the following parameters for Awin/S = 0.25: - 
From equation (18), C3(j, k) = 4.616 
From equation (17), M3(j, k) = 7.616 
0 Use equation (16) to evaluate QnI(j, k) 
t Use equations (12) and (61) and Table 1 to evaluate Un. 1(j, k) 
1 Use equations (45) and (46) to determine the steady-state and 
transient-state rates of heat loss from the house. 
The results are presented in Table 4. 
TART E4 
CONCLUSIONS FOR THE 3-STOREY HOUSE SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3 
Exterior wall material U-factor (Wm-2K-1) Heat loss (GJ/day) from the house 
first Second Third stead -state transien t-state 
torey storey storey roof wall winter summer winter summer 
Mud Mud Mud 1.83 0.72 0.284 0.095 0.224 0.067 
It must be emphasised that, despite contrary conventional practice, 
because of its low structural strength, it is not recommended that mud 
should be employed as the building material for ulti-storey structures. 
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Deductions 
For houses built of similar exterior wall materials, the difference 
between the rate of heat loss from the n-storey house and that from the 
reference house is given by: - 
Qn, I(i k) - Qref, I(J'k) = 9n. 1(j, k) Q, ... (63) 
According to equation (63), the smallest difference between Qn, I(j, k) 
and Qref, I(j, k) occurs when gn, I(j, k) < 1. Thus, to reduce the rate of 
heat loss relative to that of the reference house under similar circum- 
stances, it is recommended that the wall/roof length ratio be such that: 
I 
R1+ Fn, I(jk) for n>1... (64) 
where 
Fn, I(j, k) = 
l(n-1)g(k)) f[i + 0.05k 1+ (k + 0.5)(Ucr, j/U1) (65) 
However, if the n-storey house is an exact duplicate of the chosen reference 
house, i. e. R=1, this difference becomes an integral multiple of the rate 
of heat loss from the walls of the house of n-storeys, i. e. 
Qn, I(J, k) - 
61, 
I(J, k) = (n - 1) g(k) Q1 ... (66) 
On the other hand, the difference between Qn, 11(j, k) and 
6ref, 
I1(j'k) 
depends upon the number of storeys as well as upon the U-factors for the 
individual walls and roof, i. e. 
Qn, II(i k) Qref, Il(i k) = gn(k) Q1, for n>2 and Ra1... (67) 
Qn, II(i, k) - Qref, II(J "k) = 9n, II(3, k) Q1 9 for n>2 and R<1 
... (68) 
For each specified value of R, the smallest difference between 
Qn, II(j, k) and Qref, II(j, k) occurs when g n(k) <1 or a n, II(j, 
k) . 1. 
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Thus, to reduce the heat leaks through the material of an n-storey 
house, we recommend choosing the nth-storey material and the ratio of 
wall length respectively such that: - 
Uwin 
41, for n> 2 and R= 1 
(U1 - (Fn - U2)) ((n - 2)(0.05k)) 
... (69) 
and 
R 
.< 
(F, 
11ik) +1 for h>2 and R<1... (70) 
where 
Fn, II(j, k) = 
(Fn_U2_Ui+(n_2)((k)_1)ui)/J<i+U2+o. o5k(ui+u2+(k+o. 5)ucr, i» 
... (71) 
The length ratio, R. of a wall of the reference house to that of the 
n-storey house, for which the difference between 4n, I(i'k)'Qref , I(i'k) and Qn, II(j'k)'Oref, II(j9k) are minimal can be calculated, using 
equations (64) and (65) for Group I houses and equations (70) and (71) 
for Group II houses, from the following expressions: 
For Group I houses 
-1 
(n - 1)(U1 + 0.05k UWin) 
soo (72) (1 + 0.05k)U1 + 0.05k(k + 0.5)Ucrýj 
For Group II houses 
R<+ 
(n - 2)(0.05k Uwin + (Fn - U1 - U2)/(n - 2), -1 
(1 + 0.05k)(U1 + U2) + 0.05k(k + 0.5)Ucr, j 
Using euqations 72 and 73, the dependence of the upper limits for the 
value of R on the glazed-to-solid wall area ratio, k, is illustrated for 
n=4 in Figure 7, for the following particular external walls: - 
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RATIO R OF THE AREA OF THE WALL OF THE 
n th - STOREY HOUSE TO THAT OF THE REFERENCE HOUSE 
0009 N iý OCD 
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(i) stone (i. e. type 1 in Fig. 3) for the first storey and 
red brick (i. e. type 2 in Fig. 3) for all the higher storeys; 
(ii) same as case (i) but the second, third and fourth storeys are 
built from concrete (i. e. type 3 in Fig. 3); 
and(iii) stone (i. e. type 1 in Fig. 3) for all four storeys. 
The choice of these particular arrangements is justified by their 
popularity in the Yemen, where case (i) is most commonly used followed, 
for economic reasons, by cases (ii) and (iii). In all cases, the upper 
limits for R plotted in Figure 7 are for buildings with the same roof 
type 1 construction (see Fig. 2) which has a U-value of 2.26 W M-2 K-1. 
It was also assumed that all windows are single glazed and here a 
U-value of 4.3 W m-2K-'is used. 
The difference between the rate of heat loss from a Group I house 
and that from a Group II house illustrates the effect of the type of 
external wall constructional material on the steady-state rate of heat loss. 
From equations (16) and (19) itran he deduced that: - 
QnýII(Jýk) - Qn, I(J, k) 
n1 (n - 1) Q1 ... (74) U1(n 1) 
This equation implies, for n>2, that 
if Fn 
/ 
U1(n -1<1, then 
if Fn /Ul(n 
- 1) 
> 1, then 
or if Fn 
/U1(n 
- 1) = 1, then 
Qn, II(3. k) " Qn'I(ik) 
Qn, II(3. k) > Qn, I(J. k) 
Qn, II(i, k) ° Qn, I(Jsk) 
The ratio {Fn/U1(n - 1)} is plotted for n-2,3 and 4 in Figure 8. 
According to this figure, the condition Qn jl(J, k) < Qn,, I(j, k) is satisfied 
when a multi-storey house is built of the vernacular arrangement of walls 
constructed from stone and red brick, or stone and mud. Thus if the same 
design of multi-storey house is to be built wholly in either stone, red 
brick or mud rather than in a storey-by-storey sequence of these materials 
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i. e. stone for the first storey and red brick or mud for all the 
successive higher storeys, the steady state rate of heat loss from 
the house will be greater. 
On the other hand, the Yemeni vernacular arrangements of stone for 
the first storey and concrete or reinforced concrete for all the higher 
storeys (see Fig. 8), satisfy the condition Qn, II(j, k) ' 0n, I(i, k)" The 
steady-state rate of heat loss from a multi-storey house built wholly 
in stone, concrete or reinforced concrete is less compared with that of 
a multi-storey house with stone for the first storey and concrete or 
reinforced concrete for all the higher storeys. 
The third condition i. e. when On, II(j, k) = Qn, II(i, k), does not 
occur for the storey-by-storey sequences of wall types used at present 
in the Yemen (see Fig. 8). 
The application of the model was extended to buildings with selected 
particular storey-by-storey sequences of wall types which are not 
presently constructed in the Yemen. Some of these different arrangements 
result from reversing the order of some of the conventionally-employed 
sequences. The deductions can be seen as dotted lines in Figure 8. These 
arrangements satisfy the same condition, i. e. On, II(j, k) < Qn, I(i, k), as 
those of stone and red brick or stone and mud. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A simple mathematical model for predicting the steady-state total 
rate of heat loss from a building has been developed. On comparing the 
steady-state predictions obtained by using it with those from a more 
realistic, but more complicated, transient model, it was found that the 
steady-state equations can be used to deduce the daily average rate of 
heat loss from a Yemeni house by employing reduction factor of 0.71 in 
the summer and 0.79 in winter. By substituting the likely inaccuracies 
in the input data to the presented mathematical model, it is deduced that 
the predicted rates of heat leak will not be error by more than 10%. 
The advantage of the steady-state formulation to designers is that it 
uses readily-available data and only requires straight-forward calculations 
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and relatively short computational times. It is compatible with the 
level of the generally-available computational technology in the Yemen 
and thus should find readyäpplication there. 
Finally it should be noted that the modern wall types (namely 3 
and 5 to 8 walls as shown in Figure 3) give larger steady-state rates of 
heat loss when compared with the traditional vernacular wall types (namely 
1,2 and 4 in Fig. 3). 
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CHAPTER 
SOLAR-ENERGY HARNESSING PERFORMANCES OF DIRECT-GAIN AND TROMBE WALLS 
UNDER YEMENI WEATHER CONDITIONS 
- 104 - 
GLOSSARY 
Direct-gain house: In the northern hemisphere, essentially a 
house whose south-facing wall is of single- 
glazed glass. 
House heating load: The amount of energy required for space- 
heating. 
Un-vented Trombe Wall: A south-facing thermal storage wall with 
its glazed, blackened surface facing towards 
the ambient environment. In this analysis, 
the area of the heat storage wall facing 
south equals that of its glazing. 
Utilizability function: That fraction of the incident solar 
radiation penetrating into the house, 
which exceeds the house's heating load. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a Constant, as defined by equation c7al 
AC Area of the south-facing passive heating element m2 
AF Floor area of the considered house m2 
As Area of the direct-gain storage floor or the 
Trombe heat-storage wall m2 
Awin, i Total window area in the ith direction, 
where i=l, 2 or 3 indicates east, west, 
or north respectively m2 
b Constant, as defined by equation (7b) 
B Thermal efficiency function of the 
considered house, as defined by equation (63) W m-2K-' 
c Constant, as defined by equation (7c) 
Ca Specific heat of air (= 1200 J kg- K- ) 
C Specific heat of the direct-gain storage 
floor or the Trombe heat-storage wall - 
see Table 1J kg-' Ký 
d Thickness of the storage element - 
see Table 1m 
f(td), F Hourly and daily average values of the 
direct-solar gain factor respectively, as 
defined by equations (18) and (24) 
g(td), g Dimensionless parameters, as 
defined respectively by equations (111 
and (251 
Dimensionless Dimensionless storage parameters, as 
defined respectively for direct solar- 
gain and Trombe wall systems by equations 
(55) and (561 
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NOMENCLATURE (contl 
HT Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
solar radiation falling per unit area on 
the south-facing vertical wall - see 
Fig. 1. MJ M-2 day" 
HT i Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
solar radiation falling per unit area 
on the vertical walls facing east (i=1), 
west (i=2 ), and north (i=3) MJ mm 2day' 1 
HT Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
solar radiation transmitted to the living 
space, as defined by equation (62) MJ i'2day-1 
i Integer, which takes the values 1,2 or 3 
so designating respectively the easterly, 
westerly. or northerly directions 
IC Critical radiation intensity, as defined by 
equation (2) W M-2 
It, e Hourly rate of radiation falling per unit 
area on a surface inclined at an angle e 
to the horizontal: average values calcul- 
ated over several days W m"Z 
It, e Hourly average solar radiation falling 
per unit area on a surface inclined at 
an angle e to the horizontal w m"2 
k Thermal conductivity of the storage floor 
or wall - see Table 1 W m"'K"1 
KT Monthly average clearness index for the 
ambient environmental atmosphere - see 
reference (6) 
m Mass per unit area of the storage element Kg m"z 
(m C)sd, (m C)sw Heat capacities respectively of the 
direct-gain storage floor and the Trombe 
heat-storage wall j M-2 K-1 
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N0MENCLATURE (cont) 
nd, nn Day-time and night-time durations 
see Fig. 2. sec 
N Number of days per calendar month 
p Dimensionless parameter, as defined 
by equation (641 
gcs(td), cs(tn) 
Transient rates of heat being conducted 
from the storage element to the living 
space, as defined respectively during 
the day or night by equations (14) 
and (15) W 
gint(td)'qint(tn) Day-time and night-time transient 
rates of heat contributions to the 
internal energy sources W 
gt, i(td) Rate of solar radiation falling on the 
house's vertical wall facing in the ith 
direction W m"2 
4Lost(td)94Lost(tn) Day and night-time transient rates of 
heat being lost from the considered 
passively heated house to the ambient 
environment, as defined respectively 
by equations (12) and (13) W 
kw(td)Ikw(tn) Day and night-time transient rates of 
heat being lost from the heat store wall 
to the ambient environment, as defined 
respectively by equations (32) and (33) W 
gsolar(td) Transient rate of solar energy transmitted 
through the glazed elements of the consid- 
ered direct-gain house, as defined by 
equation (10) W 
Qaux Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
auxiliary energy required by the consid- 
ered passively-heated house, as defined 
by equation (57) MJ day-1 
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N0MENCLATURE ccont ) 
Qdd 'Rdw Monthly average of the daily amounts of , heat transferred to the room air during 
the day-time as defined respectively for 
direct-gain and Trombe wall passive- 
heating systems by equati. oný (37) and (39) MJ day"' 
Qint Monthly average of the daily amounts 
of heat contributed from the internal 
energy resources, as defined by 
equation (17) MJ day" 
QLoad Monthly average of the daily loads of 
the considered passively-heated house MJ day-' 
QLost Steady-state rate of heat lost from 
the considered house to the ambient 
environment, as defined by equation (23) W 
Rnd Qnw Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
, heat transferred to the room air during 
night-time, as defined for direct-gain 
and Trombe wall systems by equations (38) 
and (40)respectively MJ day" 
Qsolar Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
solar radiation transmitted through the 
glazed elements of the considered house, 
as defined by equation (22) MJ day-' 
QR Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
residual energy, as defined for direct- 
gain and Trombe wall systems by equations 
(45) and (46) respectively MJ day-' 
Qudd 'Qudw Monthly average of the daily amounts of , day-time useful solar gains, as defined 
for direct-gain and Trombe wall systems 
by equations (47) and (49) respectively MJ day"' 
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N0MENCLATURE(contl 
Qund'Runw Monthly average of the daily amounts of 
night-time useful solar gains, as defined 
for direct-gain and Trombe wall systems 
by equations (481 and (50) respectively 
R Average, over a 24-hour continuous period 
of the heat-loss reduction factor 
Rb Ratio of the daily direct solar radiation 
falling on a surface, at inclination 0 
to that on a horizontal surface 
Rn Ratio of the total solar radiation falling 
on a surface, at inclination 0, to that 
on a horizontal surface both at noon at 
the same location 
Rt Monthly average ratio of the global solar 
radiation falling on a surface inclined 
at e to the horizontal to that falling 
on a horizontal surface at that same 
location 
td$tn Elapsed time for day and night respectively 
MJ day'1 
sec 
Ta(td), Ta(tn) Mean day-time and night-time outside 
ambient environment's air temperature 
respectively, he. evaluated over the 
periods td and to respectively K 
Tc Fixed thermostat set temperature 
Ti(td), Tj(tn) Mean day-time and night-time indoor air 
temperatures evaluated over the periods 
td and to respectively 
Ts(td), Ts (tn) Mean day-time and night-time storage 
element temperatures, evaluated respec- 
tively over the periods td and to - see 
equations (8) and (9) 
K 
K 
K 
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N0MENCLATURE (cont) 
Tsd(td), Tsd(tn) Mean day-time and night-time storage 
temperatures evaluated for the direct- 
gain house over the periods td and to 
respectively - see equations (27) and 
(281 K 
Tsd(0), Tsd(nd) Storage temperatures for the direct- 
gain house evaluated respectively at 
td equal to zero and nd K 
Tsw(td), Tsw(tn) Mean day and night times storage 
temperatures for a Trombe wall system 
evaluated respectively over the periods 
td and to by equations (34) and (35) K 
Tsw(O), Tsw(nd) Storage temperatures of a Trombe wall 
system evaluated respectively at td=0 
and nd respectively K 
Ta Monthly average outside ambient air 
temperature - see Fig. 2K 
Ti Actual monthly average indoor temperature 
as defined by equation (58) K 
Tr Monthly average reference indoor temp- 
erature, as defined by equation (26) K 
Ueqv An equivalent heat-transfer coefficient 
for the considered house, as defined by 
equation (4) W m-2K-1 
(UA)h Overall thermal conductance of the 
considered house, as defined by equation (3) W K-1 
Ui Heat-transfer coefficient for the inner 
surface of the storage element relative 
to the air in the room - see Table 1W m"2K-1 
UL Average heat-transfer coefficient from 
the outer surface of the heat store through 
the south-facing glazing to the ambient 
environment - See Table 1. W m-2K 
' 
N0MENCLATU RE tcont) 
us Heat-transfer coefficient from the store 
to the living space, as defined by 
equation (16) W m'2K'' 
Usd, Usw Heat-transfer coefficients from the 
storage floor of the direct-gain system 
and the heat-storage wall of the Trombe 
wall system respectively to the air in 
the room W m-2K-1 
Rate of ventilation (in this analysis 
taken äs-1 ml hr-1) m3 hr-1 
Xc Ratio of the critical radiation inten- 
sity to the average hourly radiation 
intensity falling on the inclined 
collector surface 
Xc Monthly-average critical radiation 
ratio, as defined by equation (5) 
Y9Y1 Dimensionless constants, as defined 
respectively by equations (66) and (71) 
At Duration of a day (i. e. At=86400 sec) sec 
AT Temperature difference between the 
thermostat set temperature and the 
monthly average outside ambient air 
temperature °c 
Utilizability function - see the 
glossary 
Monthly average daily utilizability 
function, as defined by equation (1) 
nrec, d"lrec, w 
Ambient-energy recuperation factors, 
as defined for the direct-gain and 
Trombe wall systems respectively, 
by equations (53) and (54) 
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NOMENCLATURE (cont) 
Pa Density of air: it is assumed for present 
analysis that Pa =1 kg m"' kg m'' 
P5 Density of the storage elements - see 
Table 1 kg m"3 
ýTa) Monthly average glass transmittance- 
storage element ahsorptance product 
- see Table 1 
Tsd'Tsw Thermal time constants, as defined for 
the direct-gain and Trombe-wall systems 
by equations (291 and (36) respectively sec 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SOLAR-ENERGY HARNESSING PERFORMANCES OF DIRECT-GAIN AND TROMBE WALLS 
UNDER YEMENI WEATHER CONDITIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Space heating and cooling requires approximately 40% of the total 
house energy loads in typical Yemeni residential buildings (1). Thus 
accurate means for predicting such energy demands are desirable when 
considering rival designs of space heating and cooling systems. It is 
generally accepted that a building can be designed to be more energy 
effective if its thermal insulation is increased; window size optimised, 
air leakage and lighting levels decreased; shading devices properly 
installed; heating and cooling systems better designed, installed and 
maintained and the building structure's storage capacity more fully 
utilized. However these energy-saving features must be considered 
with reference to numerous constraints, such. as (i) the added costs 
for materials, construction and maintenance which would be increased, 
(ii) conformation with the local building practices and life styles of 
the occupants, and (iii) availability of suitable heating and cooling 
equipment at an economic cost. 
One way to deduce the required optimal heating and cooling systems 
(i. e. those leading to minimum total energy consumption), is to study 
the buildings thermal performance by using mathematical simulations 
which describe the buildings thermal behaviour. To this end, simplified 
methods {2-11} have been developed. The initial aim of such research 
was to estimate or maximise energy savings achievable. Now the aim is 
shifting more towards the improvement of comfort and convenience for 
the occupants of the house. 
The object of this study is to balance the heat losses with heat 
gains both being described by functions of the climate and building design 
parameters. The advantage of this method compared with the solar-load 
ratio method {3} is that the latter is limited in terms of design variables 
which are considered. For example, the latter does not allow the designer 
to investigate the effects of varying the solar absorptance, the building's 
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heat storage capacity as well as high and low thermostat set temperatures. 
Although the correlations of the "un-utilizability" method {4,5} are 
useful in that they provide designers with a value for the solar heating 
fraction resulting from adopting a particular design, they do not provide 
information concerning the cooling auxiliary requirements and the vari- 
ations of the house temperature with respect to time. However, these 
are often of more importance, particularly in hot climates, than the 
solar contribution to the building's heating requirements. Thus the 
advantage of the present design method, compared with the "un-utilizability" 
method, lies in its ability to provide an estimate, in addition to the 
auxiliary requirements for heating, those for cooling as well as the 
variation of the temperature within the house with respect to time. In 
other words, the present method is appropriate for positive as well as 
negative differences between the thermostat set temperature and the 
variable ambient environment's air temperature. 
There is an analogy between the physical meanings of the dimension- 
less parameters introduced in this analysis and the corresponding ones 
of the utilizability method {4-6}. Thus in Section 1 of this paper, 
the utilizability concept, and its applications to direct-gain and 
un-vented Trombe wall systems are reviewed. The development of the 
ambient-energy recuperation factor along with the fundamental physical 
considerations upon which the formalism was based are presented in 
Section 2. In the third section we link the physical meanings of the 
dimensionless parameters used in this analysis to those of the utiliz- 
ability method. In the final section of the paper, the formalism is 
applied to direct-gain and un-vented Trombe wall systems and the results 
compared, as far as auxiliary heating requirements are concerned, with 
those of Monsen et al {4,5}. In the same section the annual thermal 
performances of direct-gain and un-vented Trombe walls systems are 
compared. 
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SECTION 1: The Uttlizability Method {4-11} 
This is a valuable technique for calculating the long-term thermal 
performances of solar systems designed for heating applications. The 
concept of utilizability was developed originally from the Hottel-Whiller- 
Bliss equation {12-15}, which relates the rate of the useful-energy 
collection to the design parameters and operating conditions of a flat- 
plate solar-energy collector experiencing a constant fluid-flow rate. 
The utilizability, 0, of insolation is defined as the fraction of the 
average hourly radiation, it,,, which is above a specified critical 
radiation level Ice The critical radiation ratio, Xc, is defined as 
the ratio of the critical radiation intensity Ic (the solar radiation 
intensity at which the solar input equals the house load) to the average 
hourly radiation intensity, It, e, falling on the inclined collector 
surface. The 4)-curves, i. e. the plot of 4) as a function of Xc, are 
independent of the hour but dependent on the month, location and orien- 
tation. Liu and Jordan {12,16} generalised Whillier's 4)-curve method 
by introducing the monthly average clearness index, KT, i. e. the ratio 
of the monthly average of the daily amounts of radiation falling on a 
horizontal surface to the extra-terrestrial radiation falling on the 
same surface. They showed that, over a long period such as a year, 
the distribution of daily total radiation corresponding to a given 
value of KT is unique, and independent of location or time of the year. 
As a result they constructed the generalised 4)-curves for daily clearness 
indices ranging from 0.3 to 0.7: these curves were independent of the 
month or the location. They also incorporated the effect of inclination 
on the 4)-curves for surfaces facing south and constructed 4)-curves for 
a range of values of Rb (the ratio of daily direct radiation on a tilted 
surface to that on a horizontal surface at the same location). These 
curves are good for calculations undertaken with input data corresponding 
to ambient-conditions at one-hour intervals. This means 3 to 6 such 
calculations each day of a month must be performed in order to obtain 
the total useful output energy for that month. This led Klein {6} to 
develop the concept of the monthly average of the daily utilizability 
function, 4. This function is defined as the sum for a month, over all 
hours, of the average hourly radiation intensities, which are above a 
critical radiation level, falling on an inclined surface divided by 
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the average value over a month of the radiation intensity, HT. In 
equation form, the average over a month of the daily uttlizability 
$, is given by: 
C1 ... c>) N HT 
hour 
where Ic is the critical radiation level, i. e. the level of solar 
radiation at which the solar input equals the. house load. It has 
been defined {4,5} for passive solar-energy applications purposes by: 
IC - (UA)h 
((fr 
- Ta)/ (Ta) AC ... (2) 
where (UA)h is the overall thermal conductance of the outer fabric of 
the house, Tr is the monthly average reference indoor temperature, which 
equals the thermostat set temperature minus the increase in the internal 
temperature caused by the internal gains; Ta is the monthly average of 
the daily outdoor ambient air temperature - see Fig. 1; (Ta) is the 
monthly average product of the transmittance of the glass and absorptance 
of the storage element's outer facing surface - see Table 1; and AC is 
the effective area of the vertical south-facing passive collector. The 
overall thermal conductance of the house is defined here as the sum of 
the heat losses via the fabric, ground and ventilation, i. e. 
(UA)h = Uegv AF ... (3) 
where AF is the floor area of the considered house and Uegv is an 
"equivalent" heat-transfer coefficient defined in terms of the solid 
outer walls, roof, ground, ventilation and glazing heat-transfer 
coefficients by 
Ueqv _ (1/A1) (UA)south- 
facing 
collector 
+ (UA)sol i. d + (UA)windows + (UA) roof 
walls 
+ (UA)ground + PaCaV ... 
(4) 
where 
i is the rate of ventilation in cubic metres per hour and 
PaCa a 0.34 W hr/m3QC for air. 
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TABLE 1: Values of the System Parameters Used in the Present Analysis 
Parameter Range 
Overall house thermal conductance , (UA)h 158 to 1400 W/°C 
House floor area AF 132 to 200 m2 
Area of south-facing glazing A 5 to 50 m2 c 
Product of the density and specific heat 
for storage element ?, Cs 1.39 to 2.39 MJ/m30C 
Thickness of the storage wall or flo or 'd 0.05 to 0.4 m 
Thermal conductivity of the storage wall 
or floor ,k 0.46 5 to 1.745 W/m C 
Heat transfer coefficients , UL and U1 3.7 and 8.3 W/m20C 
Heat transfer coefficient of the 
glazed elements , Ug 4.3 W/m20C 
Heat capacity of the storage element s, 
((m CS)/A) 120 to 506 kJ/m20C 
Thermostat set temperature , TC 18 t o 27 
°C 
Monthly average product of the glass transmittance 
and the absorptance of the storage elements 0.6 to 0.85 
9 
(Ta) 
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Correlations have been developed {6} for j as a function of KT 
and two dimensionless variables namely a geometric factor. Rt/Rn. and 
the monthly average critical radiation ratio Xc. The geometric factor 
is the ratio of At, the monthly ratio of the global radiation falling 
on the inclined surface considered to that falling on a horizontal 
surface, to Rn, the ratio of the total solar radiation falling on the 
inclined surface to that falling on the horizontal one both evaluated 
at solar noon for an average day of a month. The monthly average 
critical radiation ratio, Xc, is the critical radiation intensity, 
Ic, divided by the total radiation intensity for that day of the month 
in which the total daily radiation is the same as the monthly average. 
In equation form, Xc is given by {6}: 
Xc = 
(icirtn 
Rn KT Hol 00. 
(5) 
where rtn is the ratio of the radiation at noon to the daily total 
radiation. $-curves can be represented {6} by 
= exp a+ b(Rn/Rt))(jC + c(XC)2) ... 
(6) 
where a, b and c are constant expressed in terms of KT as follows {17}: 
a=2.943 - 9.271 .+ 4.031(KT)2 ... 
(7a) 
b=-4.345 + 8.853 KT - 3.602(KT)2 ... (7b) 
and c=-0.170 - 0.306 KT + 2.936((1)2 ... 
(7c) 
Theilacker {18} proposed simplifications to Klein's correlations, which 
improve the overall accuracy. Collares-Pereira and Rabl {8} have 
developed monthly average daily utilizability correlations for five 
collector types. However they defined the monthly average value of 
the daily utilizability as the fraction of the radiation incident on 
the collector surface while it is operating. In recent years, the 
utilizability concept has been used for evaluating the thermal perform- 
ances of a wide range of solar-energy applications, from active solar 
collector systems, to photo-voltatic system designs, and to passively 
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heated direct-gain and Trombe walls systems. The interpretation of 
the critical radiation level depends on the type of solar-energy 
application. For flat-plate and concentrating collectors, the 
radiation below the critical radiation level represents the absorbed 
radiation that is necessary to overcome the collector losses. The 
radiation above the critical level is then the "utilizable" portion 
of the absorbed radiation. On the other hand, for a passively-heated 
direct-gain house, the critical radiation level represents the building 
losses. The transmitted solar radiation below that level is used to 
warm the building, while the solar radiation above it is in excess of 
the load and must be removed by ventilation, cooling or drawing a 
shade, or stored for later use. 
In all these applications the utilizability concept requires that 
the critical radiation level be constant over the period considered. 
This represents a limitation on the method when applied to solar-energy 
system performance calculations. The actual critical radiation level 
in most solar-energy systems, particularly those with a storage system, 
varies from hour-to-hour. The yearly utilizability correlations of 
Rabl {8} and Gordon and Zarmi {10,11} require the critical radiation 
level to be invariant over the whole year. Daily correlations require 
the critical radiation level to be constant for every hour in the 
month, but it may vary from one month to another. 
Similarly, the hourly correlations require the critical radiation 
level to be a constant for each hourly period but it may differ from 
that for other hourly periods as well as for each month. These 
requirements limit the application of the utilizability method to 
those calculations which involve upper and lower bound limits on 
the system's performance. 
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SECTION TWO: Mathematical Model 
Consider a building having either a direct-gain or un-vented 
Trombe wall passive heating system as shown in Figures (2a) and (2b) 
respectively. The house in both cases is assumed to have the same 
design details with respect to the areas of the differently oriented 
walls and windows, floors and roof. For the un-vented Trombe wall 
system, Fig. 2b, the area of the south-facing heat-storage wall is 
taken to be equal to the area of its glazing. It is also assumed 
that the house, in both cases, has a back-up system which ensures that 
the air temperature within the house never falls below that fixed by 
the thermostat-set temperature, Tc. In those situations when the 
internal air temperature exceeds Tc9 it is assumed that the excess 
energy can be dumped by ventilation or stored in the building structure 
for use later. 
Assuming that the total thermal mass of the solid walls and roof 
of the considered house is negligible relative to that of the storage 
element {19-20}, then the heat balance equation for the system shown 
in Figure 2 can be written during the day-time as: 
(mC)s (dTS(td)/dtd) = gsolar(td) kost(td) 1cs(td) 
f 4int(td) ... (8) 
During the night-time, equation (8) reduces to: 
(mC)5 (dT5(t)/dt)n =- gcs(tn) - gLost(tn) + gJnt(tn) "' (9) 
where (mC)s is the heat capacity of the storage element; Ts(td) and 
Ts(tn) are respectively the storage temperatures during day and night 
times. The physical relations for the various rates of equations (8) 
and (9) are defined as follows. 
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The rate of solar energy transmitted to the living space, 4solar(td)l is 
defined by 
4solar(td) a AC(Ta) gtitd) g(td) ... (1o) 
where AC is the area of the south-facing glazing, (Ta)ls the monthly 
average glass transmittance-storage element absorptance product, and 
gt(td) is the rate of solar-energy falling per unit area on the vertical 
south-facing glazing. The dimensionless parameter, g(td), used in 
equation (10) expresses the ratio of the solar energy transmitted through 
the east, west, and north-facing windows in terms of that transmitted 
through the south-facing glazing, i. e. 
Aq (t ) 
g(t) =1+i1 win, 
i t, i d 
AC gt(td) 
where Awin, i is the total window area in the ith direction (for which 
i=1,2 or 3 for east, west, or north respectively); and gt, i(td) is the 
corresponding rate of solar energy falling on the vertical house walls. 
The dimensionless parameter, as defined by equation (11), is unity for 
a simple direct-gain house, i. e., glazed on the south-facing wall only. 
The rates of heat loss during the day time, kost(td) and during 
the night time, host(tn) respectively account for the fabric, the ground 
and ventilation heat losses: the fabric heat losses being through the 
walls, roof and floors, and windows (including the south-facing glazing). 
In general the day-time and the night-time rates of heat loss are 
defined by: 
gLost(td) - (UA)h Ti(td) - Ta(td) ... (12) 
4Lost(-tn) 
- (UA)h 
(T(t) 
- Ta(tn) ... 
(13) 
a 
where Tj(td) and Ti(tn) are respectively the day-time and night-time 
indoor air temperatures 
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Ta(td) and Ta(tn) are respectively the day-time and night-time 
outdoor ambient environment air temperatures 
and (UA)h is the overall thermal conductance of the 
considered house. defined by equation (3). 
The rates of energy conduction during the day-time, gcs(tdl and during 
the night-time, qcs (tn), are defined as the product of the thermal 
conductance of the storage, Us As, and the difference between the 
storage and the thermostat-set temperatures {20-22}, i. e. 
qcs (td) = (US AS) TS (td) - Tc ... (14) 
gcs(tn) = (US AS) 
(Ttn) 
- Tc ... (15) 
where As is the effective area of the storage element; Ts(td) and Ts(tn) 
are respectively representative of the day-time and night-time storage 
temperatures. 
The heat-transfer coefficient from the store to the room air, Us, 
is defined by {17} 
US = (Ui k)/(k +d U1) ... (16) 
where Ui is the heat-transfer coefficient between the inner surface of 
the storage element and the indoor space. A typical value for Ui is 
8.3 W m-20C-1 {22}. The parameters k and d are respectively the thermal 
conductivity and thickness of the storage element: values for these 
are listed for the storage floor and walls used in the Yemeni buildings 
in Table 1. 
The last terms on the right hand sides of equations (8) and (9) 
represent respectively the contributions of the Internal energy sources 
during day-time and night-time. They arose from the operation of lights, 
stoves, appliances and the presence of occupants and can be expressed {23) 
on a daily basis, in MJ/day, in terms of storage floor area as 
day 
9int(td) dtd + 4int(tn) dtn - (0.13 x 3.6)AF ... 
(17) 
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AVERAGE DIURNAL PERFORMANCE 
Equation (8) and consequently equation (9) cannot be solved 
analytically because 4solar(td), 4LostCtd) and c{Lost(tnd are compli- 
cated functions of both the design characteristics of the house and the 
weather variables. However, an analytical solution is possible if the 
difference between the rates of the energy input, 4solar(td) and the 
energy output, gLost(td), Is assumed to be related to the amount of 
solar energy input via the dimensionless parameter, f (td), i. e. 
f(td) 1solar(td} - 4solar(td) 4LostCtd) ... (18) 
where f(td) is a dimensionless parameter which indicates the net amount 
of direct gain that is actually used in reducing the house energy load. 
It will be established, in Section 3, that the average daily value of 
f(td), namely F, is related to the daily average critical radiation 
ratio, Xc, defined by equation (5). 
The next step in finding an analytical solution for equation (8) 
assumes that: 
i) the solar insolation falling on any south-facing passive 
collector can be treated as invariant throughout the day; and 
ii) the day-time plus the night-time transient rates of heat losses 
can be expressed in terms of the 24-hour average steady-state 
rate of heat losses. 
The replacement of the time-dependent insolation by a constant daily 
rate (Qsolar/nd), will not influence the amount of heat conducted from 
the storage during day-time {19-21}. For low values of the thermal 
time constant, 
TS = (mQs/US , 
the effect of the above assumption on the amount of heat collected by room 
air during the night is within the allowed limits of error (i. e. 6% - see 
reference {19} ). Better agreements were found by increasing the values 
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of Ts and at large values, i. e. Ts >, 5 hours, the effect of the first 
assumption is negligible. Accordingly, by using storage elements with 
Ts ,5 hours, the replacement of the time-dependent insolation by a 
constant daily rate will not effect the predictions, of the analysis. 
The transient rates of heat loss from the structure and the glazed 
elements of the residential buildings in the Yemen can be expressed 
in terms of the corresponding steady-state rates of heat loss by employ- 
Ing a heat-loss reduction factor of 0.71 in the summer and 0.79 in the 
winter {24}. Consequently the transient rate of heat loss, 
QLostCtl - 
kost(td f 4LostCtnl' 
can be expressed in terms of the corresponding steady-state rate of heat 
loss, QLost' via the equation 
QLostCt3 =R QLost 000 
(19) 
where R is the 24-hour average of the heat-loss reduction factor, R(t) 
- see reference {24}. Thus the effect of substituting for the transient 
rate of heat loss by the corresponding steady-state one can be eliminated 
by multiplying the steady-state rate of heat loss, Lost by the 
24-hour 
average of the heat loss reduction factor. With these justifications, 
equations (8) and (9) can respectively be rewritten as: 
(mC)s 
(dTSctd)/dtd) 
= Qsolar/nd - 'cs(td) "" (20) 
(rnC)s (dT(t)/dt)v 
=- gcs(tn) ... (21) 
where Qsolar and Lost are respectively the daily average values of the 
solar input and the overall steady-state rate of house heat loss, i. e. 
fabric plus ventilation and ground heat losses, nd is the day-time 
duration of sunshine in seconds, and F is the daily average value of the 
dimensionless direct solar-gain parameter, f(td). In equation forms 
Qsolar, Lost and F are respectively given by: 
Qsolar " Ac(Tu) HT 5 """ (22) 
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QLost = (UA)h 
it 
- Ta ... (23) 
F1- (dt)R QLost/Qsolar ... (24) 
where HT is the daily average amount of solar radiation falling per unit 
area on the south-facing glazing, and g is the daily average value of 
g(td) defined by: 3 
III Awi nj 
HT jg=1+... (25) 
Ac HT 
HT i is the average per day of the amount of solar radiation falling per 
unit area on the house walls located in the east, west and north. We 
evaluate, see Eq. (23), the steady-state rate of heat loss, Lost' with 
respect to a reference indoor temperature, Tr, rather than with respect 
to the fixed thermostat set temperature. This technique allows for the 
contribution of the internal gains in reducing the house load. The 
reference temperature, Tr, is related to Tc by: 
Tr = ýTC - Qint/(ät(UA)h) ... (26) 
where Qint is given by equation (17). 
The solutions of equations (20) and (21), taking into consideration 
equations (22) through to (26), yields for the day-tine and night-time 
storage temperatures the following expressions respectively: 
FOR DIRECT-GAIN SYSTEM 
During the day-time 
(TSd(td) 
Tc F Qsolar/ nd Usd 1- exp (- td/Tsd) 
+ 
(TSdco) 
- TC exp 
(- 
td/TSd) ... (27) 
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During the night-time 
(TSd(tfl) 
- Tc 
(TSdcnd) 
- Tc exp (- to/Tsd) ... (28) 
where Tsd(0) and Tsd(nd) are respectively the storage temperatures at 
the beginning, i. e. at td = 0, and the end of the day, i. e. td = nd, 
and Tsd is the thermal time constant for the direct-gain storage floor 
as given by: 
Tsd = 
((rnC)Sd/USd 
9 .. 
(29) 
For the un-vented Trombe wall system, see Fig. 2b, the heat absorbed 
by the heat-storage wall is conducted to the living space or simult- 
aneously lost to the ambient environment. Thus equations (20) and (21) 
will respectively be modified as: 
(m C) 
sw 
(dTSW(td)/dtd) 
=F 
(so1ar1t1d) 
gcs(td) gLw(td) "" (30) 
(m C) 
SW 
(dTct)/dt) 
n=- 
ycs(tn) - qlw(tn) ... (31) 
where gLw(td) and kw(tn) are respectively defined by: - 
kw(td) = UL As 
(TSW(td) 
- Tc ... (32) 
gLw (tn) = UL AS 
(T5tn) 
- Tc ... (33) 
where UL is the average heat-transfer co, 
storage wall surface through the glazing 
typically UL = 3.8 W m-2 C-1 {22}. The 
(31) will give the following expressions 
storage temperatures respectively of the 
heating system: 
efficient from the outer heat 
to the ambient environment: 
solution of equations (30) and 
for the day and night time 
un-vented Trombe wall passive 
I 
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During the day time 
(TSW(td) 
- Tc F 
(Qsolar 
/nd(Usw + üL) 1- exp(- td/TSw) 
UL/(Usw + UL) (Tc - Ta) 1- exp(- td/Trsw) 
+ 
(T(o) 
- Tc exp( - td/TSw) ... (34) 
During the night time 
(T(t) 
- T) UL/(Usw + UL) Tc - Ta 1-exp(- to/TSw) 
+ 
(TSW(nd) 
- Tc exp(- to/TSw) ... (35) 
where rsw is the time thermal constant for the south-facing un-vented 
Trombe wall, and defined as: 
Tsw = 
((m 
C)sw/(usw + uL) ... (36) 
On a daily basis, the total energy (including the incidental gains) 
transferred to the room air during the day-time and night-time are 
respectively: 
FOR THE DIRECT-GAIN SYSTEM 
During the day time 
nd 
Qdd = (1 - F) Qsolar fJ Usd 
(TSd(tdl 
- TC dtd ... (37) 
0 
During the night time 
nn 
Qnd J IJsd Tsd(tn) - Tc) dtn ... 
(38) 
0 
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FOR THE UN-VENTED TROMBE WALL SYSTEM 
During the day time 
Qdw = (1 -F 
(udusw + U0 
nd 
Qsolar +J OsW rSW(td) Tc dtd 
0 
... (39) 
During the night time 
nn 
%w 
=f usw 
(Tsw(tn) 
- TC dtn 
0 ... 
(40) 
Substituting from equations (27), (28), (34) and (35) into equations (37), 
(38), (39) and (40) respectively and integrating the latter equations 
yield for the energy transferred to the room air during the day-time 
and night-time the following expressions respectively: 
For the Direct-Gain System 
During the day time 
Qdw - Qsolar 1-F 
(rsd/nd) ý1 
- exp(- nd/TSd))) 
+ Tsd Usd 
(TSdO) 
- T) 
(1 
- exp(- nd/tsd)) ... (41) 
During the night time 
Qnd =1- exp(- nn/Tsd) -solar F (rsd/n) \1 - exp (-nd/TSd 
)) 
+1- exp(- nn/Tsd) Tsd Usd 
(TSd0) 
- T) exp(- nd/'lsd) 
... (42) 
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FOR THE UN-VENTED TROMBE WALL SYSTEM 
During the day time 
Rdw 
(Usv/(Usw 
+ UL) &sol ar 
1- F(Tsw/nd) (i - exp (- nd/TSWýý 
) 
\1 - exp(- nd/Tsw» ... (43) + Tsw Usw 
(Tsw(ol 
- Tc 
During the night time 
Q=1- exp(- n /T ) 
(uicu 
+ U) F (Tr w/n - exp 
(-n /is nw n sw sasolar s d)(1 d 
+1- exp(- nn/Tsw) Tsw Usw 
(T(o) 
- Tc) exp(- nd/Tsw) 
... 
(44) 
Equations (41) through to (44) have terms which represent the 
fraction of Qsolar which is used profitably on the same day, and the 
fraction of Qsolar which remains in storage. Because day-to-day carry 
over is not considered in this analysis, then the residual energy, 
i. e. that fraction of Qsolar which remains in the store and not put 
into use on that same day can be determined by evaluating the energy 
transferred into the room air during day-time and night-time i. e. 
equations (41) through to (44), at Ts(0) = Tc and subtracting the sum 
from the total solar input. The result of this process gives for the 
residual energy, QR, the following expressions: - 
FOR THE DIRECT-GAIN SYSTEM 
QR = Qs, olar - 
Qdd + Qnd) T 
sd(0)=T c solar 
F(TSd/nd)Cexp(- nn/TSd)/ X 
X1- exp(- nd/Tsd) 
... (45) 
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FOR THE UN-VENTED TROMBE WALL SYSTEM 
-T 
QR usw/ (Usw f 50 Qsolar (Qdw + Qnw) T(O) SW C 
= USW/($W + UL) ßsolar F(Tsw/nd) e p(- nn/rs1) 
ý1 
- exp(- nd/Tsw)) 
... (46) 
Consequently, the average useful day-time and night-time energy-gains 
are respectively for direct-gain and Trombe heat-storage wall systems: 
FOR THE DIRECT-GAIN SYSTEM 
During the day time 
Qudd = Qsolar 
1- exp(-(nd + nn)/TSd)) 
... (47) 
During the night time 
Qund = Rsolar - Rudd 
FOR THE UN-VENTED TROMBE WALL SYSTEM 
During the day time 
Qudw Qsolar Usw/(Usw + UL) 1- 
1- exp(-(nd + nn}/TSw)) 
... (49) 
During the night time 
F(Tsd/nd) (1 - exp(- nd/Tsd)) 
(1 
- exp(- nn/Tsd) 
... (48) 
F(-rsw/nd) (l - exp(- nd/-rgw))(l' - exp(- nnPr 
Runty Usw/ (Usw + 50Qsolar - Qudw 0 ." (50) 
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Defining respectively the dimensionless parameters of equations (47) 
and (49) as the direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factors nrec, d, 
and the Trombe-wall ambient-energy recuperation factor. nr, ec, w. then 
equations (47) and (49) respectively can be rewritten as: 
Qudd t nrec, d Qsolar 
and 
Qudw s usv/ CUSW + UL J nrec. w Qsolar 
440 
(51) 
... (52) 
where nrec, d and nrec, w are respectively the direct-gain ambient- 
energy and the Trombe wall ambient-energy recuperation factors defined 
by: 
and 
nrec, d 1-F 9sd ... 
(53) 
nrec, w 
1-F usw ... (54) 
where F is the daily average of the dimensionless direct solar-gain 
factor, f(td), defined by equation (25), and gsd" gsw are dimensionless 
storage parameters defined respectively for the direct-gain and the 
un-vented Trombe wall systems by: 
(tsd/nd) (l - exp(- nd/Tsd)) 
ý1 
- exp(- nn/Tsd)) 
... (55) 9sd 1- exp(-(nd + nn)/Tsd)) C 
and 
Sw 
s 
(tsw/nd) (i - exp( - nd/zsw)) 
(1 
- exp(- nn/tsw)) ... (56) 
According to equations (51) and (52), 
ambient energy factors, nrec, d and 
amounts of solar and internal gains t 
I- exp(-(nd + nn)/TSw)) 
the physical significance of the 
nrec, w is to determine the useful 
that are used in reducing the energy 
load for the house. 
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AUXILIARY ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
The auxiliary energy required by a finite thermal storage capacity 
house is defined {23} in general by: 
Qaux = QLoad - Qu ... (57) 
where QLoad and Qu are respectively the average daily house energy 
load and the actual amount of the daily average useful solar and internal 
energy gains. Thus the auxiliary energy required by a finite thermal 
store direct-gain or un-vented Trombe wall house can be determined by 
replacing QU in equation (57) by Qudd for the direct gain system and 
by Qudw for the un-vented Trombe wall system. Once this amount is known 
the temperature variations of the indoor temperature with respect to 
time on a daily basis, are defined {23) as the sum of the daily average 
ambient air temperature, Ta, and the daily average temperature increase 
resulting from solar and internal gains, and the temperature increase 
or decrease caused by the auxiliary energy used for heating or cooling 
the house, i. e. 
T= 
[Ta 
+ 
int + solar +T_... (58) aux Load c at (UA)h 
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SECTION 3: PHYSICAL MEANINGS OF THE DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS USED IN THIS 
STUDY AND THEIR RELATIONS TO COMMENSURATE ONES OF THE 
UTILIZABILITY METHOD 
The dimensionless parameters used in this analysis have physical 
significance. For instance, the direct solar-gain factor, F, measures 
the critical radiation level at which the solar input equals the house 
load. On the other hand, the ambient-energy recuperation factor, nrec' 
is an indication of the net amount of solar-energy input that is used 
in reducing the house's energy load. The equations for F. nrec, d and 
nrec, w can respectively be rewritten in slightly modified forms for the 
purposes of establishing the analogy between F and Xc and consequently 
between ; and nrec, d' or nrec, w, viz 
F=1-Bp (AT/HT) ... (59) 
nrec, d = (1 - 9sd) + 9sd BP (AT/HT) ... 
(60) 
nrec, w = 
(1 9sw) + 9sw Bp (AT/NT) ... (61) 
where AT is the temperature difference between the thermostat set 
temperature, Tc, and the ambient outside air temperature, and HT is 
the sum of the daily average solar radiation transmitted to the living 
space through the house windows and the south-facing glazing. It is 
defined in terms of the daily average solar radiation, H T, falling on 
the south-facing collector as 
HT =5 CTa) HT 9 .. (62) 
The parameter B. used in eqs. (59) through to (61) indicates the thermal 
design efficiency of the considered house, i. e., 
B 
(CUA)h/AC) 
... (63) 
The dimensionless parameter p used in equations (59) to (61) is defined 
by - p= (\l + (Tr - Tý)/ (TC - Ta) R ... (64) 
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where R is the 24-hour average of the heat-loss reduction factor {24}. 
According to equations (59), (60) and (61) the plots of F, nrec, d' and 
nrec, w as functions of (aT/NT) will yelld straight lines, see section 4, 
whose intersections with the F, nrec, d and nrec, w axes are respectively 
unity, (1-gsd), and (1-gsw). The slopes of these plots give the values 
of the parameter B. see equations (59) to (61). Thus designers can, by 
using the presented correlations, determine the thermal design efficiencies 
of those buildings incorporating direct-gain or un-vented Trombe wall 
passive-heating systems as well as the values of the storage parameter, 
which in turn determines the thickness and the heat capacity of the 
required storage unit. 
Unlike the utilizability method, see reference {6}, the present 
design method is applicable for positive as well as negative temperature 
differences between the thermostat set temperature and the outside ambient 
air temperature. For the temperature domain, Tc > Tal the F factor is 
related to the monthly average critical radiation ratio, Xc - see 
equation (5), via the relation 
F= (1 -Y Xc) so* (65) 
where Y is a dimensionless constant defined by 
Y= (Rn/Rt) rtn (R/g) ... (66) 
A similar analogy between $ and nrec can be obtained. For the 
temperature domain Tc > Tat throughout which the utilizability method 
is valid, nrec, d and nrec, w (see equations (53) and X541) can be approxi- 
mated respectively by: 
nrec, d - exp(- g5d) exp(gsd Y xc) ... (67) 
and 
nrec, w = exp(- gsw) exp(gSw Y Xc) ... 
(68) 
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where gsd, gsw and Y are given respectively by equations (55), (56) and 
(66). When equations (67) and (68) are compared respectively with 
equation (5) it can be seen that: 
nrec d= exp(- gsd) exp((gsd Y- Y1))Xc ... (69) 
and 
nrec, w - 
(exP(- 
gsw) exp((gsw Y- Y1))Xc ... (70) 
where Y1 is a constant defined by: 
Y1 = 
(a 
+ b(Rn/Rt) 1+c is ... (71) 
For Tc < Tat the ambient-energy recuperation factor determines the amount 
of heat that is in excess of the house load. For such a situation, the 
house load (see equation (23)) is negative and therefore the daily 
average value of the direct solar-gain factor, F, is greater than unity 
- see equation (24). On the other hand, the ambient-energy recuperation 
factor, for the temperature domain Tc < Ta , is negative only if the 
product of the direct solar-gain factor, P. and the storage parameter, 
gsd or gcw exceeds unity. It is clear from equation (53) for a direct 
gain system, and from equation(54), 
that the auxiliary heating curves, i 
versus 
((Tc 
- Taj/H T for Tc > Ta, 
for the un-vented Trombe wall system, 
e. the plots of nrec, d or nrec, w 
converge to the points 
F= 1/gsd (for the direct gain system) 
and 
F= 1/gsw (for the un-vented Trombe wall system). 
However, the auxiliary cooling curves, i. e. the plots of nrec 
versus 
(crc 
- Ta)/H T for Tc < Tat converge to the points 
F= 2/gsd (for the firect-gain system) 
and 
F= 2/gsw (for the un-vented Trombe wall system). 
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As far as the applications, see section 4 of this analysis, are 
concerned, we used two approximations: the first sets the value of the 
ambient-energy recuperation factor equal to unity whenever the value 
of the direct solar-gain factor is negative. In such a situation, F 
was put equal to zero. In the second approximation, we set the value 
of nrec equal to minus unity whenever the product of F and the storage 
parameter becomes greater than unity. In such a case, the value of F 
is between unity and four. The first approximation resembles that of 
the utilizability method, where the values of ý were set to unity 
whenever the values of Xc become zero or negative. The limitation 
of the F values in the second approximation, to between unity and four 
resembles the technique used in the solar-load ratio method, where the 
ratio of the solar input to the house load was set equal to four when- 
ever it exceeds this value {3}. The justification for both approxi- 
mations is to be able to compare the predictions of the presented 
method with those of existing computer simulation studies. It should 
be emphasised that the above approximations do not restrict the 
applicability of the present design method. 
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SECTION FOUR: APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS 
To illustrate the use of the presented design method, we first present 
a case study for a direct-gain house whose external walls are built 
either of stone or concrete. These two materials are those most commonly 
used for external walls in Yemeni dwellings. The monthly-average daily 
values of the weather data for the considered location, i. e. Sana'a (15°N) 
are plotted in fig. 1. Using the system parameters listed in Table 1 and 
the weather data of fig. 1 the values of the direct solar-gain factor and 
the direct-gain ambient energy recuperation factors are calculated via 
equations (24) and (53) respectively. The results are correlated with 
(OT/HT) as shown in figures (3) and (4). Fig. 3 shows the graphical 
dependence of both the direct solar-gain factor, plotted in the upper 
part of fig. 3, and the direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factor, 
plotted in the lower part of fig. 3, for a single-storey stone house 
employing a south-facing direct-gain passive heating system. 
This direct-gain house, assuming a typical house floor area of 220 m2, 
is characterised by a B-factor, see equation (63), ranging from 28.6 to 
180.4 W per °C per m2 of the area of the south-facing passive collector. 
In other words, the house's overall average thermal conductance, as 
calculated by equation (3), ranges assuming a south-facing collector 
area of 5 to 50 m2, from 0.9 to 1.34 kW °C-1. This rate of heat loss 
per degree represents the sum of the fabric, ventilation and ground 
heat losses and therefore it is higher than that calculated by the 
method of reference {24} where the ground and ventilation heat losses 
were assumed to be balanced by the internal energy gains. It is clear 
from fig. 3 that as the collector-to-storage floor areas ratios increased 
the values of the direct solar-gain factor, F, decreased in the temperature 
range Tc < Ta while they increased in the temperature range Tc > Ta. The 
effect of increasing the collector-to-storage floor areas ratio on the 
values of the direct-gain ambient energy recuperation factor is exactly 
the opposite - see the lower part of fig. 3. In practice, this behaviour 
means that the cooling auxiliary energy requirements are directly proport- 
tonal, provided a fixed thermostat set temperature, to the collector-to- 
storage floor areas ratio. For example, the annual cooling auxiliary 
requirements at a thermostat set temperature of 18°C and a collector-to- 
storage floor areas ratio of 0.02 is only 0.6 of the auxiliary cooling 
requirements evaluated at the same thermostat set temperature, but at a 
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collector-to-storage floor areas ratio of 0.2. On the other hand, the 
increase of the thermal time constant, either by increasing the heat 
capacity of the storage element or decreasing the heat-transfer 
coefficient from storage to room air - see equation (16), leads to 
a decrease, except at the point nrec, d = 1, in the values of the 
direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factor for both Tc > Ta and 
Tc < Ta - see the lower part of fig. 3. This behaviour is a direct 
consequence of the fact that the increase of the thermal time constant 
corresponds to delaying the release of heat from the storage element 
to the living space and increasing the values of the storage parameter 
see equation (55), thereby decreasing the value of the direct-gain 
ambient-energy recuperation factor. These values with nrec, d =l 
were not influenced by the increase of the thermal time constant. This 
is so because we set the value of nrec, d equal to unity whenever the 
product of the direct solar-gain factor, F. and the storage parameter 
gsd, exceeds unity. This approximation is similar to that of the 
"Un-utilizability" design method {4} where the values of the monthly 
average daily utilizability function, $, were set equal to unity 
whenever the values of Xc become smaller or equal to zero. Thus it 
is possible by changing the thermal time constant to construct a 
family of nrec, d curves which share the point nrec, d °1 and intersect 
with the nrec, d axis, depending on the values of the thermal time 
constant, at different points. These intersection points, see 
equation (60) give the values of the storage parameter. Once this 
parameter is known, designers can, for a given geographical location, 
choose the appropriate thermal properties of the storage unit. The 
storage parameter can also be obtained by dividing, for a given 
collector-to-storage floor areas ratio, the slopes of the nrec, d 
factor by the corresponding one for the F-factor. In fig. 3 the effect 
of increasing the collector-to-storage floor areas ratio on the 
behaviour of the direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factor can 
be obtained, for a given thermal time constant, by joining points 
(a) through to (j) with points (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv). On the other 
hand, the effect of increasing the thermal time constant on the behaviour 
of the direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factor can be obtained, 
at a given collector-to-storage floor areas ratio, by joining point 
(a) ......, or (j) with points (i) through to (vi). The same results 
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apply to the curves of figure 4 where the non-south-facing walls of 
the direct-gain house are built of concrete rather than of stone. 
This change in the building material of the external walls of the 
direct-gain house increases, assuming the same collector-to-storage 
floor areas ratio occurs for the stone house, the values of the 
6-factor from 28.6 to 33.6 and from 180.4 to 185.4 W per °C per m2 
of the south-facing collector area. As a result, the values of 
the F-factor were below those of fig. 3 in the temperature domain 
Tc > Ta and above them at Tc < Ta. The effect of such a change on 
the direct-gain ambient-energy recuperation factor is illustrated 
in fig. 5. It is evident, from fig. 5 that the use of relatively 
dense building materials, e. g. stone for the external walls of the 
direct-gain house reduces the values of nrec, d" in the temperature 
range Tc > Ta while it increases them in the temperature domain 
Tc < Ta. Practically this means that the auxiliary heating energy 
of a direct-gain house whose external walls are constructed of stone 
is smaller than that of a similar direct-gain house but with external 
walls built of concrete. The opposite case is true for the auxiliary 
cooling requirements. For example, at a thermostat set temperature 
of 21°C and a collector-to-storage floor areas ratio of 0.16, it was 
found that the annual auxiliary heating requirements of a direct-gain 
stone house are 0.6 those of a similar direct-gain concrete house. 
On the contrary, the annual auxiliary cooling requirements, evaluated 
for the same system parameters, of a single-storey direct-gain stone 
house were 1.044 times greater than those for a similar single-storey 
direct-gain concrete house. Thus the use of a relatively dense 
building material for the external walls of the direct-gain house will 
improve the houses's thermal efficiency and thereby reduce the amount 
of auxiliary heating requirements. The disadvantage however lies in 
the fact that the use of dense building materials, e. g. stone, for 
external walls of the direct-gain house increases the auxiliary cooling 
requirements as well as the monthly-average daily variations of the 
actual indoor temperature. The latter effect, as illustrated in figure 
6, is evaluated at a thermostat set temperature of 21°C9 a collect- 
to-storage floor ratio of 0.16 and a thermal time constant of 5 hours. 
It is clear that the use of stone for the external walls of the 
direct-gain house increases the monthly average daily variations of 
the actual indoor temperature relative to the fixed thermostat set 
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temperature by 0.5 degrees during the 
2.5 degrees in the summer-time. For a 
increases in the monthly-average daily 
temperature were approximately similar 
house during the winter-time and lower 
during the summer times - see fig. 6. 
rii. nter-time while the increase was 
direct-gain concrete house, the 
variations of the actual indoor 
to those of a direct-gain stone 
by one degree than that of stone 
This behaviour suggests the sizing of the direct-gain system, i. e. 
finding the values of Tc and Ac at which the auxiliary cooling requirements 
are minimal and the internal environment is comfortable during the 
winter and summer. That was accomplished by plotting the fraction of 
the year during which cooling is required, i. e. the total number of days 
during which the auxiliary energy requirements were negative divided 
by the total number of days in a year, as a function of the thermostat 
set temperature and the collector-to-storage floor area ratio. The 
results are presented graphically in fig. 7. At thermostat set 
temperatures smaller than 20°C, this fraction was greater than 0.6 
for all collector-to-storage floor areas ratios considered in this 
analysis. This means that the cooling period exceeds 212 days per year 
and the incorporation of the direct-gain system will prove to be 
disadvantageous. Increasing the thermostat set temperatures from 20°to 23°C 
reduces the duration of the cooling period to a minimum of 73 days per 
year for all collector-to-storage floor areas ratios. However at a 
thermostat set temperature of 24°C and a collector-to-storage floor areas 
ratio of 0.18, the cooling period was almost one month. By increasing 
the collector-to-storage floor areas ratio to 0.2, the cooling period 
at a thermostat set temperature of 24°C, increases again to a minimum 
total of 58 days per year. At thermostat set temperatures greater than 
24°C, the cooling period, for the range of the collector-to-storage floor 
areas ratios considered here, was zero and consequently the direct-gain 
house needs to be heated for the whole year. It was found, from this 
analysis, that the annual auxiliary heating requirements at a thermostat 
set temperature of 25°C and with a south-facing collector area of 50 m2 
are 1.4 times greater than those at a thermostat set temperature of 24°C 
with a collector area of 40 m2. For this reason, we choose the critical 
design parameters of the direct-gain house, i. e. the values of Tc and Ac 
at which the auxiliary cooling are minimal, to be 24°C, and 5 to 40 m2 
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respectively. At Tc = 2411C and Ac is 40 m2,98% of the annual 
auxiliary requirements are for heating while only 2% are needed for 
cooling during the month of June. 
Once the crittcal design parameters are established, we evaluate 
the thermal performance of the direct-gain house by calculating the 
solar fraction, i. e. the ratio of the useful solar input to the house 
load. The results evaluated at the critical design parameters i. e. 
Tc = 24°C C, Ac = 40 m2 and Tsd = 25 hours, are presented in fig. 8. 
Due to the lack of experimental data against which the predictions of 
this model can ba validated, we choose to compare the predictions, as 
calculated by the present design method with those of the 'un-utilizability" 
method which in turn were compared with those of a high-level transient 
simulation model {4}. The results of the comparisons, in the temperature 
range Tc > Ta are shown in fig. 8. It is clear that the present design 
method overpredicts the values of the solar heating fraction and 
consequently underpredicts the amount of auxiliary heating requirements. 
This is so because of the fact that the definition of the solar-load 
ratio, as used in this analysis, is different from that of the un- 
utilizability method. In this analysis, the solar load ratio, SLR, 
was defined as: 
SLR = (Ta) Ac 9 HTIRLoad 
where g is a dimensionless parameter which measures the amount of solar 
radiation transmitted through the windows of the direct-gain house relative 
to that transmitted through the south-facing glazing. The above equation 
reduces to that of Monsen et. al. {4} by setting g equal to unity. The 
second source of error arose from the definition of the heat capacity of 
the store. In the "un-utilizability" method the heat capacity of the 
store was defined as the product of the "effective" heat capacity of the 
house, which was taken as 123 kJ per degree per square metre of house 
floor area, and the temperature difference between the low and high 
thermostat set temperatures. However in this analysis the heat capacity 
of the store was taken as 506 kJ per degree per square metre of the storage 
floor area. This corresponds to a thermal time constant of 25 hours and a 
heat-transfer coefficient from the store to the room air of 5.6 W m-20C-1. 
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APPLICATIONS TO THE TROMBE WALL SYSTEM 
A set of graphs similar to those of figures 3 to 8 can he constructed 
for houses incorporating un-vented Trombe walls, rather than direct-gain 
passive heating systems. Because we assumed that the design details of 
the considered house, except for the thermal properties of the storage 
elements, are alike in both cases, then the use of the un-vented Trombe 
wall system in place of the direct-gain one will not affect the values 
of the F-factor. However, the values of the ambient energy factor will 
decrease due to the increase in the thermal time constant. As a result 
the amount of useful solar gains will be reduced - see equation (52). 
Thereby it will be necessary to increase the auxiliary heating 
requirements, but the use of the un-vented Trombe wall will eliminate 
the disadvantages of the direct-gain system, such as the large temperature 
swings, strong directional day lighting, glare, and ultra-violet degradation 
of the materials within the house. Most importantly, it will preserve 
the privacy which is of prime concern in Yemeni culture. Upon comparing 
the thermal performances of both systems, it was found on annual basis 
that 0.4 of the house load will be provided by solar energy when a single- 
storey stone house incorporates a south-facing un-vented Trombe wall 
passive-heating system. This increases, see fig. B. irrespective of 
the values of the solar fraction which are greater than or equal to unity, 
to 0.63 when the same house uses the direct-gain approach for passive 
heating. For a single-storey concrete house, the annual average of the 
solar heating fraction is 0.3, when the house incorporates an unvented 
Trombe wall approach for passive heating compared with 0.53 when the 
same house uses a direct-gain approach for passive heating. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An ambient-energy recuperation factor has been developed as a function 
of the overall thermal conductance of the house, the total solar and 
internal gains, and the thermophysical properties of the employed building 
materials. The correlations of this factor with the thermostat-outdoor 
temperature differences divided by the monthly average of the daily amounts 
of solar radiation transmitted to the house are prescribed respectively 
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for heavy and medium thermal-mass houses incorporating south-facing 
direct-gain passive heating systems. The predictions of the presented 
design method for the auxiliary heating required per annum by a finite 
storage capacity direct-gain house agreed to within a 6% error with 
those deduced using the "un-utilizability" method - see fig. (8). The 
presented method enables designers to estimate (in addition to the 
auxiliary heating requirement) the auxiliary requirement for cooling as 
well as the variation of the actual indoor temperature with time. It 
also permits the plotting of a number of design graphs which would help 
designers in tropical climates to choose the most suitable system 
parameters, such as: - the area of the south-facing glazing, which does 
not result in overheating of the house; the critical thermostat set 
temperature at which the auxiliary cooling requirement is a minimum; 
and the thermal properties of the storage unit. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Arabic-to-English Translation of the 
1982 Energy Survey 
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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this survey is to estimate the contribution of solar 
energy in solving the local energy crisis. Surely it is the time to 
replace the non-renewable energy resources, used in our houses and 
factories, with the everlasting source of energy "SOLAR ENERGY". 
Justification of this change over is obvious, namely sunlight is 
everlasting and free to use. In addition, solar energy solves the 
problems of the depletion of resources, economic dependency on the oil 
producing countries, pollution, and the waste hazards associated with 
the other energy resources as for example with nuclear energy. 
We all believe that "Sun is the source of life, so why not use it 
as a source of energy? ". 
My confidence in your help and ability to answer the attached 
group of questions arises from our promise to publish and generalise 
the results so that every individual can benefit from them. Let us 
share the introduction of these new concepts and be confident in their 
potential. 
The Researcher 
Sana'a University 
Faculty of Science 
Physics Department 
April-1982 
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CONTENTS 
This questionnaire contains a total of 22 questions distributed 
as follows: - 
1 to 7: General information questions 
8 to 18 : Fuel use information questions 
17 to 21 : Water use information questions 
In addition to these there is one question which deals with your 
opinion regarding the ranking of the low-temperature solar-energy 
applications according to the urban and rural uses. 
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SECTION ONE: General Information Questions 
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 
1) a) Geographical location of your house 
b) Number of family members living in your house 
2) 
Province City 
Children Adults 
East West North South 
a) House location i n the city of residence 
East West North South 
wall wall wall wall 
b) Dimension of the walls 
(length x width) (SQ. M. ) 
c) Dimension of the flat roof 
(length x width) (SQ. M) 
d) Number of house storeys 
e) Monthly income (Rial/month) 
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3) EFFECT OF OBSTRUCTION ON THE HOUSE WALLS AND ROOF 
If your house is surrounded by trees, neighbouring houses, or it 
has a yard, please complete the following tables. 
a) Trees 
Indicate in the following table, the height, location and the 
distance of the trees from your house walls in the respective directions. 
, 
Direction Height 
(m) 
Distance from house walls 
(m) 
East 
West 
North 
South 
b) House yard specifications 
Indicate in the following table, the distance between the yard walls 
and the house walls of your house in the respective directions. 
Direction Distance 
(m) 
East 
West 
North 
South 
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c) Neighbouring house specifications 
Indicate in the following table, the number of storeys and the 
distance between your house or yard walls and those of your neighbouring 
houses in the respective directions. 
Number Distance between Distance between 
of storeys your house walls your yard walls 
Direction of and those of the and those of the 
neighbouring neighbouring neighbouring 
houses houses houses 
(m) (m) 
East 
West 
North 
South 
4) TYPE OF EXTERNAL WALL BUILDING MATERIALS 
Please mark the appropriate type of masonry materials which are 
employed in constructing the external walls of each storey of your house. 
Type of masonary material per each storey 
Storey 
Number 
Stone Mud Red-brick Concrete Reinforced 
Concrete 
Combination 
of more than 
one material 
(specify) 
first storey 
second storey 
third storey 
fourth storey 
fifth storey 
sixth storey 
seventh storey 
eighth storey 
ninth storey 
tenth store 
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5) ROOF EXPOSURE TO THE SUN 
Answer the following questions with YES or NO according to the 
situation of your house roof: 
a) is the roof of your house fully exposed to the Sun? 
6) 
b) is the roof of your house partly exposed to the Sun? 
WINDOWS EXPOSURE TO THE SUN 
Choose the appropriate answers which give the most suitable 
description for the exposure of your house windows to the Sun. Also 
indicate the total number of windows and their corresponding total area 
per each storey. 
Storey 
Number of windows 
exposed to the Sun 
per each storey 
Total number 
of windows 
per each 
storey 
Total area 
of windows 
per each 
storey 
(MI) 
East West North South 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
fifth 
sixth 
seventh 
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7) ROOM SPECIFICATIONS 
Please complete the following table taking into considerations the 
following directions: 
Room type: receiving, sitting, sleeping, reading, dining, social 
gathering, toilets, kitchen and halls 
If you have more than one room with the same type or of a type 
omitted from the above list, please identify them and give their dimensions. 
Room type Storey at which Room dimensions the room is located 
Length Width 
(m) (m) 
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SECTION TWO: Fuel Use Information Questions 
8) Delete those of the following energy resources which are used in 
your house. 
Electricity 
Wood 
Natural gas 
Charcoal 
Animal waste 
Agricultural residues 
Kerosene 
9) ELECTRICITY USE 
Delete the functions listed below for which electricity is used in 
your house. 
Lighting 
Cooking 
Water heating 
Clothes washing 
Refrigeration 
Water distillation 
House space cooling 
House space heating 
Operating household equipment 
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10) In front of each one of the following items of equipment, please 
indicate the number of times per day or week it is used and the 
approximate duration of each period of use. 
Number of 
times each 
item of 
equipment 
is used 
Approximate 
duration 
of each 
use 
per 
day 
per 
week 
(hrs/day) 
Mud stove 
Gas oven 
Electric oven 
Electric heater (for domestic water heating) 
Electric heater (for house space heating) 
Separate immersion heater (for water heating) 
Water pump 
Air conditioner (for house space cooling) 
Ceiling fan 
Washing machine 
Food processors 
Refrigerator 
Television 
Radio 
Others (please specify) 
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11) Please indicate in the following table the amount of money you 
spent per a typical month in winter and a typical month in summer on the 
following types of fuels. 
Amount of money 
spent on fuel 
(Rial/month) 
Sumner Winter 
Wood/charcoal/animal waste/agricultural residues 
Electricity 
Natural gas 
Kerosene 
12) Please review the electricity bills of your house and indicate in 
the following table the amount of electricity you consumed during 
a typical month in winter, a typical month in summer and if possible 
the amount of electricity consumed during the month of fasting. 
Month Amount of electricity consumed (kW hr/month) 
Month of fasting 
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13) Please indicate in the following table the rated power and the 
name of the manufacturer of all electrical appliances in your 
house. 
Appliance RateC power Name of manufacturing company 
W) 
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14) Wood Use 
Delete the functions for which wood is used In your house. 
Cooking of meat and/or vegetables 
Bread baking 
House space heating 
Domestic water heating 
Coffee making 
Others (please specify) 
15) Charcoal Use 
Cooking of meat and/or vegetables 
Coffee making 
House space heating 
Re-heating pre-prepared food 
Domestic water heating 
Others (please specify) 
16) Delete the functions for which Kerosene is used in your house 
ooking of meat and/or vegetables 
Emergency lighting 
Normal lighting 
Domestic water heating 
Coffee making 
Others (please specify] 
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SECTION THREE: Water Use Information Questions 
17) Please answer YES or NO to the following set of questions. 
a) Do you have a roof-mounted water-storage tank? 
b) Do you have another water-storage tank located either in 
the first storey of your house or outside the house? 
c) Do you use the pressurized main water supply system? 
d) Do you pump the water to your roof-mounted water-storage tank? 
e) Do you have a potable water well inside your house? 
18) Please review the water bills of your house. Indicate in the 
following table the amount of water consumed during a typical 
month in winter and a typical month in summer, and the respective 
costs in those months in Rial. 
Month 
Amount of water consumed 
(please use the unit of 
capacity you are familiar with) 
Cost 
(Rial/month) 
litres 
cubic metres 
Tankah 
litres 
cubic metres 
Tankah 
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19) If you have several roof-mounted water-storage tanks, please 
indicate in the following table the capacity of each tank as 
well as the number of times it is filled with water during 
the day or week.. 
Capacity Number of times per day 
or week the roof-mounted 
Please use the storage-tank is filled 
unit of capac- with water 
ity you are 
familiar with 
Day Week 
Tank number 1 litres 
cubic metres 
Tankah 
Tank number 2 litres 
cubic metres 
Tankah 
20) Hot Water Use 
Delete the functions for which you use the hot water in your house. 
Please indicate in front of the deleted function the amount of hot water 
consumed for that function as measured in either litres, cubic metres, 
or Tankah per day. 
Amount of 
hot water consumed 
Bathing 
Clothes washing 
Dish washing 
Cleansing before prayers 
Others (please specify) 
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21) Please indicate in the following table the capacity and the 
location of all water-storage tanks present in your house as 
well as the period for which the stored water in each tank 
suffices your use in case of emergency stoppages. Please use 
either litres, cubic metres, or Tankah for. the unit of capacity. 
Location Capacity period during which 
the stored water in 
each tank suffices 
the needs of the house 
Tank number 1 
Tank number 2 
Tank number 3 
Tank number 4 
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22) Please rank the following low-temperature solar-energy applications 
according to your perception of their importance for urban and rural 
usages. 
Rank on a scale of 1 to 10 
(10 being the least important 
urban use rural use 
Water heating 
Water pumping 
House electrification 
Water distillation 
Crop-drying 
Irrigation 
House space heating 
House space cooling 
Refrigeration 
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APPENDIX 2 
Listings of the Computer Programs Used in the Analysi 
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SURVEY ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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uJ fC 'J: 
)I ,ý 'J rJ5 
.23: r+T $1, S:; 
:3.; 10 I: S 
TO 19 
10 _=T .. » I "' dTEk DATA FOR HOUR"; Y 
i rHEN AZ(z, r)"-I 
rr1EN RZ=AB$(RI) 
0 150 
::.. i0 TO 120 
i' THEN AZ(X, Y): Pl-SI 
fl. +. Tr 
T0 Io 
II , 
A. X, T) 
_i 1. ri r 
3. L 
ISO 
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goo DIM Az(34,19) 
]01 PRINT'STATION----------- TYPE OF RADIATION----------------- 
YJ_ PRINT"LAT ---- LON ------ NON---YR-----" 
910 PRINT"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
920 PRINT"DAY------- A----- 7----- 6----- 9----- 10----- It----- 12----- 13----- 14-----19-----lA---. 
930 PRINT----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
945 DY-0 
955 INPUT 'ENTER FILE DATA NARE'; N$ 
956 IF N%='NON' 60 TO 1131 
1160 DY-DY. 1 
1000 UPEN NI IUk INPUT AS FILE 11 
1016 INPUT $1, X 
1017 PRINT X; 
1090 FOR Y=A TO 19 
1092 INPUT 111, AIIX, Y) 
1100 REM PRINT AI(X, Y); 
1110 NEXT T 
1115 PRINT 
1120 CLOSE 11 
1130 GOTO 935 
X132 FOR X-1 TO D1' 
1133 FOR Y=6 TO 19 
131 PRINT X; 
134 PRINT TAl((Y-6)17.1); AI(X, Y); 
1135 NEXT Y 
! 136 NEXT X 
2I PnINT"--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2010 PRINT "TOTAL"; 
2012 TNEAN=0 
'1015 FOR 1=S TO 19 
: '016 LET TOTAL-0 
2030 LET C-0 
: 340 FON X-1 TO By 
050 Iý A, (X, Y)<0 GOTO 2060 
2051 REM IF AI(X, 0)=0 GOTO 2090 
2060 LET TOTAL-TOTAL. A%(X, T) 
_070 LET C-C"l 
. ')80 NEXT X 
)90 LET AI(34, T)"TOTAL/C 
")9I TMEAN=TMEAN#AI(34, Y) 
'JV2 IF L=3 GU TO 2150 
'093 IF L'2 GO TO 2100 
?5 PRINT TA6()Y-6). 7sS); TOTAL; 
2096 50 TO 2; 00 
'100 PRINT TAB(IY-61.7#Y); C; 
101 v0 TO . 1200 
'150 FRINT TAB(HY-6). 7#l); AI(34, Y); 
2)0 NEXT Y 
'A 
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: )1 IF 1 . 12 
GO TO 2400 
: ): IF t=3 THEM ? I50 
3: J L-2 
; I) PINT 
115 ý: ýINT "CJUNT"; 
i. ) GJ TO 2)IS 
,. ) . -3 
4'I `INT 
1r 'I. If "1EAN'; 
JJ TO : )I? 
. ". 111 "I1LANs"; TMEAN 
;) CrG 
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10 DI 1-1 .i4 , 6l 7J , D( 365 
20 FOR S-1 TO 4 
30 RE. -, D Mi S) 
40 b "To" 0.336470, -0.792624,0.377853,0.030124 
50 14E. ,, T S 
51 FOR II=1 TO 7 
52 REND 6H1-I, 
53 C4. TH 1.10.9, -1. x354, -1.0720,6.6849, -13.6990,13.0796, -4.4c31 
54 INE'ý. T 1.1 
60 FOR T-1 TO 365 
70 180 
75 11=k3.142/180)*(360 365)*1: -196) 
76 W=. 845+. 0115*SINIT1) 
80 S=1 
90 D=r+tS., +M( +1J*(COS(T)-29.345*SINtTS+2J*'. COSI2*T)+. 346*II1ý2kT 
100 Dlir+k S+3) *(, COS( 3*T)-5.544*Sll4k 3*T) J 
110 D(Y)=C'+G1 
120 PRINT i, D(Y) 
125 DEC=1 3.142: 180)*Dt'r ) 
130 C0. D=COSIDEC) ; SIND=SIN(DEC ) 
140 L-15: LR=t 3.142'180)*L: COSL-COSILk, 3SIN4L-SINILR) 
150 FOR K-1 TO 14 
160 K+=112.5-tk+5! ý*15*i3.142.180, 
170 SIIJH=SINiH. +i: COSH-COS(Hm) 
1x0 X=CQSL*COSH*COSC+SINL*=IIJCI 
190 S.. L=., Tf4t- SQR11-^"2J) 
200 PRINT "S. +L="; Sº+L*k180/3.142) 
210 Z=(1-i2 3.14: J*S. +L) 
220 IF S., Lý=0 THEN GR-O: GOTO 260 
225 IF Sr, L =0 THEN DSR=0: GOTO 260 
230 Gkl-W*il. li)4a-1.4354*iZ`2j-1.072*iZ`4)+6.6849*(Z^6)-13.899*kZ"aJJ 
240 13.0798*kZ 10)-4.4631*(Z'12) 
25u GR-GR1+Gk2: CiR Gk*1000 
255 CJTGR=DTGR+GR 
256 GSRl=W*k. y9ea-. 2001*iZ'2)-1.18133*(Z'4)+3.3706*(Z^6)-5.5674*, Z'8)) 
257 DSR2=º4*(3.7206*(Z'10)-. 9213*kZ 12)) 
258 GSk=C, SRI+DSR2: GSRsDSR*1000 
259 GTGSR=GTDSR+DSR: DFSR=GR-GSR*X: GTDFR-DTDFR+DFSR 
'60 PRINT h. +S; Tri8k5); 'Y; Ta6(10); W; Tº; 6(20), Z; Tr; 8(30); GRTºi6t4O); GSR; T., 8k50 
205 GR1=O: Gk2=O: GR=O: D$RI=O: DSR2uO: DSR-O: GFSR 0 
270 NEXT f( 
275 PRINT "DTGR(WHk/M*11 DA': )i"IGTGR; "DTGR(MJ, M*M DAi)_"; GTGR*i3.6.1000) 
276 PRINT "DTDSR(Whr/SQ. M DAY) "IDTDSR; "DTDSR(MJ/SQ. M. D++Y)i"; DTDSR 
277 PRINT"DTDFR(WHR/SQ. M DA0="; DT0FR; "DTDFR(MJ/SQ. M. Dr4 )="; GTDFR 
278 DTGR=O: GTDSR=O: DTDFR-O 
280 V-(15-12.5)/7.5 
290 C1=26.789453*-. 760391*V-. 265078*tV^2)-. 007734*(V"3) 
300 C2-. 092481-. 050012*V+. 004731*(V^2)-. 00619*(V"3) 
310 C3=1.209688-. 025625*V-8.437999E-03*(V 2)-. 005625*kV^3J 
320 C4=. 018456-. 025926*V-. 013168*(V'2)+. 015157*(V^3) 
330 C5 3.172571+2.431533*V+. 008367*(V^2)-. 012203*(v^3) 
340 C6=. 112969+. 075469*V+. 007031*kv-2)-. 037969*tV^3) 
350 C7=-. 064616+. 071846*V+. 005554*, V^2)-. 037515*kV^3) 
360 H=C1+C2*COS(T)+C3*COS(2*T)+C4*COS(3*T)+C5*SIN(T)+C6*SINN(2*T)+C7*SIN(TJ 
370 PRINT l, H 
380 NEXT Y 
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HEAT LOSS MODEL PROGRAM 
.0 
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10 DIM UW(8J, FW(8) , DW(8), ABW(8), LHC, 
1i81, LHD2t8), CL81(8), CLB21o), ET, 4t8 
15 DIII UR(9) FRt ±) , DRt 9) ABRk 9) , Uk-k 9. 
20 D11-1 Ht12)SEt12)SN(12)SS(12)SNEt12iSSEt12)Tkkl 2)Nk12, SFk12) TFk120 
25 DIM Gi8,9. 
30 DIM DD(12), DDC(12), QH(12), QC(12), QLt12), TT(12), QTHk12), Q4bWt12) 
40 C, 11-1 FS(12), ( BR(12), EEH(12), TNH(12), TI(12), QU(12), Qi4kt12), EFFt12) 
50 DIII OST(12), TS(12), QT(12), QTW(12), CbAC(12) 
200 PRINT"ENTER CITY CODE TYPE 0 FOR ', EHEN; 1 FOR U. K. 13 FOR GREECE" 
210 INPUT CC 
220 PRINT"ENTER RUN INDEX ACCOkC'INT TO THE FOLLOWING TABLE" 
230 PRIIJT"RUN INDEA OPT 10146 
235 PRINT" 1 I"Ii+SSIVE W#4LLS+HOPZ. ROOF 
240 PRINT" 2 BUFFER'G.; k.. GE, +C., SE 1 
245 PRINT" 3 BUFFER (SIi5PtiCE, +CASE1 
250 PRINT" 4 TWO BUFFERS( Cv4R. -GE+SUNSPACE) +Cr4SE1" 
260 PRINT" 5 SLALSPº, CE COUPLED WITH «IRCOND. +CASE1" 
265 PkINT" 6 OPEN LOOP SOLº+R W44LL+CMSEl 
270 PRINT" 7 TkOM6E WALL+CASE1 
275 PRINT" 8 OPEN LOOP SOLMR COLL. INST. ON ROOF+CoqSE1 
280 PRINT"ENTER RUN INDEX": INPUT RI 
530 FOR H-1 TO 8 
54C' RE.. D UWtH), FWtH), C4k H),. 48W(H), LHC)1(H), LHC, 2(H), CL81(H), CL62kH) 
550 DmT.. 1.47.0.05,0.52,0.4,12.5,18.7,0.94,0.89 
560 Cti-, T.. 1.29, O. iý7,0.42,0.6,11.0,17.3,0.94.0.90 
570 DATA 3.36,0.06,0.45,0.65,26.3,32.5,0.87,0.81 
580 CM. T., 0.72,0.04,0.62,0.64,6.30,12.5,0.97,0.92 
530 D4T. 5.34,0.45,0.17,0.65,38.7,44.5,0.80,0.74 
600 DATA 2.89,0.28,0.22,0.64,23.1,29.3,0.88,0.83 
610 Cn-. T<, 2.93,0.14,0.32,0.4,23.2,29.6,0.66,0.83 
620 [-1T., 5.19, U. 17,0.29,0.4,37.9,43.7,0.81,0.75 
630 NEAT H 
631 FOR H=1 TO 8 
Z32 RE.. D ET., t H 
633 DATA 0.085,0.07,0.105,0.045,0.105,0.105,0.105,0.105 
634 NEAT H 
636 RM-1.06 
640 FOR M-1 TO 9 
65ti RE. +D UktI-IJ , FR(M) , DR(P1) ,.. BRIM) 
660 DATA 2.26,0.45,0.15,0.6 
670 DAT., 2.10 ,0 .45.0.15 ,0 .6 
680 DATN 1.83,0.50,0.13,0.6 
690 DATA 2.11,0.42,0.14,0.65 
700 DATA 2.72,0.45,0.15,0.65 
710 DATA 10.32,0.45,0.15,0.65 
720 DATA 7.72,0.27,0.22,0.65 
730 01ATA, 2.86,0.19,0.28,0.65 
740 DATA 2.30,0.10,0.36,0.65 
745 URAtM)nURIM)i(1+Rº+*URtM)) 
750 NEXT M 
760 FOR J-1 TO 12 
770 READ H(J), SE(J), SN(J), SS, J), SºNE(J), SSE(J), TA(J), NCJ) 
780 DATA 5.52,2.10,0.18,4.26,0.36,3.24,15.90,31 
790 DATA 6.24,2.40,0.24,3.36,0.72,2.88,18.20,28 
800 DATA 7.10,2.64,0.24,1.92,1.20,2.40,18.20,31 
810 DATA 7.60,2.76,0.60,0.36,1.92,1.80,20.30,30 
820 DATA 7.80,2.88,1.80,0.24,2.40,1.32,22.00,31 
830 DATA 7.60,2.76,2.40,0.24,2.64,1.08,22.80,30 
840 DATA 7.80,2.88,1.80,0.24,2.40,1.32,23.20,31 
850 DATA 7.80,2.76,0.60,0.36,1.92,1.80,22.50,31 
660 DATA 7.10,2.64,0.24,1.92,1.20,2.40,19.80,30 
670 DATA 6.24,2.40,0.24,3.36,0.72,2.88,17.80.31 
880 DATA 5.52,2.10,0.18,4.26,0.36,3.24,16.10,30 
690 DATA 5.16,1.98,0.18,4.50,0.24,3.24,14.30,31 
920 NEXT J 
-Am 
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925 FOR J-1 TO 12 
926 READ SF(J), TF(J) 
927 D, 4TA 0.555,1.26,0.396,1.097,0.416,0.974,0.437,0.839,0.452,0.766,0.458 
928 DATA 0.452,0.763,0.437,0.837,0.416,0.982,0.395,1.11,0.555,1.27,0.549,7 
929 NEXT J 
1370 IF Rl=1 THEN GOSUB 5000 
1380 IF RI-2 THEN GOSUB 5500 
1350 IF RI=3 THEN GOSUB 6000 
1 395 IF RI=3 THEN 9500 
1400 IF RI=4 THEN GOSUB 6500 
1405 IF RI=4 THE14 9500 
1410 IF RI=5 THEN GOSUB 7000 
1415 IF RI=5 THEN 9500 
1420 IF kI=6 THE14 GOSUB 7500 
1430 IF RI=7 THEN GOSUB 8000 
1440 IF FI=8 THE14 GOSUB 9000 
1442 IF WC=2 THE14 1444 
1443 PRINT"ENTER I LL, R00F CONSTRUCTI&' NUMBER' : INPUT H, M 
1444 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1445 IF Jý=3 THEN TT-18: GOTO 1448 
1446 IF J. =10 THEN TT=18: GOTO 1448 
1447 TT=22 
1446 DD(J)=ITT-T«tJ))*N(J)sC, DCtJ)=, TAtJ)-TT)*N(J) 
1449 IF DC-'J)4 THEN DD'J)=0 
1450 IF GGCLJi,, 0 THEN DDC(J)-0 
1451 ÜH(J, =. 024*G'H, M)*V*GG'J) 
1452 GC'J)=. ü24*G(H, M)*V*1, DC(J) 
1453 QL(J)=OC(J, +QHtJ) 
1454 TTIJt=TT: NEAT J 
1455 PRIIIT"t1C44TH INSIDE TEMP ENERGl IN tPWH) 
1456 FRINT" WITHOUT WITH USEFUL LC1r+D MAULr+Ri 
1457 PRINNT' aXULP R AXU 
1460 I G- . 13*. +F 
14-0 FOR J-1 TO 12 
148ü QDG=t.. GE+., t 4i*SEtJ: +º: GI4*SIJ(J)+, 4GS*SStJ): QTH(J)*QDG*SFiJ, 
1436 IF WC=2 THE14 UW=UW1: GOT0 1488 
1487 UW-UW'Hj 
1438 IF WC=2 THEN ABW=. 6tGOTO 1490 
1489 . +BW=.. EW(H) 
1490 IF WC=2 THEN FW=. 45: GOT0 1495 
1451 FW-FWkH) 
1495 Qº+6N=144*Aa4*FW*. 22*((AWE+4 A )*SEiJ) +rd4N*SN(J)+AHS*S$tJii 
1500 Q:. BWIJ/-Qº+BW 
1505 IF WC=2 THEN ABR=. 6: GOT0 1525 
1510 IF TR-2 THEN P. 4BR-. 3: GOTO 1525 
1520 º»BR=.; 6ktl"1) 
1525 IF WC=2 THEN UR-URI: GOTO 1550 
1530 IF TR=3 THEN UR=URA(M)sGOTO 1550 
1540 UR-UR'M) 
1550 IF WC-. ' THEN FR=. 5: GOTO 1555 
1551 FR-FR'H) 
1555 iJ. +6R-UR*FR*ABR*. 22*. 4F*HtJ): Q,, BRtJ)=QABR 
1570 QHH=GTHtJ)+IG+QABW'J)+iO8RtJ) 
1560 IF RI=1 THEN EEH=QHH: GOTO 1680 
1590 IF RI=2 THEN EEH=QHH: GOTO 1680 
1600 IF RI=. i THEN EEH QHH+QST(J): GOTO 1680 
1620 IF RI-4 THEN EEH-QHH+QST(J)iGOTO 1680 
1640 IF RI=5 THEN EEH=QHH+QST(J)tGOTO 1680 
1660 IF RI=6 THEN EEH=QHH+QT(J): GOTO 1680 
1670 IF RI=7 THEN EEH-QHH+QTW(J) 
1675 IF RI-8 THEN EEH=OTHtJ)+IG+(jNBW(J)+(WR(J)-AC*HtJ)*TFtJ))+CIACtJ) 
1680 EEH'J)-QHH 
1690 TNH'J)-T.. 'J)+EEH(J)/(. 024*V*GtH, M)) 
1691 X=TT-TNH(J) 
1692 IF H<=4 THEN GOSUB 10000 
1693 IF H)4 THEN GOSUB 10500 
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1695 QUsJ)=(EFF-1ü0)*EEH(J)*N(J) 
1696 IF QL(J)=0 THEN (JHA(J) O GOTO 1700 
1698 QAxtJ)-QLIJ)-QU(J) 
1700 IF QL(J)=0 THEN TI(J)mTNH(J): GOTO 1710 
1705 TI(J) TA(J)+EEH(J)/(. 024*G(H, M)*t))+(OFX(J)/QL(J))*(TT(J)-T«i(J)) 
1710 EFF(J)-EFF 
1715 PRINT J; TAB(5); INT(TNH(J)); LAB(15)1INTtTI(J))ITAB(30)i1NT(QU(J)) 
1716 PRINT INT(GL(J)); TA8(50); 1NT(QNX(J)); TAB(60); INT(DD(J)); TA8i70) 
1720 NE'T J 
1725 PRINT"MOULD LIKE A PRINT OUT: TrPE 1 FOR (ES, O FOR N0" : INPUT PI 
1726 IF PI=U THEN 2610 
1730 LPRINT"RL04 INDEX TYPE OF ROOF" 
1735 LPRINT RI; THBt45); TR 
1737 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
1738 LPRINT" DESIGN CHkR,: CTERISTICS OF THE CONSIDERED C., SE 
1739 LPRINT" SOLID WALL ARE.., GLAZED AREA ROOF aREm 
1740 LPRINT"E. +ST WEST NORTH SOUTH EAST WEST NORTH SOUTH 
1741 LPRINT 
1742 LPRI14T «44E; TA8(10)', AWW; TA6(20); AVA; T. 48(30)p4wS; T. 16t40)-, "GETM6k 50); "Gl 
1743 LPRINT Tr, 8(60); A ; TAB(65); º. GS; T.. 6(70) ; AF; T., 6(75); V 
1756 LPkINT"T., 8LE2: EFFECT OF WALL, ROOF INSULATION AND P.. SSIVE FEATURES 014 
1757 LPRINT" HEATING/COOLING LCwDS OF THE HOUSE 
1760 LPRINT"WALL ROOF MONTH DEGREE-DAYS AMBIENT LOP-40 IN (KWH) 
1770 LPRINT"TYPE TYPE HEATING COOL AIR TEMP. HEATING COOLING TOT.. L' 
1760 LPkINJT"-------------------------------------------------------------ý 
1790 LPkINT 
1800 LPRINT H; 
1820 LPRINT T., 8(5); M; 
18: 0 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1640 LPRINT Tr48t1U!; J; TABt15); DDtJ); T, 48(25); DDC(J); T-8(35); TrrtJ); T"6t45,1 
1850 LPPIIJT QHtJ); T., 6t55,; QCiJ, ITr. 8(65); QLIJ,; 
1655 GDT=DDT+DDtJ): GDCT=DDCT+DDC(J): QHT=QHT+QH(J)+QCTaQCT+OCiJ, 3QLT-OLTIOL 
1856 QLTsQLTtQLlJ) 
1860 LPR I1JT 
1870 NEAT J 
1900 LPRINT T"Ek15); DDT; T. 46L25) ; DDCT; TABt45); QHT; TABt35); QCT; T.. 6tö5)JOLT, 2 
1910 LPRII4T: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT; LPR1NT 
1920 LPRINT"T., BLE3: EFFECT OF WALL-ROOF COUPLING ON HEAT GAINS 
1930 LPRIIJT"k LL ROOF MONTH ENERGI GAINS 114 kKWH. Gº,, ) 
1940 LPRINT"TIDE TYPE TRr4NSAIITTED . BSOkBED 
1950 LPRINT" VIA-. WINDOWS WmLL ROOF 
1960 LPR I14T 
1970 LPRINT 
1'90 LPRINT H; 
2010 LPRINT T:. 6t5); M; 
2020 FOR Jul TO 12 
2030 LPRINT Ti4BL10); J; TAS(15); QTHtJ); TA8t30); CW8i1(J); TmB(45); QP46RtJ); 
2040 LPRINT T,; B. 60); EEH(J); 
2045 TEEM=TEER+EEH(J) 
2050 LPRINT 
2060 NEAT J 
2065 LPRINT"---------------------------- ---------------------------------- 
2100 LPRINT TMB(60); TEER 
2110 LPRINT: LPRINTZLPRINTiLPRINT 
2120 LPRINT"T"BLE5sEFFECT OF WALL-ROOF COUPLING ON THE USEFUL ENERGi CV41NS 
2130 LPR! NT"WHLL ROOF MONTH ENERGY USEFUL AUX 
2140 LPRINT"TIPE TYPE ENTERED GAIN 
2150 LPkINT" TO THE HOUSE 
21E0 LPRINT" ( KWHR ) IKWHR) . IWHR' 
2170 LPRINT"------------------------------------------------------------ 
2185 LPRINT H; 
2190 LPRI14T TAB(5)IM; 
2200 FOR Jul TO 12 
2210 LPRINT TAB(10); J; TAB(15); EEHtJ)*N(J)iTº4Bt30)+QU(J); TaBt45)1 
2220 LPRINT QAX(J) 
2225 IF Qr+A(J)t0 THEN QAX(J)-ABS(QAx(J)) 
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2230 LPRINT 
2240 NEXT J 
2250 LPRINT"------------------------------------------------------------ 
2255 LPRINT TAB(30); TQU; TAB(45); TAX 
2290 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPR1NT: LPRINT 
2300 LPRINT"TAELE4: EFFECE OF WALL-ROOF COUPLING ON THE EFF . +ING INSIDE TEMP 
2310 LPRINT"W., LL ROOF MONTH EFFICIENCY' INSIDE HOUSE TEMP. TEMP. INCRE«SE' 
2320 LPRINT" (C)(C) 
2325 LPRINT" WITHOUT AX WITH AX 
2330 LPRI14T---------------------------------------------------" 
2340 LPRINT 
2360 LPRINT H; 
22380 LPRINT T., B(5); M; 
2390 FOR J=1 TO 12 
2400 LPRINT T., B(10); J; TAB(15); EFF(J); T.: 8(25); TA(J); TAB(35); TI4HtJ); T. 46t4S, 
2405 IF OL(J)=0 THEN DELT=EEH, J); (. 024*G(H, M)*V): GOTO 2420 
2410 DELT=EEHtJ)it. 024*G(H, 11)*V)+it3º+A(J)/QL(J))*(TT(J)-TAIJ)) 
2420 LPRI14T TI(J); TAB(55); TT(J); T«48(65); DELT 
2430 LPRINT 
2435 TNHT=TNHT+TNH(J): TIT-TIT+TItJ): DELTT=GELTT+DELT: EFFT-EFFT+EFFtJ) 
2440 NEXT J 
2150 LPkII4T"--------------------------------------------------- 
2455 LPRINT Tr, B(20); EFFTi12; Tr4B(40); TNHTi12, Tr4Bl50); T1Ti12; TwBköO); GELTT 
2456 DDT=O: DGCT=O: QHT-OIQCT=0IQLT-OITEEH=O: TQU=OITAA O, TNHT=O: TIT=0 
2457 EFFT=0 
2490 FOR J=l TO 12 
2500 QTH(J)=0: Qr, BWtJ)=0: C BRtJ)zO: EEHIJ)=O: TNH(J)`0YQU(J)=O 
2510 tk41tJ)=O: EFFiJ)=0: T1(J)=0 
2550 NEXT J 
2610 IF H'l THEN 2655 
2611 IF Mil THEN 2655 
2612 FOR H=1 TO 8 
2613 IF P1=0 THEN 2620 
2615 LPR 114T H; 
2620 FOR M=1 TO 9 
2625 IF PI=O THEN 2650 
2630 LPRINT TmS(101/UW(H); Tr'. Bt: 0,; 1%"Uk hl); Ta8k45); GtH, H) 
2635 LPRINT 
2640 NEXT h1 
2650 NEXT H 40 
2655 PRINT"ý40ULD YOU LIKE TO Cr"NGE WP; LL. ROOF CONST. F- T. 
2656 PRIIJT"EINTER 1 IF 1ES 0 IF NO" : INPUT RR 
2657 IF RR-1 THEN 1442 
2660 PRINT"(NGULD r OU LIRE º+14OTHER OPT I OIJ, T'r PE 1 FOR r E5,0 FOR NO" 
2670 INPUT k11 
2680 IF R11=1 THEN 2691 
2690 END 
2691 FOR H=1 TO 8 
2692 FOR (1-i TO 9 
2693 GtH, M)=0 
2694 NEXT 11 
2695 NEXT H 
2700 PRINT"RUN INDEX OPTIONS' 
2710 PRINT" 1 HOUSE " 
2720 PRINT" 2 HOUSE +GARAGE" 
2730 PRINT" 3 HOUSE+SUNSPACE" 
2740 PRINT" 4 HOUSE+GARAGE+SUNSPACE' 
2750 PRINT" 5 HOUSE+SUNSPACE COUPLED WITH AIR EXCHANGER 
2760 PRINT" 6 OPEN LOOP SOLAR WALL INST. ON THE SOUTH+HOUSE' 
2770 PRINT" 7 TROMBE WALL  " " '_" `_      " "" 
2780 PRINT" 8 OPEN LOOP SOLAR COLLECTOR INST ON ROOF+HOUSE" 
2790 INPUT RI: GOTO 1370 
5000 AW=90: MG=6.24: AF-48: AD=2.1: LF-7.581V=167.503 
5010 m4-JE=21.4: A44 20.71AMN 24.4:. 4S=23.3 
5020 AGE 1.2: AGW=1.92: AGN O, AGS`3.12 V 5025 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOF: 1 ORDINARY, 2 WITH WHITE TILE, 3 WITH aIR SPA. 
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5030 PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF CODEt1 FOR YEMENI WALLS/ROOF5,2 IITEkN-. TIGi; L' 
5035 IF WC=1 THEN 5045 
5036 PRINT"ENTER UWALL, UROOF, r4ND UWINDOW": INPUT UW1, UR1, UWIN 
5037 G1=GW*UW1+., F*UR1+AG*U4IN+3.33*o. G+2.1*LF+. 34*V 
5038 IF RI=8 THEN G1-G1-. 34*EFFC*Q 
5039 G1=G1, V 
5040 0010 5140 
5045 FOR H=1 TO 8 
5050 FOR M=1 TO 9 
50x. 0 IF TR=3 THEN Uk=URA(M): GOTO 5075 
5070 UR=URU1-1! 
5075 A2 . 34*EFFC*O 5080 G=44*UWsHa+. 4F*UR+MG*4.3+: 4D*3.33+2.1*LF+. 34*V 
5085 IF R1=3 THEN G-G-x2 
5090 GtH, h1) =G, '.. 
5120 NEXT M 
5130 NEXT H 
5135 IF RI-6 THEN 9210 
5136 Pk1NT"ENTER PRINT INDEX: TiPE 1 TO PRINTER, O OTHERWISE" 
51 37 I IJPUT P 
5138 IF Pi=0 TiEN 5210 
514U LPkINT" T,, BLE( ): CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INPUTTED HOUSE" 
5145 LPRINT"SGLID WHLL AREA IN(SO. M.,: EP4ST WEST NORTH SOUTH TO 
5150 LFRI14T T.. Biýli); F+ºJE; TH6(3U); aºJ<J; Tr, 6s40ý;. +: JIJ; T. 16ý50);.: ºýS; TN8: d0 ;.. N 
5160 LPRINT 
5170 LPkIIIT"L44114C, ON ., FE. » INlSO. M. / " 
5175 LPRI14T T"E"320); o, GE; TA8k30t-&4; Tm8k4U., "GN; T"St50i; º. GS; T"6k60) ; º, G 
5160 LFRINT"ROFF . +kEA VOLLI"IE G_FACTOR" 
5165 LPRINT"iSG. M. ) iCU6lc M) (W/C11C) 
51=+0 LPRIIJT ., F; T.. 6k 35) V; T., 6,55) ; 0l 
5195 LPRIt4T: LPFINT: LPRINT 
5600 LFRINT' -------------------------------------------------------------- 
5210 RETURN 
5500 .. Wa80.75:. +G=6.24: r+F=4$. 13301 : AD=c. I: LF=7.6: Val 67.503 
5510 l, 14E=21.4 :. i4J=20.7 : "4N-12.2 :.. WS=23.3 
5520 .; GE=1 . 2: -&4-1 . 92 :: +GN=G : º, GS= 3.12 5525 PRINT"ENTER TiPE OF ROOF: 1 ORDII4. iRi, 2WITH WHITE PAINT, 3 ý41TH MIR SF-CE 
5530 PRINT"ENTER I' iLL, ROOF CODE :1 FOR i"EMENI WALLS/ROOFS, 2 114TERIdr4TIC L'5540 
IF WC-2 THEN PRINT"ENTER UWALL, UROOF , INJIN" i 
INPUT LsW1, Uk1, Uwlr4. GOTCI 56( 
5550 FOR H-1 TO 8 
5560 FOR 11-1 TO 9 
5570 IF TR-3 THEN UR-URA(M): GOTO 5585 
5580 UR=UR(M) 
5585 X1-1-CLBI H) 
5590 G-UW(H)*- +UR*AF+4.3*. 4G+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+. 34*(V-X1*30)+LHG14. H. 
5595 G=G; V: G(H, M)-G 
5598 NEXT M 
5599 14EXT H: GOTO 5695 
5600 G1=UW1*mW+UR1*AF+UWIN*AG+2.1*LF+3.33*A(>+. 34*(V-CLB1l8)*30, +LHD1t8) 
5610 G1=G1/V 
5695 RETURN 
6000 PRINT"ENTER T', PE OF BUFFER: T'PE 1 FOR NON-TRANS, 2 FOR TRP446. PARENT' 
6010 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOFs1 ORDIN, 2WHITE Pr+INT, 3 AIR SPACE"sINPUT TR 
6020 PRINT"ENTER IÖLL/ROOF CODEi1 FOR YEMENIS, 2 INTEERNATIONAL'tINPUT WC 
6030 PRINT"ENTER DIRECTION OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN HE. +TED AND SLSNSPHCE" 
6035 PRINT" TAPE 1 FOR EAST/WEST DIRECTI(7NS, 2 FOR NORTH, 3 FOR SOUTH" 
6040 i; 4=79.75: AG-4.83AD-2.1sr+F=48.133011V=167.5031LF 7.6 
6045 aWE-21.4: mWW=2u .7 tr1WN-2 1.4: o4WS l 3.26 
6050 AGE=1.2: aGW=1.92: AGNmOtAGS=1.68 
6055 PRINT"ENTER NUMBER OF COLLECTING SURFACES'SINPUT NCS 
6056 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF THE COLLECTING SURFACES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER" 
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6057 Pk1NT"Er. ST, WEST, NORTH, rYJD SOUTH" : INPUT AGSE, AGSW, AGS14,. 4OSS 
6058 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN SIXJSPACE, AND HEi+TED SPACE" 
6059 INPUT AGSH 
6060 IF WC-1 THEN 6100 
6065 PRINT"ENTER UW, UROOF, LIWIN": 11NPUT UW1, UR1, UWIN 
6070 IF RI-5 THEN X1=. 34*V(1-. 4*(90. /V)-. 4*(1-CLB2(8))*(90. 'V)/: GOTO 6080 
6075 Al=. 34*V*i1-t90/V)*(1-CLB2l8))j 
6080 G1=UW1*44+Ukl*., F+UWIN*AG+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+X1 
tä90 G1-G1, V: G0TO 6200 
6100 FOR H=1 TO 8 
61 0 FOR M=1 TO 9 
6130 IF TR=3 THEN UR=URA(M): GOTO 6150 
6140 UR-UR(m) 
6150 IF RI=5 THEN X1=. 34*V*(1-. 4*(90: v)-. 4*(1-CL82(H))*(90, V),: GOTO 6170 
6160 X1=. 34*V*(1-(90/V)*11-CL82iH)j) 
6170 G=UW(H)*.: W+UR*r4F+3.33*AD+4.3*AG+2.1*LF+A1 
6130 G=G V: G(H, 11)=G 
6195 NEAT ti 
6196 NEXT H 
6285 IF k1=5 THEN 7010 
6250 RETURN 
6500 oiW=70.7: r4ä-4.6tAD=2.1 sLF=7.6: V=1ö7.503: r+F=48 
6510 #4WE=21.4:. 1JW=20.7: AWN=15.3 
65ýO A E=1.2: r. GW=1.92: AGN-O: AGS-1.68 
6525 ., NS=7.6k 3.48-NýS-ý+USS 
65: 0 RR INT"ENTEk 140. LIP COLLECTING SURFACES": INPUT NCS 
6531 PRINT"EUTER AREA OF THE COLLECTING SUR. IN EA+ST, WEST, NORTH, rJJD SOUTH" 
6532 INPUT r. GSE, AGSW, aGSN,:, GSS 
653: 3 PRINT"ENTER DIRECTION OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN SLr'JSPMCE : iNG H. SP.. CE" 
6534 PRINT"TAPE 1-E/W, 2-14,3-S": INPUT OR 
6535 PRINT"., RE., OF THE WINDOW". INPUT . -GSH 
6540 PRINT"ENTER ROOF TiPE: 1 ORDIN, 2 WITH WP, 3 WITH H. S. ": INPUT TR 
6550 PRINT"ENTER T1PE OF SUfJSP.. CE: 1 NONTR. Y4S, 2TRr4NS": INPUT TB 
6560 PRINT"ENTER DIRECTION OF WINDOW BETWEEN S. S r, ND H. S. " iINFUT CPR 
6570 PRINT"ENTER ROOF CODE: 1 'rEMENI, 2 INTERN TIOI "INPUT N4 
6580 IF WC=1 THEN 6640 
6590 x1=. 34*V*ý1-i3O/U)*(1-CL81ý6))-190.1')*il-CL82i8))) 
6600 PRINT"ENTER UWALL, UR00F, UWIN"; INPUT UW1, URI, UWIN 
6610 G1=UW1*. 44+Ukll*AF+3.33*r. CO+UWIN*MG+2.1*LF+LHD1 (8)+LHD2(8)+x1 
6620 G1=G 
6630 GOTO 68000 
6640 FOR H=1 TO 8 
6660 FOR 1-1=1 TO 9 
6670 IF TR=3 THEN UR-URA(M)sGOTO 6685 
66.0 UR=UR(N) 
6665 xl=. 3a*V(1-X30. "Vý*ý1-CLB1(Hjý-(90ýVj*(1-CL82.. H))) 
6690 G=UWiH)*AW+UR*... F+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+4.3*r. G+X1+LHD1(H)+LHD2tH) 
6700 G-G. 'V: GkH, M)=G 
6730 NEXT M 
6740 NEXT H 
6820 RETURN 
7000 IF RI=5 THEN 6000 
7010 RETURN 
7500 ., 4=78.4: N1]=6.24: AF 48.13301: AD-2.1: V 167.503jLF=7.6 
7510 ýWE=20.7: r44W=20.22:. 44-4-24.35 
7520 AGE l. 921AGW=2.4tAGN-O: AGS=1.92 
7525 IF RI 7 THEN 7540 
7530 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF O. L. S. W. ": INPUT MSWIQSW=10*ASW 
7535 AWS=7.6*3.48-AGS-ASW 
7540 PRINT"ENTER T'A'PE OF ROOF, 1 ORDINrAR's 
,2 WHITE 
P. ,3A. S" t INPUT TR 7545 PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF CODE, 1 FOR YEMENI, 2 INTERNATICt' L': INPUT WC 
7550 IF WC-1 THEN 7600 
7555 PRINT"ENTER UW, UR", UWIN": INPUT UW1, UR1, UWIN 
7560 G1=UW1*º: W+URI*AF+UNIN*AG+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+. 34*V*(1-(OSW/V)*ETat 6) 
7565 G1=G1/V 
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75/5 LPRINT V; To4B(30); AF; TAB( 40); G1 
7580 LPRINT"----------------------------------------------------------- 
7590 GOTO 7665 
7600 FOR Hal TO 8 
7615 FOR M=1 TO 9 
7620 IF TR=3 THEN UR=URA(M): GOTO 7630 
7625 UR=UR01) 
7630 G=UW(H)*., J+UR*AF+4.3*AG+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+. 34*V*(1-(QSW/V)*ETA(H)) 
7640 G(H, M)=G, AV 
7655 NEXT N 
7660 NEXT H 
7665 IF RI-7 THEN 8225 
7666 PRINT"SPECIFY THE CONST. MATERIAL OF THE OPEN LOOP SOLAR WALL(1 TO 
7667 INPUT H 
7670 AB =ABW( H 
7680 FOR J=1 TO 12 
7690 F-AS44*A6W*. 8*SS(J) 
7695 IF WC=1 THEN 7710 
7700 ETw=ETr,: 8)sX1=(1+. 11*UW1)/: UW1*ASW;: GOTO 7750 
7710 ETA=ET,; (H): X1=(1+. 11*U4IH))/(UWkH)*ASW) 
7750 Co+SW=. 34*Gý-1J*ETN*F*. 9*Ai 
7760 IF WC=2 THEN UW=UWI: GOTO 7780 
7770 LIW=I Hi 
7780 CB4 SW=F*UW*. 22*. 9 
7790 GT(Ji=G: +ýýý+0N5N: PRINT"GT="; GT(J) 
7795 NEXT J 
7800 RETURN 
6000 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF TRM6E WALL' : INPUT ATW 
8010 PRINT"SPECIF'r THE EMISSIVITY OF THE ABSORBER(0.1 OR 0.5, ": INPUT EM 
8020 PRINT"SPECIE'( THE NATURE OF GLAZING:! SINGLE, 2 DOUBLE": INPUT NG 
8030 PRINT"IS THERE ., N INSULATTING SHUTTER AT NIGHT(1 YES, 0 NO)": INPUT 
80-10 IF NG=1 THEN 8100 
8050 IF EM=. S THEN 8070 
6060 IF NI=1 THEN C=. 8499999: GOTO 8220 
6065 C=. 66: GGTO 3220 
8070 IF NI=1 THEN C=. 76: GOTO 8220 
8080 C=. 66: GOTO 8220 
8100 IF Ef-I=. 9 THEN 6200 
8110 IF 14I=1 THEN C-. 76: GOTO 8220 
6120 C=. 65: GGTO 8220 
8200 IF NI=1 THEN C=. 56: GOTO 8220 
6210 C-. 46: GOTO 8220 
8220 PRINT"EIii, NI, IAG, C"; EM, NI, NG, C 
8221 GOTO 7500 
8225 FOR J=1 TO 12 
8230 F1=r+TW*. b*EP1*SF(J)*SS(J) 
8240 QTW(J)=F1*C 
8250 PRINT"QTW"; QTWiJ) 
8260 NEXT J 
6265 RETURN 
9000 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF OPEN LOOP SOLAR COLL. 'sINPUT AC 
9010 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOF: TYPE 1 FOR ORD, 2 WHITE P., 3 AIR SPACE" 
9020 PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF CODE: TYPE 1 FOR YEMEN, 2 FOR INTERNATIONº+L, 
9040 PRINT"ENTER FLOW RATE"iINPUT Q 
9045 Z-a/AC 
9050 IF INT(Z)=20 THEN EFFC=. 32: GOT0 9200 
9060 IF INT(Z)=30 THEN EFFC=. 36: GOTO 9200 
9070 IF I1NT(Z! =40 THEN EFFC". 4: GOTO 9200 
9060 IF INT(Z)=50 THEN EFFC . 44: GOTO 9200 
9090 IF INT(Z)-60 THEN EFFCa. 47: GOTO 9200 
9100 IF INT(Z)-70 THEN EFFC&. 49: GOTO 9200 
9110 IF INT(Z)=80 THEN EFFC-. SiGOTO 9200 
9200 PRINT"Z, EFFC"; Z, EFFC 
9205 GOTO 5000 
9210 FOR J-1 TO 12 
p 
rot 
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9220 C)AC(J)=(. 8499999*EFFC)*H(J)*AC*TF(J) 
9230 PRINT"QAC-"; QAC(J) 
9240 NEAT J 
9250 RETURN 
9500 PRINT"IS THERE MASS WALL WITHIN THE SLRJSPACEtTYPE 1 IF YES, O IF NO" 
9501 INPUT MS 
9502 IF MS-0 THEN 9505 
9503 PRINT"ENTER AREA, DIRECTION(1=E/W, 2-N, 3 S), CONST. NO. (INT FROM 1 TO 8) 
9504 INPUT . 1, DR1, H 
9505 PRINT"ENTER OVERALL Tk. -NS. COEFF" s INPUT TWP4 
9506 PRINT"IS THERE AN OPAQUE ROOF; TYPE 1 FOR 1ES, 0 FOR NO": INPUT P. 1 
9507 IF R1-0 THEN 9510 
9508 PRINT"ENTER AREA, TYPE OF ROOF CONST(INT. FROM 1 TO 9)": INPUT AR, M 
9509 HL=AR*UR(M) 
9510 HL=0 
9511 PRINT"IS THE SU\1 SPACE USED TO PREHEMT THE AIR: TYPE 1 FOR YE S, O NO" 
9512 INPUT V1: PRINT"SPECIFY THE TYPE OF WALL CONST OF THE HOUSEt1 TO&)" 
9513 PRINT"IS THE SUNSPACE COUPLED WITH HEAT EXCHFNGER: TYPE 1 FOR iES, O NO 
9514 INPUT HE 
9515 FOR J=1 TO 12: IF NCS-4 THEN Al=. 7 
9516 IF NCS=4 THEN A2-. 89 
9517 IF NCS=3 THEN H1-. 67 
9518 IF NC5=3 THEN A2-. 8499999 
9520 IF NCS=2 THEN Al=. 87 
9525 IF NCS=2 THEN A2-. 87 
9530 IF NCS=1 THEN . 41-. 9199999 
9535 IF NC5=1 THEN A2=. 9199999 
9540 QS=(º+GSE+. 46SW)*SE(J)+AGSN*St4tJi+. 4GSS*SS(J) 
9550 IF DR-1 THEN QSEa GSH*SE(J)*SF(J)*. 8499999*. 8*. 8 
9560 IF GR=2 THEN QSEaAGSH*SN(J)*SF(J)*. 8499999*. 8*. 8 
9570 IF DR=3 THEN QSE AGSH*SS(J)*SF(J)*. 8499999*. 8*. 8 
9575 IF M5-0 THEN 9590 
9556 IF Dk1=1 THEN QSLIWO(. 11*U(H)*mBW(H))*TWA*SE(J)*SF(J)*.; r-I 
9587 IF DR1=2 THEN QSLw4=(. 11*U(H)*, =, BWkH)-*TWH*SNiJi*5F(J)*Pill 
9588 IF Dk1=3 THEN QSUW=(. 11*UkH)*p4&4k H))*TWA*SS(J)*SF, J)*º+M 
9590 OS=k.: GSE+A4Ga4i*SE(J)+«GSN*SN(J)+HGSS*SS(J): QS=SF(J)*Q5 
9595 FS=t41*QS-9; 2*QSE-QSUW 
9150 LBM=(AGSE+AGS 4+AGSN+AGSS) *4.3+90* . 34+HL 96c0 TSI4G=(T. 4iJ)*LBt1+TT*LHD2(H))/(LBN1+LHD2(H)) 
9670 TS=TSNG+FS, (. 024*(LBM+LHG2iH))): TS(J)=TS 
9675 QSB=LHG2iH)*(TS-TSNG)*. 024 
9690 IF HE=1 THEN QSr4=. 34*(T$-TSNG)*90*. 024*. 4: GOTO 9730 
9700 OS:, =. 34*: TS-TSNG)*90*. 024 
9730 IF V1=1 THEN QST=QSE+QSUW+QS8+QSA: GOTO 9750 
9740 OST-QS E+QSUw+QSB 
9750 QST(J)=QST 
9755 PRINT J; QSE; QSUW; QSB; QSA; QST; TS 
9756 NEXT J 
9760 GOTO 1442 
10000 IF INT(X)>-7 THEN EFF-100 
10010 IF INTkA)<=-5 THEN EFF=40 
10020 IF INT(X)=-4 THEN EFF-47 
10030 IF INTiX)=-3 THEN EFF-55 
10040 IF INT(X)=-2 THEN EFF=62 
10050 IF INTtAý)--1 THEN EFF=68 
10060 IF INTtA)=0 THEN EFF-75 
10070 IF INTk: i) 1 THEN EFF-80 
10080 IF INT(X)=2 THEN EFF-84 
10090 IF INT(X)=3 THEN EFF-88 
10100 IF INTt)O=4 THEN EFF=92 
10110 IF INT(X)=5 THEN EFF-96 
10120 IF INT(X)-6 THEN EFF=98 
10130 RETURN 
10500 IF INT(X)>=9 THEN {FF-100 
10510 IF INT(){)c=-6 THEN EFF 23.5 
10520 IF INT(X)--5 THEN EFF-32 
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10530 IF INT(X)--4 THIN EFF 4u 
10540 IF IIJT(X)s-3 THEN EFF-48 
1u550 IF IIJTk)i)=-2 THEN EFF"55 
10560 IF INT, x)--1 THEN EFF=b2 
10570 IF INT(X)=0 THEN EFF-67 
10580 IF INJT(X). 1 THEN EFF=75 
10590 IF INT(X)-2 THEN EFF=78 
luouu IF INT(A)-3 THEN EFF-84 
10610 IF II4T(A)-4 THEN EFF=88 
10620 IF 114T(x)-5 THEN EFF-92 
10630 IF IIJT(r)-6 THEN EFF-94 
10640 IF INTO. ) =7 THEN EFF=gei 
10650 IF INT(X) 8 THEN EFF-99 
10660 RETURN 
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I0 DIM UW(8), FWt8), GW(8)ABW(8), LHD1l8), LHD2: 8), CL81(8o, CL6<<6), ET.. l6) 
15 DINT UR(9,, Fk(9), GR(9), MBR(9), UR. -, 9) 
20 DIM H112., SEt12), $Nkl 2), SS(12), 514E(12), SSE(12), TA(12), Nkl2), SFkl2j 
25 D11"I G(8,9) 
30 DIM DD112), DDCl12), QH112), QC(12), QL(12), TT(12), QTH(12), Gr+BW(12) 
40 DIM FS (12), Qº. 6R(12), EEH(12) , TNH(12), TI(12), OU(12), 0: +^(12), EFF(12) 
50 1, I11 CST l12), TS(12), QT t12), QTW(12), QAC(12) 
200 PRINT"ENTER CITY CODEtT'rPE 0 FOR (EMENI 1 FOR U. K. ;3 FOR GREECE" 
210 INPUT CC 
220 PRINT"ENTER RUN INDEX ACCORGINT TO THE FOLLOWING TABLE" 
230 PRINT"kU14 INDEX OPTIOWS 
235 PRINT" IN SSIVE ºir. LLS+HORZ. k00F 
240 PR 114T 2 BUFFER. G.. Ri GE) +CASE 1 
245 PRINT" 3 BUFFEk(SUl4SPACE, +CASE1 
250 PRINT" 4 TWO BUFFERS (GAR.. GE+SUNSPACE) +CASE1" 
260 PRINT" 5 SUNSPACE COUPLED WITH AIRCOND. +C. SE1" 
265 PRINT" 6 OPEN LOOP SOLAR WALL+CASE1 
270 PRINT" 7 TFL118E Wº4LL+C. SE1 
275 PRINT" 8 OPEN LOOP SOLº+R COLL. INST. OtJ ROüF+C:. SE1' 
80 Pk INT"EITER RUN IIJDEA" : Ii4PUT kI 
530 FOR H=1 TO 8 
540 READ UW(H,, FW(H), C41(H), A8NIH), LHC, 1tH1, LHD1iH), CL81k H), CL6ýkHi 
550 DATA 1.47,0.05,0.52,0.4,12.5,16.7,0.94,0.89 
560 C»+TM 1.29,0.07,0.42,0.6,11.0,17.3,0.94,0.90 
570 Gr, TA 3.36,0.06,0.45,0.65,26.3,32.5,0.87,0.81 
580 DATA 0.72,0.04,0.62,0.64,6.30,12.5,0.97,0.92 
590 DmT:, 5.3a, 0. J5,0.17,0.65,3$. 7,44.5,0.80,0.74 
600 D. Tr. 2.89,0.29,0.22, G. ä4,23.1,29.3,0.88,0.83 
610 DT:. 2.93,0.14,0.32,0.4,23.2,29.6,0.88,0.83 
62U DATA 5.19,0.17,0.29,0.4,37.9,43.7,0.81,0.75 
630 14E AT H 
631 FOR H-1 TO 8 
632 REr, D ETr. k H, 
63 GMTN 0.065,0.07,0.105,0. Ua5, U. 1U5,0.105,0.105,0.105 
634 ICE TH 
636 k., =1.06 
640 FOR I. 1=1 TO 9 
650 REP"[) UPt 1-I, , FkUM) , DR(M) ,., BR(M) 
661) [,.. T. 4 2.26 , 0.45 ,0 . 15,0 .6 670 C'. T" 2.10,0.45,0.15,0.6 
680 D-T. 1.83,0.50,0.13,0.6 
690 D. +T., 2.11,0. -1:, 0.14,0.65 
700 DATA 2.72.0.45,0.15,045 
710 DAT.. 10.32 , 
0.45 
,0 . 15 , 
0.65 
720 DATA 7.72,0.27,0.22,0.65 
730 DATA 2.86,0.19,0.26,0.65 
740 DATA 2.3(i . 0.10,0.36,0.65 
745 URA (M)sUk 1-1), t 1+RA*UR(M) 
750 NEXT M 
;, " FUk J=1 Tu 12 
770 READ H.. J., SELJ), SNIJ), SS(J), S1,4E(J,, SSEkJ), TAIJ), N(J) 
780 DATA 5.52,2.10,0.18,4.26,0.35,3.24,15.90,31 
790 DATA 6.24,2.40,0.24,3.36,0.72,2.88,18.20,28 
800 DATA 7.10,2.64,0.24,1.92,1.20,2.40,18.20,31 
810 DATA 7.80,2.76,0.60,0.36,1.92,1.80,20.30,30 
820 D. T.. 7.80,2.88,1.80,0.24,2.40,1.32,22-00,31 
830 DATA 7.80,2.76,2.40,0.24,2.64,1.08,22.80,30 
840 DATA 7.80,2.88,1.80,0.24,2.40,1.32,23.20,31 
850 DATA 7.80,2.76,0.60,0.35,1.92,1.80,22.50,31 
860 GA; TA 7.10,2.64,0.24,1.92,1.20,2.40,19.80,30 
870 DATA 6.24,2.40,0.24,3.36,0.72,2.88,17.80,31 
880 DATA 5.52,2.10,0.18,4.25,0.36,3.24,16.10,30 
890 1. +T.. 5.16,1.98,0.18,4.50,0.24,3.24,14.30,31 
920 NEAT J 
925 FOR Ja1 TO 12 
926 READ SFiJ), TF(J) 
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927 [. *. TA 0.555,1.26,0.396,1.097,0.416,0.974,0.437,0.839,0.452, U., 6e, 0.45b 
928 DATA 0.452,0.763,0.437,0.837,0.416,0.982,0.395,1.11,0.555,1.27,0.549 
929 NEXT J 
1370 IF k1=1 THEN GOSUB 5000 
1380 IF R1=2 THEN GOSUB 5500 
1390 IF RI-3 THEN GOSUB 6000 
1395 IF RI-3 THEN 9500 
1400 IF P1-4 THEN G05UB 6500 
1405 IF R1=4 THEN 9500 
1410 IF k! -5 THEN GOSUB 7000 
1415 IF RI=5 THEN 9500 
14cä IF RI=6 THEN G05UB 7500 
1430 IF RI =' THE14 GOSUB 8000 
1440 IF RI=8 THEN GOSUB 9000 
1442 IF WC=2 THEN 1444 
1443 PkINT"ENTER W"LL, R00F CONSTRUCTION NUMBEk"SINPUT H, M 
1444 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1445 IF J%=3 THEN TT 18: GOTO 1448 
1446 IF J: =10 THEN TT=18sGOTO 1448 
1447 TT-22 
1448 DD(J)=(TT-TAtJ))*N(J)sDDC(J) kTA(J)-TT)*N(J) 
1449 IF DD(J)(0 THEN DD(J)-0 
1450 IF ODC'. J)c0 THEN DDC(J)-O 
1451 QHkJ. =. 024*G(H, M)*V*DD(J) 
1452 QC(J)=. 024*G(H, I1)*v*DDCtJ) 
1453 QL(J)=QC(J)+QH(J) 
1454 TT( J)=TT: NEAT J: LPRINT"14., LL CONSTRUCTION NU16ER="; H: LPRINT"FOüF CC44 
1-455 PPINT"I"IONTH EFF TEMPEk.. TURE IN IC) ENERGl IN tKWH- 
1456 PRINT" TA TT T14H T1 ENTRING USEFUL L wG 
14`7 PRINT" TO THE 
145E PRINT" HOUSE 
1.453 LPkINT"IIONTH EFF TEMPERMTURE IN , C) ENERGY IN (hNH) 
1460 LPRINT" Tr4 TT TNH TI ENTERING USEFUL LCwCr 
1461 LPRINT" TO THE 
1462 LPRINT" HOUSE 
1463 I Ga. 13*#"F 
14-0 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1480 0DG=(º4GE+r, GW)*SE(J)+AGN*SI4. J, +.. GS*SS(J) rQTH(J)-QDG*SF(J, 
1486 IF WC=2 THEN UW=UW1: G0TO 1488 
14.37 U44 =U14 1Hi 
148.3 IF WC=2 THEN ABW-. 6: GOTO 1490 
1489 .. 84 bot H) 1490 IF WC=2 THEN FW=. 45: GOT0 1495 
1491 FW=FW: H) 
1495 gH6W=UW*º+BW*FW*. 22*(k: 4WE+. 444"1)*SEtJ)+#; WN*SN(J)+AWS*SStJ) 
1500 Q4814(J)-QABW 
1505 IF WC=ý THEN . bR=. 6: GOTC 1525 
1510 IF TR=2 THEN ABR=. 3: GOTO 1525 
1 520 . +8R=r4bR 111) 
1525 IF WC=2 THEN UR-URI: GOTO 1550 
1530 IF TR-3 THEN UR-URA(M): GOTO 1550 
1540 UR-UR(M) 
1550 IF WC=2 THEN FR=. 5: GQTO 1555 
1551 FR=FR(H) 
1555 QF+6R=UR*FR*ABR*. 22*AF*H(J): QABR(J)=QABR 
1570 QHH-QTH(J)+IG+OHBWkJ)+QA8R(J) 
1580 IF R1=1 THEN EEH-QHH: G0T0 1680 
1590 IF RI-2 THEN EEH=QHH: G0TO 1680 
1600 IF RI-3 THEN EEH-QHH+QST(J): GOTO 1680 
1620 IF R1=4 THEN EEH=QHH+OST(J): GOTO 1680 
1640 IF kI=5 THEN EEH-QHH+QST(J): 3OT0 1680 
1660 IF R1=6 THEN EEH=QHH+QT(J): GOTO lä80 
1670 IF R1 7 THEN EEH-QHH+QTW(J) 
1675 IF RI-8 THEN EEH-0TH(J)+IG+pº48W(J)+(Oº+BR(J)-AC*H(J)*TFtJ))+CwgckJ) 
1680 EEH(J)-QHH 
1 "90 TNH(J)-TNIJ)+EEH(J)/(. 024*V*GtH, M)) 
1691 X=TT(J)-TNH(J) 
1692 IF H=1 THEN EFF-FXP(1.9+. 966*LOG(k+14))-14: GOTO 1695 
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1693 IF H=4 THEN EFF=EXP(1.9+. 96e*LGG(X+14))-14sGOT0 1695 
1694 EFF=E;. Pt1.55+1.05*LOG(A+14))-14 
1695 IF EFF>100 THEN EFF-100 
1696 IF EFFt0 THEN EFF-0 
1697 QU(J)=(EFF/100)*EEH(J)*N(J) 
1696 IF QL(J)=0 THEN QkX(J)-0 GOTO 1700 
1699 Q. X J)-QL(J)-QU(J) 
1700 IF QLiJ)=0 THEN TI(J)-TNH(J)tGOTO 1710 
1705 TI(J)=TA(J)+EEH(J)i(. 024*G(H, M)*V)+(C$kX(J)/QL(J))*(TTtJ)-TA(J)) 
1710 EFF(J)=EFF 
1715 PRINT J; TAB(5)LINT(EFF(J))ITAB(10); INT(TA(J)); TAB(15)iINT(TT(J))i 
1716 PRINT IN4T(TNH(J)); TABt25); 1N4T. TItJJ); TABi35)11NT(EEH J, *h)tJ) ); T 6145 
171? PRINT INT(QU(J)); TA8(55i; INTtQLtJ)); TMBI65); INT(Q.. A(J)) 
1718 LPRINT JiTAB(5); INT(EFF(J)); T,; Bt10); INT(TA(J)); Tr, Bi15); ItITtTTtJi,; 
1719 LPRINT INTiTNH(J)); TAB(25)IINT(TI(J)); TAB(35); INT(EEH(J)*N(J),; 
1720 LPRINT IIJT (QU(J)); Tr48(55); INT(QL(J)); TkB(65); INTtQ: 4^kJj)1 
1721 LPRINT 
1722 NEXT J 
1723 LPRIIJT"----------------------------------------------------------- 
1725 PRINT"WGULG LIKE A PRINT OUTsT(PE 1 FOR YES, O FOR N0 INPUT PI 
1726 IF PI=O THEN 2610 
1730 LPRINT"RUN INDEX TYPE OF ROOF" 
1735 LPRII4T RI ; T., Bi. J5); TR 
1737 LPkINT: LPRIIUT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
1-38 LPRINT" DESIGN Cwrkr. CTERISTICS OF THE CONSIDERED CASE 
1739 LPRINT" SOLID WALL r+REa GLr4ZED AREA ROOF RE. » 
17411 LPRINT"E. iST WEST NORTH SOUTH EAST WEST NORTH SOUTH 
1741 LPRINT 
1742 LPRI14T .. WE; T. 4B(10);. i1JW; T. iB(20), 4-"; THB(30); AWS; TmB(40); MGE; 
1743 LPRINT T. A6t r 0) ; p4GI4; TABi 65, ; AGS; Tr, Bk701 IAF; Tr1Bk 751 iV 
1756 LPRlIJT"T., BLE2: EFFECT OF WrLL, ROOF INSULATION A1J0 P:. SSIVE FETURE_ 114 
1757 LPRINT" HEATING/COOLING LOADS OF THE HOUSE 
1760 LPRIIJT"W., LL k00F MONTH DEGREE-[h; 1S AMBIENT LOAD IN (KWH) 
1770 LPRIIJT"TrPE TYPE HEATING COOL AIR TEMP. HEATING COOLING TCT 
1780 LPRI14T"-------------------------------------------------- 
1790 LPR IIJT 
1800 LPRINT H; 
1820 LPRINT T"46(5) ; M; 
1630 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1840 LPR114T T. 48(10); J; TAB(15)1DD(J) ; TASt25); DDCiJ); TAB(35) ; T.. k J); T.. Bt 45) 
1850 LPRINT GH(J); TAB(55); QCIJ); TmB(b5); QLIJ); 
1855 DDT=GCGT+GO(J) : DDCT=DCGCT+DDCI. J) aQHT-QHT+QH(J) : QCT=QCT+QCk J) : QLT OLT+O 
1856 QLT=OLT+QL(J) 
1860 LPRINT 
1870 NEXT J 
1880 LPRINT"-------------------------------------------------- 
1900 LPRINT T. 48(15); DOT; TAB(25); DDCT; TA$(45); QHT; TAB(S5); QCT; THBt 5,; 
1910 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
1920 LPRINT"T:. BLE3: EFFECT OF WALL-ROOF COUPLING ON HEAT GAINS 
1930 LPRINT"' LL ROOF MONTH ENERGY GAINS IN iKWH, Oki 
1940 LPRINT"TYPE TIPE TRaNSMITTED ABSORBED 
1950 LPRINT" VIA WINDOWS WALL ROOF 
19ei0 LPRlNT----------------------------------------------------- 
1970 LPRIIIT 
1990 LPR I IJT H; 
2010 LPRINT TAB(5) ; M; 
2020 FOR J-1 TO 12 
2030 LPRINT T, 48(10); J; TAB(15); QTH(J); TAB(30)lQABW(J)ITAB(45); QABRkJ)I 
2040 LPRINT TAB(60); EEH(J); 
2U45 TEEH-TEEH+EEH(J) 
2050 LPRINT 
2060 NEXT J 
2065 LPRI14T"----------------------------------------------------------- 
2100 LPRINT TAB(60); TEEH 
2110 LPRINTZLPRINTtLPRINTtLPRINT 
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[l20 LPRINT"T, GLE5: EFFECT OF WALL-ROOF COUPLIIJG ON THE USEFUL ENERG( G.. INS 
2130 LPRIIJT"t1ALL ROOF MOUTH ENERGr" USEFUL aUx 
2140 LPRINT"TYPE TYPE ENTERED GAIN 
2150 LPRINT" TO THE HOUSE 
c1ä0 LPR1NT" ( KWHR ) (KWHR) (KWHR) 
2170 LPRINT"--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2185 LPRINT H; 
2190 LPR114T T., 6(5); M; 
2200 FOR J=1 TO 12 
2210 LPRIIJT T4.6(10); J; TAB(15); EEHiJ, *N, J); TA6(30); QU(J); T.; Bi-: 5,; 
2220 LPRINT Q X(J) 
2225 IF Q4X; J)k0 THEN OAX(J)-"+8S(Qº+X(J)) 
2226 T(jU=T(jU+QU(J): TAX-TAX+Q, X(J) 
2230 LPRINT 
2240 NEXT J 
2250 LPRINT"-------------------------------------------------------------- 
2255 LPRII4T Ts48(30); TQU; Tr: Bk45,; TAA 
2290 LPRINT: LFRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
2300 LPRII4T"TtiBLE4; EFFECE OF Wp4LL-ROOF COUPLING ON THE EFF 44D INSIDE TEMP 
2310 LPkINT"W:, LL ROOF MONTH EFFICIENCY INSIDE HOUSE TEMP. TEFIP. INCRE., SE" 
2320 LPRINT" (C)(C 
2325 LPRINT" WITHOUT A) WITH . 4A 
2330 LPRINT"------------------------------------------------------ 
2340 LPRI14T 
2360 LFRINT H; 
2360 LPR I14T T.; Et 5); -I; 
2.190 FOR J=1 TO 12 
2400 LPRINT T.. 6(1V); J; TAB(15); EFF(J); TAB(25); TH(J); Tr, 8k35); Tf4HkJ); T., 6k45!; 
2405 IF QL(J)=U THEN GELT=EEH(J)i(. 024AG(H, M)*V): GOTO 2420 
2410 GELT=EEH: J), (. 024*GiH, M)*V)+(Qº+Ä(J). QLiJ))*(TT(J)-T. 4(J), 
2420 LPkINT TIkJ); Tr48y55); TT(J); TAB(65); DELT 
2430 LFRINT 
0135 TIJHT=TtiHT+T(4HtJ): TIT=TIT+TI(J): GELTT=DELTT+DELT: EFFT-EFFT+EFF: J) 
2440 IJEXT J 
2450 LFRINT"-------------------------------------------------------------- 
2455 LPRINT T.. 6120); EFFTi121TA8t40) ; TNHT/12; T. 48(50); TIT; '12; T. "46i60,; DELTT, 1 
2456 GGT=0: 000T=0: QHT=Q: QCT O: OLT=O: TEER-O; TQU=O: TF.,, -O: TNHT-O; TIT-0 tGELTT  
2457 EFFT-0 
24='0 FOR J-1 TO 12 
2500 6TH(J, =0: QP46WkJ) =0: Co. 6R(J, =O: EEHtJ, =O: TNH(J)=0IQUkJ, 0O 
4510 iý.. A J)=0: EFF&J, =O: TIIJ)-0 
2550 NEAT J 
2610 IF H>1 THEN 2655 
2611 IF ti .1 THEN 2655 
2612 FOR H=1 TO 8 
2613 IF PI=O THEN 2620 
2615 LPRINT H; 
2620 FOR 1-1-1 TO 9 
2625 IF PI-0 THEN 2650 
2630 LPRINT Tr46(10); 1: UW(H); Tm6(30); 1/UR(M); Tr48(45); G(H, M,; 
2635 LPRINT 
2640 NEAT M 
2650 14EXT H 
2655 PRINT"WOULD l0U LIKE TO CHr+NGE WALL. ROOF CONST. MAT. FOR THE 5.4"IE OFT. 
2656 PRINT"ENTER 1 IF YES 0 IF NO"; INPUT RR 
2657 IF RR=1 THEN 1442 
2660 PRINT"ºIOULD IOU LIKE º, NOTHER OPTION: T', PE 1 FOR YES, O FOR NO" 
2670 INPUT RI( 
2680 IF R11-1 THEN 2691 
2690 END 
2691 FOR Hal TO 8 
2692 FOR PI=1 TO 9 
2693 '3IH, M)i0 
2694 NEXT M 
2695 NEAT H 
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270u PRINT"RUN INDEX OPTIONS" 
2710 PRINT" 1 HOUSE 
2720 PRINT" 2 HOUSE +GARAGE" 
2730 PRINT" 3 HOUSE+SUNSPACE" 
2740 PRINT" 4 HOUSE+GARF; GE+SUNSPACE" 
2750 PRINT' 5 HOUSE+SUNSPACE COUPLED WITH .: IR E: &CHA14GER" 
27c0 PRINT" 6 OPEN LOOP SOLAR WALL INST. ON THE SOUTH+HOUSE" 
2770 PRINJT" 7 TROMBE Wr4LL """" :    """ ""  "" """ 
2780 PRINT" 8 OPEN LOOP SOLAR COLLECTOR 1NST Cri ROOF+HOUSE" 
2790 INPUT RI: GOTO 1370 
5000 º; W=90: AG=6.24: AF=48: AD=2.1: LF 7.58: V. 167.503 
5010 r^AWE-21.4: i44W-20.7: rdJ4=24.4: A4S=23.3 
5020 AGE-1.2:. AGW-1.92: AGN=0: AGS=3.12 1/ 
5025 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOF: 1 ORDIN.; R'i, 2 WITH WHITE TILE, 3 WITH , IR ; P, 
5030 PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF CODE: 1 FOR YEMENI WALLS, ROOFS, 2 INTERt4 TIONº+L` 
5035 IF WC=1 THEN 5045 
5036 PRINT"ENTER l*J: +LL, UROOF, AIJD L44INDiW4": INPUT U441, UR1, UI4IN 
5037 G1=. 44*UW1+r. FkUR1+AG*UWIN+3.33*, D+2.1*LF+. 34*V 
5038 IF RI=8 THEN G1=G1-. 34*EFFC*0 
5039 G1=G1"V 
5040 GOTO 5140 
5045 FOR H=1 TO 8 
5050 FOR r1=1 TO 9 
5060 IF TR 3 THEN UR=URA+ M): GOTO 5075 
5070 UR=Ukft-1) 
5075 )(2=. 34*EFFC*Q 
5080 G=.. W'AUýJk H)+r. F*UR+.; G*4.3+aD*3.33+2.1*LF+. 34*V 
5061, IF RI=0 THEN G=G-A2 
5090 Gt H, h1, =G- V 
5120 NEXT 1-1 
5130 NE>. T H 
5135 IF RI=B THEN 9210 
5136 PRINT"EI4TER PRINT INDEX TYPE 1 TO PRINTER, O OTHERWISE" 
5137 INPUT P1 
5138 IF PI=0 THEN 5210 
5140 LPRINT" T. A6LE( .: CH. ARo4CTERISTICS OF THE INPUTTED HOUSE" 
5145 LPRINT"SOLID WALL -, RE-i IN: SO. 1-1. ) : EAST WEST NORTH SOUTH 
5150 LPRI14T TºiB(20PAWS; T., 8(30"44; THBl40); AWN, TaBk50o-"S T04616C, i. *4 
5160 LPRINT 
5170 LPRINT"WWINDOW AREA 114k5Q. M. ) 
5175 LPRINT TAB(20); HiGE; TAB(30) ; AGW; TABt. 40); AGNITAB( 50) ;A3; TA48t. 60 ; ýti 
5180 LPRINT"ROFF AREA VOLUME G FACTOR" 
5185 LPRINT"(SQ. M. ) (CUBIC M) (W/CMC) 
5190 LPRINT A: F; TAB(35); V; TAB(55); G1 
5195 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
5200 LPRI14T----------------------------------------------- 
5210 RETURN 
5500 AW=80.75: AG-6.24: AF-48.13301; AD-2.1: LF=7.6: V"167.503 
5510 ANTE=21.4: AWW=20.7: AW. -12.2::, WS=23.3 
5520 AGE=1.2: AGW 1.92: AGN=O: AGS=3.12 
5525 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOFt1 ORDINARY, 2WITH WHITE PA! NT, 3 WITH Alk SP:. 
55 0 PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF CODE: 1 FOR 1EMENI . oLLS, R00FS, 2 INTEkN. +T10t44L" 
5540 IF WC-2 THEN PRINT`ENTER UWALL, UROOF, UWIN'sINPUT UWl, URI , UWIN 5550 FOR H=1 TO 8 
5560 FOR M-1 TO 9 
5570 IF TR=3 THEN UR"UR,; (M)tGOTO 5585 
5580 UR=URtM) 
5585 X1=1-CL81(H) 
5590 G=UW(H)*ºaW+UR*AF+4.3*AG+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+. 34*(V-x1*30)+LHO1lH) 
5595 G=lüV, G(H, M). G 
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559w NEW M 
5599 NEXT H: GOTO 5695 
5600 G1=UW1*r44+UR1*+F+UW1N*AG+2.1*LF+3.33*AD+. 34*(V-CLB1k8)*30)+LHG1r8) 
5610 G1-G1/'V 
5695 RETURN 
6000 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF BUFFER: TYPE 1 FOR NON-TRANS, 2 FOR TRANS. PmRENNT" 
6010 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOFsl ORDIN, 24HlTE PAINT, 3 AIR SPACE : INPUT TR 
6020 PRINT"EUTER WALL/ROOF CODE: 1 FOR 'rEMENIS, 2 INTEERt TIct*iL'sINPUT WC 
6030 PRINT"ENTER DIRECTION OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN HEATED AND SUNSPACE" 
6035 PRINT" TYPE 1 FOR EAST/WEST DIRECTIONS, 2 FOR NORTH, 3 FOR SOUTH* 
6040 . 4W=79.75: AG-4.8sAD-2.1: AF. 48.13301: Vs167.503: LF. 7.6 
6045 P44E=21.4:, 44W-20.7sAWN-24.4: AW5-13.28 
6050 AGE-1.2: AGW-1.92: AGN-0: AGS=1.68 
6055 PRINT"ENTER NUMBER OF COLLECTING SURFACES'sINPUT NCS 
6056 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF THE COLLECTING SURFACES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER" 
6057 PRINT"EAST, WEST, NÜRTH, º+IJD SOUTH": INPUT AGSE, AGSH, AGSN, AGSS 
6058 PRINT"ENTER AREA OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN SUNSPACE, AND HEATED SPACE' 
E059 114PUT AGSH 
6060 IF WC=1 THEN 6100 
6065 PRINT"ENTER UW, UROOF, UWIN": INPUT UW1, Uk1, UWIN 
6070 IF RI=5 THEN X1=. 34*V(1-. 4*. 90/'V)-. 4*(1-CL82(8))*(90/t')): GOTO 6060 
6075 X1=. 3a*V*(1-(90/V)*c1-CLB2i8), ) 
6080 G1=UW1*A +UR1*AF+UWIN*AG+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+n1 
¬090 G1=G1: 'l. ': GOTO 6200 
6100 FOR H=1 TO 8 
6120 FOR M=1 TO 9 
6130 IF TR=3 THEN UR-URA(M): GOTO 6150 
61-40 1-1) 
6150 IF RI=5 THEN ii1=. 34*V*(1-. 4*(90/V)-. 4*(1-CLB2(H))*I. 90/L'), sGOTO 6170 
6160 ý1=. 34*'. ý*i 1-i 50: "V)*(1-CLB2: Hi ii 
61,0 G=Lw4kH, *AJ+UR*AF+3.33*AD+4.3*AG+2.1*LF+<1 
6180 G=G. V: GIH, M)-G 
6195 NEXT N 
6196 NE TH 
6285 IF RI=5 THEN 7010 
6290 RETURN 
6506 r, W=70.7:.. G=4.8: AD=2.1: LF 7.6: V=167.5O3sAFn48 
6510 44E-21.4:. 4=20.7i#444=15.3 
6520 :, GE-1.2:: +GW=1 . 92: AGN-O : AGS 1 . 68 
6525 º. 4 S=7.6*3.48-. BGS-AGSS 
6530 PRINT"ENTER NO. OF COLLECTING SURFMCES": INPUT NCS 
6531 PRINT"ENTER ARE.. OF THE COLLECTING SUR. IN ENST, WEST, NORTH,. JJG SOUTH" 
6532 INPUT ., GSE, AGSJ,., GSN, AGSS 
6.533 PRINT"ENTER DIRECTION OF THE WINDOW BETWEEN SUNSPACE º. ND H. SP., CE" 
6534 PRII4T"TrPE 1-E. 'W, 2-N, 3.5"; INPUT DR 
6535 PRIIJT".., REA OF THE WINDOW" ; INPUT AGSH 
6540 PRINT"ENTER ROOF TYPEs1 ORDIN, 2 WITH WP, 3 WITH A. S. ": INPUT TR 
6550 PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF 5Lt1SPACE: 1 NCNTRANS, 2TRANS"; INPUT TB 
6560 PRINT'ENTER DIRECTION OF WINDOW BETWEEN S. S AND H. S. ": INPUT OR 
6570 PRINT"ENTER ROOF CODE: l 4EMEN1,2 INTERNATIONA": INPUT WC 
6580 IF WC-1 THEN 6640 
6590 X1=. 34*V*(1-(30/V)*(1-CLB1(8))-(90,0)*(1-CLB2(8))) 
6600 PRINT"ENTER UWALL, UROOF, UWIN"sINPUT UW1, URl, UWIN 
6610 G1=UW1*J+UR11*AF+3.33*AD+UWIN*AG+2.1*LF+LHD1(8)+LHD2i8)+X1 
6620 G1-C1"'k. ' 
6630 GOTO 6800 
6640 FOR H=1 TO 8 
6660 FOR M=1 TO 9 
6670 IF TR03 THEN UR-URA(M)sGOTO 6685 
6680 UR=URktI) 
6685 Xl-. 34*Vil-(30. V)*, 1-CLB1iH))-'90V)*(1-CLB2(H))) 
6690 G. UWkH, *r1W+UR*AF+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+4.3*ºrG+X1+LHD1(H)+LHD2(H) 
6700 G=G/V: GkH, 11). G 
6730 NEXT I-1 
6740 NEXT H 
6820 RETURN 
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70uu 
7010 
7500 
7510 
7520 
7525 
7530 
7535 
7540 
7545 
7550 
7555 
7560 
7565 
7570 
7575 
7580 
7590 
7600 
7615 
7620 
7625 
7630 
7640 
7655 
7660 
7665 
7666 
7667 
7670 
7680 
7690 
7695 
7700 
7710 
7750 
7760 
7770 
7780 
7790 
7795 
7800 
4000 
J1o 
8020 
8030 
8040 
8050 
8060 
8065 
8070 
Soso 
8100 
8110 
8120 
8200 
13210 
8220 
8221 
8225 
8230 
8240 
8250 
8260 
8265 
9000 
9010 
If RI=5 THEN 6000 
RETURN 
AW-78.4sAG=6.24: AF=48.13301, AD=2.1: V 167.503: LF=7.6 
44E-20.7 sr IW=20.22 sr#N=24.35 
AGE-1.92: AGW=2.4: AGN=O: AG5=1.92 
IF RI=7 THEN 7540 
PRINT"ENTER AREA OF O. L. S. W. "s INPUT ASW: OSW=10*ASW 
AW 5=? . 6* 3.48-s4GS-MSW 
PRINT"ENTER TYPE OF ROOF, 1 ORCINARY, 2 WHITE P., 3 A. 5"sINPUT TR 
PRINT"ENTER WALL/ROOF COGE, 1 FOR ': EMENI, 2 INTERti: TI014L1: +PUT wC 
IF WC=1 THEN 7600 
PRINT"ENTER UW, UR, UWIN"sINPUT UW1, URI, UWIN 
G1=UtiJ1 *AW+UR1 *r+F+UW I N*AG+3.33*a0+2 .1 *LF+ . 34*V* (1- (a5W% V )*ETM (G) ) 
G1-G1/V 
LPRINT"VOLUME ROOF AREri G-FACTOR 
LPRINT V; TAB(30); AF; TABk40); Gl 
LPRINT"---------------------------------------------------------" 
GOTO 7665 
FOR H=1 TO 8 
FOR M-1 TO 9 
IF TR=3 THEN UR URA(M): GOTO 7630 
UR=URtM) 
GUWkH)*F, W+UR*AF+a. 3*r+G+3.33*AD+2.1*LF+. 3a*V*(1-(QSW, v)*ETAt H) ) 
Gi H, r"i)-G/V 
NEXT M 
NEAT H 
IF RI=' THEN 6225 
PRINT"SPECIFY THE CONST. M. TERIAL OF THE OPEN LOOP SOL. +k Ip4LLt1 TO 6, 
INPUT H 
o; SW=HFA4k H) 
FOR J=1 TO 12 
F=HSWi., 6W*. 5*SS. J) 
IF WC=1 THEN 7710 
EL4=ET.; (5): A1=(1+. 11*UW1)/(UW1*ASf): GOTO 7750 
ET"=ETp4kH):,: 1=(1+. 11*L4gtH)i, iUW(H)*ASW) 
QASW=. 34küSW*ETAkF*, 9*xl 
IF WC=2 THEN UW-UW1: G0TO 7780 
UW=Uli H) 
QWSW=F*UW*. 22*. 9 
OT(J, =üº+SW+QWSW: FRINT"QT="IQT(J) 
NEXT J 
RETURN 
FRIIJT"ENTER AREº+ OF, TRMBE WmLL": INPUT ATW 
PRINT"SPEC IFY THE EMISSIVITI OF THE ABSOR8ER(U. 1 OR 0.9)": I14PUT EM 
PRINT"SPECIFI THE N. TURE OF GLAZING: 1 SINGLE, 2 DOUBLE": INPUT NG 
PRINT'IS THERE "4 INSULATTING SHUTTER AT NIGHT(1 'ES, O NO)": INPUT NI 
IF NG=1 THEN 8100 
IF EM=. 9 THEN 6070 
IF NI=1 THEN C=. 8499999: GOT0 
C-. 66: GOTO 8220 
IF NI-1 THEN C=. 76; GOTO 8220 
C=. 66: GOTO 8220 
IF EM . 9 THEN 8200 
IF NI=1 THEN C-. 76: GOTO 8220 
C-. 65: 6OTO 8220 
IF N1: 1 THEN C-. 58&GOTO 8220 
C-. 46: GOT0 8220 
PRINT'EM, NI, NG, C"; EM, NI, NG, C 
GOTO 7500 
FOR J=1 TO 12 
F1=r. TW*. 8*EM*SF(J)*SS(J) 
QTWiJ)-F1*C 
PRINT'QTW"; QTW(J) 
NEXT J 
RETURN 
PRINT'ENTER AREA OF OPEN LOOP 
PRINT'ENTER TYPE OF ROOF: TYPE 
8220 
SOLAR COLL. *iINPUT AC 
1 FOR ORD. 2 MHITE P., 3 AIR SPACE' 
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9020 
9040 
9045 
9050 
9060 
9070 
9080 
1-4090 
9100 
9110 
9200 
9205 
9210 
9220 
9230 
9240 
9250 
9500 
9501 
9502 
9503 
9504 
9505 
9506 
9507 
950ö 
9509 
9510 
9511 
9512 
9513 
9514 
9515 
9516 
9517 
9518 
9520 
9525 
9530 
9535 
954') 
9550 
95ü0 
9570 
9575 
9566 
9587 
95x5 
9590 
9595 
96910 
96,60 
9670 
9675 
9690 
9700 
9730 
9740 
9750 
9755 
9756 
9760 
PkINT^ENJ'rER WAL-', ROOF CODE: T(PE 1 FOR YEMEN. 2 FOR II4TERI4-4T10Nr+L" 
PRINT"ENTER FLOW RATE": INPUT 0 
Z=Q/MC 
IF INT(Z)=20 THEN EFFC-. 32sGOT0 9200 
IF 1NT'Z)=30 THEN EFFC . 38: GOTO 9200 
IF INTiZ)=40 THEN EFFC-. 4siOTO 9200 
IF INTiZ)=50 THEN EFFC-. 44: GOTO 9200 
IF II4T(Z)=60 THEN EFFC-. 47: i, OTO 9200 
IF IIJT(Z)=70 THEN EFFC=. 49: GOT0 9200 
IF I14TL--i=60 THEN EFFC=. 5: GOT0 9200 
PRINT"Z, EFFC"; Z, EFFC 
GOTO 5000 
FOR J-1 TO 12 
QAC(J)=(. 8499999*EFFC)*H(J)*AC*TF(J) 
PRINT"I, iC="; Q. C(J) 
NEXT J 
RETURN 
PRINT"IS THERE MASS WALL WITHIN THE SUNSPACE: TYPE 1 IF 
INPUT MS 
IF MS=0 THEN 9505 
PRINT"ENTER .. REA, DIRECTION(1=E, W, 2=N, 3-S), CONST. t40. k1NT 
INPUT AM, GR1, H 
PRINT"ENTER OVERALL TRANS. COEFF": INPUT TWA 
PRINT"IS THERE HN OPAQUE ROOFsT'PE 1 FOR 'ES, O FOR NO": 
IF R1=Ü THEN 9510 
iE$, 0 IF N0" 
FR CM-1 1T 11 6 
INPUT ;I 
PRINT'ENTER HkE., TYPE OF ROOF CONSTLINT. FROM 1 TO 9)`: INPUT Ak, rt 
HL=r+k*UR (I1) 
HL=U 
PRINT"IS THE SUN SPACE USED TO PREHEAT THE AIR: TrPE 1 -CR iES, u r+J. ' 
INPUT V1: PRINT"SPECIFY THE TYPE OF W: +LL CONST OF THE HOUSEI. 1 T08) 
PRINT"IS THE SUNSPACE COUPLED WITH HEAT E-, CHp4NGER: T: PE 1 FOR iES' 
INPUT HE 
FOR J=1 TO 12: IF NCS=4 THEN Al=. 7 
IF NCS=4 THEN 
IF NCS=S THE14 ml=. 67 
IF NCS=3 THEN A2=. 8499999 
IF NCS=2 THEN Al-. 87 
IF 1405=2 THE14 A2=. 87 
IF NCS=1 THEN A1=. 9199999 
IF NCS=1 THEN x2-. 9199999 
QSt. +Gcl E+r; GSW) *SE (J)+AGSN*SN' J)+. iGSS*SS (J ) 
IF DR=1 THEN OSE=AGSH*SE(J)*SF(J)*. 8499999*. e*. 8 
IF Gk=ý THEN QSE=AGSH*SNkJ)*SF(J)*. 8499999*. 8*. 8 
IF DR=3 THEN QSE=AGSH*SSkJ)*SFtJ/*. 8499999*. 8*. 8 
IF M5=ü THEN 9590 
IF DRI=1 THEN QSLN4=(. 11*U(H)*#, E4gtH, )*TI4r+*SE(J)*SFIJ)*. dt 
IF DR1=2 THEN QSL44=(. 11*UkH)*: 4BW(H))*Tº. P+*SN(J)*SF(J)*o: &I 
IF Dk1=3 THEN OSUw=(. 11*U(H)*A&4kH))*TWP4*SS(J, *SF(J)*. +M 
QS=(AGSE+.. G 4)*SE, J)+AGSM*SNiJ)+AGSS*SS(J): QS-SF(J)*QS 
FS=: +1*ü5-. +2*QSE-QSUW 
LBM=k., GSE+AGSw+., GSNJ+AGSS) *4 . 3+90* . 
34+HL 
TS14G=lTr; kJ)*LBM+TT*LH02tH))%kLBM+LHDý-'(H) ) 
TS=TSIVG+FS/(. 024*(LBt1+LHD2(H))): TS(J)=TS 
QS8-LHD2(H)*(TS-TSNG)*. 024 
IF HE=1 THEN QSA=. 34*(TS-TSNG, *90*. 024*. 4: GOTO 9730 
QS=. 34*kTS-TSNG)*90*. 024 
IF V1=1 THEN OST=QSE+QSUW+QSB+QS. I+GOTO 9750 
QST=QSE+QSUW+QSB 
QST(J)-OST 
PRINT J; QSE; QSUW; QSB; QSA; QST; TS 
NEXT J 
GOTO 1442 
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DIRECT-GAIN AND TROMBE WALL COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 
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10 [-Irt N1i12,, Tº,, 12), DD( 12), hlt12,, Hi 12,, H0i12., VT, 12;, GEC. 1;, 14(1.,, C't 1:, 
20 D1rI RBt 12;, UW(6), UR(9), RDH, 12), 12,, R9N( 12)AU4i12), ATI1,, 12,, kC' t1: ß 
30 DIM R1i12), HTt12), M(12), 8(12), C(12, 
35 DIhi GDRtl2), DDB(12), DD81(12), L: +1(12), L. +(12), LWtl2), TW(12), 015tl2)) 
Ii12) 
40 DIN 4xD1,12), ICD (12), ICS t12), XCC-, 12), kCS(12i, PD 12;, P5112,, QDG'12) 
41 DIM O: XSZk12), QXDZ(12), FID(12), FI5: 12), AD 12), xSi12), FZDI12,, FZ 12) 
42 DIr"I', Sk 12, FGk 12)FS(12), GADk12)0AS(12)ETADt12) ETP4; kl. ")TNHD%12) 
43 DIM DELT1,12,, C'ELT2t12) 
50 FOR J=1 TO 12 
60 READ 141(J) , T. LJ) 70 DATA 31,15.9,28,18.2,31,18.2,30,2i,. 3,31,22,36,22.8,31,23.2, _1,22.5 
75 DATA 3"), 19.8,31,17.8,30,16.1,31,14.3 
60 NE., T J 
100 FOR J=1 TO 12 
110 RE. +D NN, J-, H(J), H0, J) 
120 DATA 21,1E. ', 2B. 93,49,2G. 9,32.31, BG, 22.7,35. J3,11G, 2J. 1,: '. 6 , 1ý1, C-I. c 
130 DATA 171,24.8,38.1,202,24.8,3'. 98,233,24.8,37.24. 
140 [A. Ta 325,19.8,29.67,355,18.4,27.93 
150 NEXT J 
151 FOR H=1 TO 8 
152 REP"D LJ h H) 
153 C»T.. 1.4', 1.29,3.36,0.72,5.34,2.89,2.9 , 5.19 
154 NEXT H 
155 FOR 1-1=1 TO 9 
156 READ UR(I-I) 
157 D: +T.. 2. _t, 2.1 ,1 . 83,2.11,2. '2,10.32, '. 72,2.86,2.3 
158 NEXT M 
160 L=(3.142'180)*15: COSL=COS, L): S11JL-SIN, L! tT: JJL T44(L) 
170 FOR J=1 TO 12 
150 rTiJ, =H, J)"HOiJ) 
1±0 C, EC=<<3.45)ASINt(3.142,180)*t360,365, *(N, J)+284)): DE CtJ GEC 
200 DEC1=i _. 142,180', *DEC: COSC-COS: GEC1 ): SIND=SIN(DEC1', : T. 44=T. 41, DEC1 
21iß -. 1=-TIJG*Tr, NL: <2=-#; TNtX1, SORtI-Xl*,. 1+1.5708: W( J) st 180 3.142! *. 2 
220 GL(J)zt180.3.142)*(2i15)*A2 
230 FOR r'=1 TO 13 
2.10 K4=t 3.142,180)*15*5+'r 1-12). COSH-C OStH: +)3SINH SIN(Hp; ) 
2; 0 X3 C051, ACOSL*COSH+SINH*SIND 
260 Sº+L=r, TIJh N3. SQRt 1-X3*, 3) 
270 X4=-CGSG*,, 5I NH; COSt S., L) ) 
275 IF X4k,. 4 '1 THEN 290 ' 
280 SF; Z=. +T11i. 4, SORt1-, n4*,. 4)) 
290 IF Sill ýmL)=0 THEN 310 
300 R-COS, Z. +L . *, CüS,, S. +Z ), SIN(S:, L) ) 
310 IF R'0 THEN R-0 
320 IF R; 3 THEN R=3 
325 PRINT . +S, S., L*i180 "3.1J2i, 5«+Z*, 180.3.142), DECiJ), R 
330 RT=RT+R 
340 NEAT 1' 
350 RB(J)=kT DLtJ): PRINT"R8"; R61, J) 
360 ROH(J)=1.39-4.03*KT(J)+5.53*1, TiJ)*KTiJ! -3.11*KT, J)*KTkJ, *LTtJ3370 
R(J)s(1-PDH(J))*R8(J)+kGH(J) 
375 PRINT"RT="; R(J) 
380 RDHN(J=1.0045+. 04349*KTtJ)-3.5227*h. TtJ)*KT(J)+2. i3*kT, J,; hTkJ, *KTiJi 
390 R&N(J)=: 3.142.24)*t (1-COS(A2) ), ( SIN(X2)-t 3.142/ 180)*Wt J, *COSi'. 2); ) 
400 kTN(J)=kDt'(J)*(1.07+. 025*SINtx2-3.142"3) ) 
410 X5=COSD*COSL+SINO*SINL 
420 +; L(N- , TN: X5/SOR (1 -x5*)k5) ) 
430 R8t4kJ-=CLISiS.. LN)/ SINkS.. LNj 
440 arg, J)=,, l-, RCNtJ), RTN(J) )*RE, K4kJ>>*RB14kJ)+(RDN(J)/RTN(J. '*kOHN, J) 
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450 R1tJ)=RiJ), RN(J) 
460 HT(J)=R(J)*H(J) 
461 : +(J)=2.943-9.271*KT(J)+4.031*KT(J)*KT(J) 
4E2 BkJi=-4.345+8.853001*KT(J)-3.602*I. T(J)*KT(J) 
4G3 C: J,  -. 17-. 30Z*KT(J: +2.93ä*hT, J)*I, TtJ: 
460 RT-0 
490 NEXT J 
495 PRINT"ENTER PRINTING INGEX, 1 TO PRINTER 0 TO SCREEN : INPUT PI 
496 IF PI=0 THEN 755 
500 LPRINT"TABLEI: SCILAR R-DIr+TION FALLING ON THE TILTED . 4141, HORIZONT-L" 
510 LPR II IT" SURFACES OF A HOUSE 114 THE YEMEN EVALUmTED ON 21ST. Dr, r" 
520 LPRINT"ItONTH SOLAR Rr, GIATICAJ INtWWJ, 'M-C*4'f) CLEARNESS F., CTOR 
530 LPR114T" EXT. HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 
540 LPRINT"-------------------------------------------------------------.. 
550 LPR IIJT 
560 FOR J-1 TO 12 
570 LPRIIJT J; TABt10); HO( J); TABt20); HiJ); TABt25); HT(J); Tr16t45i; KTtJ.; 
580 LPPINT 
590 NEAT J 
600 LPP. IIJT: LPRINT: LPRINT, LPPINT 
610 LPRINT"Tr, 6LE2: COMPONENT OF SOLmR RADIATION AS EVALU., TED ON THE ý1=T 
620 LPRINT'tIONTH DIFFUSE DIRECT GLOBAL 
630 LPk1NT"------------------------------------------------------ 
640 LPRINT 
650 FOR J=1 TO 12 
660 LPRI14T J; T. +6(10); RGH(J); T"B(30,; RBkJ); T. 46(55); ktJ, 
670 NEXT J 
660 LFRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 01 
690 LPRINT"T-BLE3: C01'1PONEI4T OF SGLAR Rr. GIATICt'1 AS EVr, LL4. TEC, 011 
700 LPRI14T" OF THE 21ST GAr OF THE I. 101NTH 
710 LPRINT 
720 FOR J=1 TO 12 
730 LFRINT J; TM6(10R6N(JT., Bi20RN tJTH 6i30RGNtJT., 61 40FTI 
740 LPPINT RC, * J); TMBI60); R1(J) 
750 NE''T J 
755 PRI14T"E14TER FLOOR AREA(220 SO. M. INPUT AF 
756 PR IIJT"ENTER THERMOSTAT SET TEMPER. -TURE". INPUT TE 
760 Pk114T"IFIPUT THICK14ESS AND THEkm,, L CGNGUCTIVITr OF THE STOIR. iGE N LL" 
770 PRINT"EUTER IN METER AND (W%'P)C) RESPECT IVEL, ": INPUT D1, h1 
780 PRIIJT"ENTER DENSIT, (KG- CUBE METER) SPECIFIC HE.. T IN1 J. r0C, " : 11IFUT RU 
790 PRINT"EITER ., RE.; OF THE STOR., GE N LL IN4SQ. 1-1. )": INFUT 1-44 
620 PRINT "SPEC I Fi' TYPE OF EATERNmL HOUSE Wº+LL(IIJT. FRO(-I I TO 31": INF'UT H 
825 PRIIJT"SPEC[Fi THE TYPE OF ROOFS INT FROH 1 T09, " : i:: F°UT 11 
826 PRINT"ENTER GLAZED AREA": INPLIT mG 
630 UH1=HF*ULN(H)+4.3*AG 
840 U94=(1: t 1/3.7, +11: 8.3)+(G1%K1)i 
645 U. '=. -. F*Ul H) 
315 0 1415=. cl 2.3*3.6 
860 UF. =18. *K1 M'. 1+D1*8.3) 
370 DELT=(. 13*AF*3.6)/ UA*. 024*3.6, C, ELTD=(. 13*.. F*3. b), 4U., 1*. U2Ji; ". 6 
675 T8=TE-C'ELT: TBG=TE-DELTG 
880 FOR J=1 TO 12 
900 1, GR=tl1iJ; *tTE-TmkJ)) 
905 IF GOP =0 THEN [, GR=0 
910 Lº: =GCP*U.: *. 024*3.6: Lr+1=DGR*t1:, 1*. 024*3.6 
920 LLB=GGR*LK4*,:, W* . 024*3.6 930 F1=HT(J)*. 8499999+N5*iUK*TE+3.7*T. rLJ, ) 
940 TL4m. F1, k(UK+3.7)*NS) ) 
950 QI S=Uh *., 6! * i TIC-TE) *NS*N1 : J, 
960 OIG=HTiJý*. 8499999*AG*N1IJ) 
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970 IF LA. =0 THEN 975 
971 QXSi=L. +-01S 
975 IF LA1<=0 THEN 1000 
990 QXDI=Li1-QID 
1000 ICD=lUw1%'(. 8499999*AG))*iTE-TMtJ)) 
1010 F2=(iJ. +*( (3.7/UK)+1)+3.7*r14)*(TE-TAtJ) ) 
1020 ICS-F2 (. 8499999*aW) 
1030 IF ICC, "ü THEN ACC'=OSGOTO i t. 150 
1040 ACP=t. 0036*ICDj%iRTNiJ)*RNiJ)*HT%J)) 
1050 IF ICS. O THEN XCS=O: GOTO 1070 
1060 ACS=i. 0036*ICS), (RTN(J)*kN(J)*HTiJ)) 
1070 F3=l:. (J)+B(J)/R1(J))*XCD*(l+CLJ)*ACG) 
1080 F4=(AtJ)+B(J): 'R1(J))*XCS*(1+C(J)*XCS) 
1090 PD-EAF(F3) 
1100 PS=E. <PtF4) 
1110 GGG=PD*0ID 
1120 ODS=r (Uti*. 8499999*AW); '(3.7+Uh))*HT(J)*PS*N1(J) 
11 30 IFL: +. =0 THEN 1145 
1140 Q\SZ=L"-QI=+QDS 
1145 IFL.. 1 ' =0 THEN 1160 
1150 QADZ=L-1-0ID+QDG 
1160 IF L. +1: =0 THEN FID-1: GOT0 1180 
1170 FID=l1-QXDI: "LP4) 
1180 IF (Lº++LW)'=0 THEN FIS-1: G0T0 1200 
1190 FIS=H -QSI. lLr++LW)i 
1200 IF L.. 11=0 THEN XD=0: G0T0 1220 
1210 XD-Q1G- LA1 
1215 IF iC 4 THEN XD=4 
1220 IF (L: ++LW)(=0 THEN XS=O: GQTO 1240 
1230 AS=iHTtJ)*. 8499999*º; W*IJ1(J);: L0++LW) 
1235 IF ýS 4 THEN XS=4 
1240 FZD=(1-PD)*FID 
1250 FZS=F15-(UK; (3.7+UK))*PS*AS 
1260 '(D=. 123*º+F*(TE-18.3)*N1lJ) ý ODD 
1270 SB=. 12*.; F*(TE-18.3)*NltJ, i 
1280 SW=l(RG*CP*D1*D1)/(2*K1*86400')! *QIS 
1290 rS=(5E+. 4*. 047)/Q0S 
1300 P1=(1-EAP(-. 294*'r'D))'(. 652) 
1310 P2=(1-E%(P(-. 144*'rS))^(. 53) 
1320 FD=P1*AD+(1-P1)*(3.082-3.14 *PC, )*(1-EXP(-. 329*AD, lI 
13-'0 FS-P2*FIS+. 93*(1-P2)*(1-E%ýP, -1.2ri*FIS)) 
1340 IF FD"1 THEN FD=1 
1350 IF F_, 1 THEN FS=1 
1360 QAC, zt l-FD)*L:, 1 
137ü 0; %5 1-FS)Ls4+LW) 
1390 ETAC=I LA1/QID)*FD 
1400 Lil=La+LW 
1410 IF L11<=0 THEN L11=0 
1420 ET#. S-(Li1,0IS)*FS 
1430 IF ETHD,. O THEN ETAD=O 
1440 IF ET"--, C) THEN ETAS=0 
1445 IF ET., [. ' 1 THEN ET. 40-1 
1446 IF ET., -: i THEN ETAS=1 
1450 TNHD=T:. (J)+(QID/(N1(J)*Ur. l*. 024*3.6r1 
1460 TNHS=T., IJ)+IOIS: '(N1(J)*tU., +LW*.. 4)*NS)) 
1470 GELTI=TE-T("IHD: DELT2=TE-TNHS 
1480 PRINT J; Tk6(5); INT(DELT1) JABil5?; IIJT(100*ET. 4G); T. 46t25,; 1r4T, DELT2, 
1490 PRINT INT(100*ETAS); TiB(45); IlJT(TNHD); THBt55) 1INT, Tr4HSr 
1500 L. +1(J)=LA1: LA(J)=L. +: LW(J)=LW: TW(J)=TW 
1510 0IS(J)=0IS: QID(J)RQID: QASIlJ)=QAS$: QKDI(J)"QXDI: ICDlJ)=ICC 
1520 )kCDiJ)=. CD: XCS(J)=XCS: PD(J)=PD: PS('J)=PS: QDD(J)-QDD: QC, StJ)=QDE 
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1530 QXDZ(J)=QXDZ: FID(J)=FID: FIS(Ji=FIS: XD(J)=XD: XS(J)=XS: FZD(J)=FZC' 
1540 tiG(J)=, D: ti'S(J)=YS: FD(J)=FD: FSkJ)=FS: QXD(J)=QXD: QX5(J)=QXS 
1550 ETAS(J)=ETAS: TNHD(J)=TNHD: TNHS(J)-TNHS: DELT1(J)=GELT. 
1555 DDRIJ)=DDR 
1560 NEXT J 
1561 PRINT"ENTER PRINT INDEX(1 TO PRINTER, O NO PRINT)": INPUT PI 
1562 IF PI=1 THEN GOSUB 3000 
1570 PRINT"WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER kUN(1=YES, 0-NO)": INPUT kI 
1580 IF R1=1 THEN 1590 
1585 END 
1590 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1600 LH1(J)=O: LA(J)=O: LW(J)=O: TW(J)=O: QISiJ)=O: QID(J)=C 
1611) Q'xxSIkJ =O: QXDI(J)=O: ICD(J)=GsICS(J)=O: XCD(J)=O: XCSiJ)=O: PD(J)=G 
1620 QDDtJ)-O; QDS(J)=O: QXSZ(J)-O: QXDZ(J)=G: FID(J)=O: FIS(J)=O: XDt1)-0 
1630 FZDtJ)=OsFZS(J)-0: YD(J)=0: 1'SiJ! =O: FD(J)=O: FS(J)=0: QADtJ. -O 
1640 ETAC, J)=O: ETAS(J)=O: TNHD(J)=O: TNHS(J)-O: DELT1(J)=O: DELT2(J)=0 
1645 DORiJ)=0 
1650 NE'T J 
1660 GOTO -55 
3000 LPRINT"THERMAL PERFOkt-WJCE OF DIRECT GAIN HOUSE" 
3010 LPRINT"------------------------------------- 
3020 LFRINT"GLAZED AREA FLOOR «, REH RATIO OF GLAZED /FLOOR TE 
3030 LPRINT AG; TAB(20); AF; TAB(35); AG. 'AF; T.. Bt55); TE 
3040 LPR I14T 
3050 LPRINT"MONTH DEGREE-DAYS LOAD INPUT Dump ., L, 
3060 LPRINT" AT TE 
3070 LPR INT" ( C-DA'r'S, j (GJ) (GJ) t GJ ((77ý 
3080 LPRINT 
3090 FOR J=1 TO 12 
3100 LPRINT J; TAB(15); INT(DGRtJI); THB(25); L. +1tJ)-1000; 
3110 LPRINT TA B(35); QID(J)i1000; TA Bt45); QGGiJ)ý'1000; T.. 6t55,; 0., G, J IC, C; 
3120 LPRI14T 
3130 NE-<T J 
1140 LPRIIJT 
3141 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
3145 LF'RINT"MONTH UA 1C PHI -, C F SLF 
3150 LPRINT" (W/C, (W, SQ. M) 
3160 LPRINT 
3170 FOR J=1 TO 12 
3180 IF ICDiJ)(=G THEN ICDiJ)=0 
3190 LPRINT J; Tri6(5); UA1; T#46115); ICD(J); Tº+6t25); PD(J); T. +6t35,;. CDtJ1 
3200 LPRII4T FDtJ); THBt55,; 'ýDtJI; T. 46(65); TE-TH(J) 
3210 LPRItJT 
3220 NEAT J 
3230 LPRIIIT 
3240 LPRIIIT"MONTH TEMPER.. TURE EFF TEItFER., TL: F. E 
32°. 0 LFkINT" To TE TI TE-T1 
3260 LPRINT" (C) , C, 
X265 LPRIIJT 
32-0 FOR J=1 TO 12 
3260 LPPINT J; TAB (5); TA (Ji; TAB( 12i; TE; TAB (16); TNHDiJ,; TP46t35) ; ET.; D, J 
3285 LPFIIJT DELT1(J); 
3300 LFRIIJT 
3310 NEXT J 
3320 LPRIIJT: LPRINT. LPR IIJT: LPR INT: LPR INT 
3330 LPPIt. lT"PERFORN. 4CE OF THE STORi. GE-W:, LL SYSTEM" 
3340 LPkINT 
3-, 5u LPRINT"COLLECTOR FLOOR AREA RATIO(AC'AF) THEkI4, L PROPEFTIEi, 
3360 LPRINT" º. kEM AREA STOR-GE I4""LL 
3365 LPk1NT" U STOR., GE º 
3366 LPR I14T" CsmPAC I T, 
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336' LPRIIJT" iSQ. M) . 
SQ. ri. 1 04. : "O. rIC 1 . F-IJ cri, 
3368 LFRINT 
3370 LPRINT AW; TAB( 10)1AF; TAB( 15) ; AW: AF; TAB(35); U4; TMBt45); iRO*CF 
3375 LPRINT TAB(55); K1; TA8t65); D1 
3360 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
3390 LPRINT"110NTH DEGREE LOAD INPUT 
3400 LPRINT" DAYS 
3401 LFRINT" 1T TE L.; LW 
3402 LFR INT (C-DA'. S) t3J! GJ) üJ) 
1" 
3430 LPRINT 
3440 FOR J=1 TO 12 
3450 LPRINT J; TAB(5); DDR(J); TAB(15); L: +tJ)i1000; TAB(25); LW(J). 1000 
3460 LPRINT UIS(J)i1000; TABt55i; ODStJ)%1000; T. 48(65); OXStJ): 1000; 
3470 LFRIWT 
3460 NEAT J 
3490 LPR1NT: LPRINT: LF"RINT: LFRINT 
3500 LFRINT"MONTH U. 4 IC PHI AC F -Lk 
3510 LPRINT" (W. C) 04, SG. M) 
3520 LPR IIJT 
3530 FOR J=1 TO 12 
3540 IF ICS(J)<=0 THEN ICS(J! -0 
3550 LPPINT J; TAB(5); UA; T,; E+t15)ICSkJ); T. 6k25); F'StJ,; T., 8,3s, CSoJ 
3560 LPRINT FS(J); TAB(55); XS(J); T#ýBi65); TE-T. J) 
3570 LPRINT 
3580 NEAT J 
3590 LFRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LFRINT 
3600 LF'RINT" TEI"IPERmTURE EFF 
3610 LPRINT" TA TW TE TI k%) TE-TI 
3620 LPRINT" (C) Ic 
3630 LFRINT 
3640 FOR J-1 TO 12 
3650 LFRINT J; TAB(5); TAiJ); T.: Bi15i; TW(J); TA8t25); TE; THEt35); TNHS, J 
3660 LPRI14T ETMS(J); TABt65); GELT2(J); 
3670 LF'kINT 
3680 IJEýT .1 
3690 RETURN 
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1G Dill N1(12'', TA(12), D0(12), N(12), Ht 12), H0(12), KT(12), DEC(12) '(12)1-L, 12, 
20 DIM R6t12), LW( 8), UR (9), RDH(12), Rt12!, RBIJ(12), RDNt12), RTN(12), RDHIJt12 
30 GIM R1t12,, HTt12),.. 12), B(12), C(l2! 
35 DIM DELTt12!, AGt9), UAHt12,9), IC(12,9), XCtl2,9), PHI(12,9', 0I(12), Lt1 ) 
36 DIM C Z(12), FI(12), FZ(12), 1(12), XIt12), F(12), O. +t12), QDt12, 
37 DIM TNH 12 ETA 12) , TI(12), DIF( 12) 
40 PRINT"ENTER THERMOSTAT SET TEMP. ": INPUT TE 
50 FOR J=1 TO 12 
6(1 READ N1iJ!, Toi( J) 
70 DATA 31,15.9,28,18.2,31,18.2,30,20.3,31,22,30,22.8,31,23.2,31,22.5 
75 DAT., 30,19.8,31,17.8,30,16.1 , 31 ,11.3 
76 DD. J)=N1tJ! *(TE-TN(J)) 
80 NEXT J 
100 FOR J=1 TO 12 
110 READ INtJ-. H(J), HO'J) 
120 DATA 21,18.7,28.93,49,20.9,32.31,80,22.7,35.43,110,24.1,37.6', 141. _4. $ 
130 DF, T., 171,24.8,38.1,202,24.8,37.98,233,24.8,37.69,264,23.8,36.14,2? `-. -11 
140 C. 4TH 325,19.8,29.67,355,18.4,27.93 
150 NEAT J 
151 FOR H-1 TO 8 
Uwt H! 152 READ 
153 C-T., 1.47,1.29,3.36,0.72,5.34,2.89,2.93,5.19 
154 NEXT H 
155 FOR 11=1 TO 9 
156 PE. D UP. tl1) 
157 D:. Tº' 2.26,2.1,1.83,2.11,2.72,10.32,7.72,2.86,2.3 
158 NET M 
160 L=13.142- 180! *15: COSL=CO$kL) SINL=SII4tL! 3Trd4L=T. YJtL.. 
170 FOR J=1 TO 12 
160 KT. J1=H. J)%HOtJ) 
190 DEC=t23.45)*SIN((3.142,180! *k360,365i*tNNtJ! +284)): CGECtJo=GEC 
200 DECI 
210 ": l a-TrdýC, TrdýL: JC2=-r+TNix1, SQRtl-ý1*ý1)J+1. S708: NlJ, 18O 3.142. *Xc 
220 1'L(J)=(160i3.142)*(2/13! *A2 
230 FOR 'r =1 TO 13 
240 Hr, =(3.142,160)*15*((5+)'i-12) COSHxCOSkHP4): SINHNSINtHrr! 
250 . "3mCOSD*COSL*COSH+SINH*SIND 
260 S L=r. TIJt , 3, S4Rt1-X3*X3) ) 
270 A4a-COSD*tSINH COSISAL! ) 
275 IF 'A4*.. 4.1 THEN 290 
lac) S. %Z=., TIJl, 4, SQR (1-X4*A4) ) 
290 IF 4,114t _.. L! =O THEN 310 
300 R=COS( L)*LCOS(SAZ)/SIN(SAL) 
310 IF R<0 THEN R-O 
320 IF R: 3 THEN R=3 
325 PRINT , +5, S.. L*(180,3.142), S,; Z*k180i3.142), DEC( J) ,R 
ß30 RT-RT+k 
340 NEXT 'r 
350 RBiJ! =RT CGLiJ,: PRINT"R6"; RBtJ! 
360 FDH(J)=1.. i9-4.03*KT(J)+5.53*h. TtJi*KTtJ)-3.11*KT(J)*KTtJ! *KTtJ, 
370 k(J, =t1-RDH. J)J*R8IJJ+RDH(J) 
375 PRINT"kT="; R(J) 
380 P1jHI4(J)=1.0045+. 04349*KT, J)-3.52270, T(J)*h'. TtJ! +2.63*l, T, J! *KT'JJ*hTtJ 
390 RDN(J)=t3.142/24)*(tl-COS(A2) ),. SIN, X: 2)-t3.142: 180)*JiJJ*COS,. 2, 
400 RTNtJ! 1RC44IJ! *(1.07+. 025*SIN(A2-3.142,3)) 
410 A5=COSC, *COSL+SIND*SINL 
420 S.. LN=r, TlJt <5/ S0R( 1-X5*X5) 
430 RBNtJ)=COS(SALN)/SIN(SALN) 
440 RNJtJi=t 1-(RDN(J)/RTN(J)! *RC, HNtJJ! *RBN. J)+tRDNtJ) kTN(J- . +RDMi, J, 
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450 R1kJ, =F J RNIJ) 
460 HT.!, =F *H( J) 
460 RT=0 
490 NEAT J 
495 PRIIJT"ENJTER PRINTING INDEX, l TO PRINTER 0 TO SCREEN': INPUT PI 
49ei IF PI=0 THEN 760 
500 LFRINT"T.. BLEI: SOLAR RADIATION FALLING ON THE TILTED iifJD HGRIZCRJT.. L" 
510 LPRINT" SURFACES OF M HOUSE IN THE oEI1EN EVHLU: +TED ON 21ST. D... 
520 LPRINT"I1Ld4TH SOLAR RADIAT1014 1140h1J-I1-Cnii) CLEr1RNES5 FACTOR 
530 LPR 114T " EXT. HOR I ZONTr, L VERT I C:. L 
540 LPRINT"------------------------------------------------------ 
550 LPRINT 
560 FOR J=1 TO 12 
576 LPRINT J; TH6kl0i; HOtJ); Tn61201iH(J,; Tº48(25); HT(J); TABi43)ihTi, i); 
530 LPRIIJT 
590 NE". T J 
I00 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINTILPRINT 
610 LPRINT"T.; BLE2: COMPONENT OF SOL-, R RP+DI.; TION AS EVALU. -1ED ON THE 21ST 
620 LPRINT"1101JTH DIFFUSE DIRECT GLOBAL 
6.0 LFRIIJT"------------------------------------------- ------------------- 
6J0 LPR I IJT 
650 FOR J=1 TO 12 
660 LPRIIJT J; TH6(10); RDH(J) ; T«, 6: 30 ,; R6kJ); T.. Bl55); R(J) 
670 NEAT J 
680 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
690 LPRI14T"Tn8LE3: C011PONENT CF SOLr-ik RriC'InTI1N º+S EVnLU'+TE( r4T THE SCL'+R 
700 LPRIt T OF THE 21ST D., i OF THE (MONTH 
710 LPRIIJT 
720 FOR J=1 TO 12 
730 LPRINT J; Tn8(10); RBNIJ); T. 4Bt2G-; RNiJ); T:, 8i30); RCAJiJi. T", 6i4G); FT14i ! 
740 LPRINT RGHNkJ); TAB(60); R1(J! 
750 NEAT J 
760 PF. IIJT^3FECIF( THE T"TPE OF k,. LLiINT. FRC1 1 TO 8) II1PUT H 
765 PRINT"EI4TER FLOOR mREi 11ULT I PLE OF 34 SQ J BETER) ": I NPLJT ., F 
770 FOR J=1 TO 12 
730 : 4(Ji=C. 271*KTt J+a. 1i31*KTI J! *r, TI J! 
790 BiJ)=-4.345+8.553001*KTtJ)-3.602*h. TiJ)*hTIJ) 
800 CtJ-=-. 17-. 306*KT(J)+2.936*KTiJ)*KTiJ) 
805 DELT(J)=TE-(5.42iUWiH!, -TA(J) 
810 IF DELTtJ). 0 THEN DELTiJ)z0 
820 FOR r=1 TO 8 
625. G(h)=5*h 
830 U:, H(J, r =U4(H)*oF+4,3*AGkl`) 
840 IC: J, r., =tUnHiJ, h! *DELTiJ)i (. caý714. ý*nulr. )) 
845 AC(J, r =ýICIJ, h)*i3.611000)! IFTI+')*RN(Ji*HIJi) 
850 F1 : i.., J"+ý6iJi: R1ýJ) "*ýýýJ, r. *i1+C J, * 
"ß60 PHIiJ, h, =E&PkF12) 
670 14E -IT h 
880 IIE,: T J 
2-10 r; =1 
900 FOR J=1 TO 12 
910 Cl =. 123*t"F*lTE-18.3! *N1(J) 
915 C2=(. 13*º. F*3.6)*N1(J) 
920 01(J) =aG(K)*. 8499999*HTiJ)*N1iJ) 
925 TlJH(J)=T(J)+, C2+01(J), /iUº+H(J, h)*N1kJ)*. 02J*3.6) 
926 DIF=TE-TIJHIJ) 
930 L(Jý=U. HiJ, r)*DD(J)*. 024*3.6 
940 G: +IkJ =LJ, -01(J) 
950 Q,, ZkJ, =LýJ, - 1-PHI. J, hý! *OIhJ, 
9610 IF CI ICJ, .0 THEN CAIkJi=O 970 IF Cl,:: iJi t0 THEN 0r+Z(J)a0 
975 IF L: J, =0 THEN FI(J)-1; GOTO 990 
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980 FI(J)=(1-Q+I(J)/L(J)) 
990 FZtJ)=t1-PHI(J, K))*FI(J) 
1000 Y1, J, =C1-(PHI(J, K)*QI(J)) 
1010 P=t1-E, Pt-. 294*Y1(J)))'t. 652) 
1011 IF L, J, =O THEN XI(J)=1: (ä0T0 1020 
1015 XIkJ =O1tJ): LiJ) 
1016 IF tltJi, D THEN XI(J)-0 
1017 IF 'AI J)%4 THEN XI(J)=3 
1020 01=3.082-3.142*PHIiJ, K) 
1030 02=1-EXPt-. 329*klhJ)) 
1040 F(J)=P*"AItJ)+(1-P)*01*02 
10äi) 0º+tJ)=, 1-FtJii*L(J) 
1070 OG(J)=PHItJ, K)*QI(J) 
1075 ET.. tJ: =(L(J! *F(J)), 'QI: J) 
1076 IF L(J)-O THEN TI(J) TNH(J): GOTO 1078 
1047 TItJ)-TNHiJ)+kC) J), L(J)! *(TE-Tm(J)) 
1078 GIFiJi=GIF 
1079 PRINT J, TNHtJ), T1(J), ClFkJ!, ET,; (J) 
10öä NEAT J 
1085 PRINT "ENTER PRINT INDEx(1 HARD COP'': ,0 ANOTHER RLMJ)" 
1086 INPUT PII 
1057 IF PII=O THEN 1406 
1090 LPRII4T"TE GLAZED ., REA FLOOR REH kr4TI0 OF GL. ZEG-TG-FLCICIF 
110') LPRINT"kC) (SQ. M) t SO. M. , 
1110 LFRItJT"------------------------------------------------------- 
112G LPR 114T 
1125 LPRII4T TE, AG(K), AF, AGIK),, 4F 
1126 LPRINT: LF'RINT: LPRINT 
11.10 LPRIIJT"1ICNJTH Uri IC AC PHI 
1140 LPRIIJT" tW"C) iW. SO. 1-1,1 
1150 LPRIHT 
1160 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1170 LPRIIJT J; T.; B(10,; UAH(J, K) ; T, 46kZO!; IC,; T:, B(30,;. C J, h. ); T., Etai, '; FH1 
1180 LPRINT T. Bt50iIGELT( J); 
1190 LPRIIJ 
1200 tJE"<T J 
1210 LPRItIT: LPRIWT: LPRINT 
1220 LPkIUT"h1014TH UD l" SLR SC'L. +R FR., CTIOIJ 
12: 0 LPP 114T (c-c4; 1, ITC FTC ZTC 
1240 LPRI14T 
1250 FOR J=1 TO 12 
120 IF GG. J". 0 THEN GG(J)=0 
J; Tº; 6il0i; DGiJi; TrýEt: ýý!; ýliJ!; T«, 6t35); r1iJ!; T., E": iS!; F1tJ 1270 LPRIIJT 
1_6ü LPF. IIJT FIJ); Tr4B(65); FZIJ, 
1290 LPR 114T 
1 ? 00 14E.: T J 
1310 LPkINT: LPRINT: LPR114T 
1320 LPRINT"MCIJTH SOL. +R LOAD GLw1PEG . 'U"'.. EIBERG. 
1-3130 LPRINT" INPUT ENERGi ITC FTC _TC 
13-40 LPRIIIT" GJ, GJ iGJ) tGJ1 
134 LPF IIJT 
1350 FOP J=1 TO 12 
1360 LPPIIJT J; T,., Bt10); OI(J)/1000; T., B(20); LtJ! "1000; T., Et30ý: ü[ýJ! 1000; 
1370 LPR114T fk, l(J)/1000; TAB (50,; 0.: (J: /1000; T: B(60); QAZt J), 1000; 
1380 LPRIIJT 
1390 NEST J 
1395 LPRINT: LPRINTtLPRINT 
1396 LPRINT°ýL-. LL U-VALUE-"; UW(H); "W, SQ. M C" 
1: 397 LPRINT"1"IONTH"iTF18(10); "TE"ITP48t30i; "TIJH"; T@48k40)1*TE-TI1H"17., 6%50)1 
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1398 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1399 LPRINT J; T. 1Bk10); TE; TAB( 30); TNHtJiITABi40); TIhJ)ITABi'0)iET-(J)+100; 
1400 LPRINT TABieO); DIF., J, 
1405 NEXT J 
1406 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1410 1X10)-O: L(J)=0: 00(0)-O: Q,, I(J)=O: OkiJ)=0: C)AZ(J)-Os'il(J) OsFlkJ)=ü: F, J) 
1420 F7(J)-O: ETA(J) O: TNH(J-=O: DIF-0 
1430 NEXT J IV 
1440 PRINT"IJOULD YOU LIKE r, NOTHER RUN FOR DIFFERENT GL. +ZING . +ND SP4IE s-s.. TE" 
1450 PRINT"ENTER 1 FOR YES 0 FOR NO' INPUT RI 
1455 IF RI-0 THEN 1480 
1460 IF RI-1 THEN K K+1 
14n5 PRINT"K-"; K 
1470 IF K<8 THEN 900 
1480 FOR K=1 TO 8 
1490 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1500 Ur; HiJ, K)=OiAG(K)=CsIC(J, K)=O: ÄCI, J, K)=O: PHI(J, K)=O 
1510 NEXT J 
1520 NEST K 
1530 PRINT"WOULC' fOU LIKE TO RUN THE PROG. FOR ANOTHER Mº4TERIº+L" 
1540 PRINT"EUTER I FOR i'ES 0 FOR. IJO": INPUT RII 
1550 IF RII=1 THEN 760 
1560 END 
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10 DINT H0k1:: ), H(12), HTS(12), HTNi12), HTE(12), TA(12), NGk12,, IJ1k12,, IdJt1, I 
1,: 20 DIII QIt12), TRS(12), TRC(12), QLSi12,, QLC(12), G(12), QT(12), FSt12, FC1 
30 DIM ETH5t12), EFFSk12), EFFCk12), TNHSkl2), TNHC(12), Qo4UASt12), QAUAC1I-, 
40 DIM TISi12i, TIC(12), HT(12), XX(12), QE:: S(12), QEXC(12,, QDS(12), 000(1"! 
50 DIM DCS(12), DCC(12) 
200 FOR J-1 TO 12 
210 READ HO(J), H(J), HTS(J), HTNkJ,, HTEkJ), T. 4kJ', NDIJ), N1. J, 
220 D T.; 28.93,18.7,15.34,0.65,7.56,15.4,9.1,31 
230 D$iTH 32.31,20.9,12.09,0.86,8. e4,17.5,9.9,28 
240 D-TM 35.43,22.7,6.91,0.86,9.50,18.6,9.0,31 
250 DAT. 37.67,24.1,1.29,2.16,9.94,19.1,9.1,30 
260 CK. T, -, 38.21,24.8,0.86,6.48,10.4,21.6,8.9,31 
270 C'TA 38.10,24.8,0.86,8.64,9.94,22.7,8.8,30 
280 D"T:. 37.93,24.8,0.86,6.48,10.4,22.2,7.1,31 
290 C*; TA 37.69,24.8,1.29,2.1x, 9.94,21.8,7.4,31 
300 C'TH 36.14,23.8,6.91,0.86,9.50,18.9,8.7,30 
310 D. +T:, 33.00,21.9,12.09,0.86,8.64,16.5,10., 31 
320 DHTH 29.67,19.8,15.34,0.65,7.56,15.1,9.7,30 
330 [, «. T.; <'. 93,18.4,16.200,0.65,7.13,13.9,9.0,31 
340 184k J)=24-ND( J) 
350 NEAT J 
500 PRINT"EIJTER THE STOR., GE FLOOR PiRE4 INS SQ. M. ) " : INPUT «rF 
515 PRINT"ENTER AC" : INPUT :, C 
50 PRINT"ENTER TC": INPUT TC 
540 PRINT"EIJTER TTC": INPUT TTC 
550 GS+=1.47*r, C*2.64 
560 GC=3.36*AC*2.64 
570 GI=4.3*nC*1.36 
5,80 GR=3.88*:, F 
590 Ur+S=GS+GN+GR 
600 UAC-GC+G4+GR 
£1i0 N5=. 0_4*3.6 
620 8S=Uris, r4C 
630 8C=IýC.; C 
ßs20 FOR J=1 TO 12 
630 01 (J )= .1 3* 3.6*141 (J) *., F 
840 TRS(J)=TC-, QI(J)i(U#4S*NN1 J) *NS, ) 
E"50 TRl"k JI=TC-(QIJ)i(Ur. C*N1hJ)*NS-, 
860 QLS(J) =J-3*NNS*IJ1(J)*(TRS(J)-TAtJ)) 
870 QLCiJ)=U. +C*NS*N1tJ)*, TRCiJ)-T. +tJ)) 
880 G=. 12*HTNNLJ)t. 24*HTE(J) 
890 G(J)=i1+GiHTS(J)) 
900 QTiJ)=mC*(. 8*. 8499999)*HTS(J)*GkJ, *N1(J) 
910 FS(J)=i1-. 75*(QLS(J)iQT(J))) 
920 FC(J)=11-. 75*(QLC(J)'QT(J))) 
: '30 IF FS%J,, 0 THEN FS(J) =0 
940 IF FCC J 0 THEN FCi J) =0 
950 IF FS, J). 4 THEN FS(J)=4 
960 IF FCkJ, "4 THEN FC(J)-4 
970 ETAS=(1-ESP(-ND(J),, TTC))*(1-EXPk-I4N(J)/TTC)) 
930 ET., StJ, =(TTC: ND(J))*(ETASll1-E,, P(-24:, 'TTC))) 
990 EFFS, J, -i1-FS(J)*ET., S(J)) 
1000 EFFCIJi=(1-FC(J)*ETAS(J)) 
1010 IF EFFS(J). 1 THEN EFFSIJ)=1 
1020 IF EFFS(J)<-l THEN EFFS(J)=-1 
1030 IF EFFCtJ), 1 THEN EFFC(J) 1 
1040 IF EFFC, J)<-1 THEN EFFC(J)--1 
1050 TNHStJ:, =TA(J)+((QI(J)+OT(J))/(UAS*NS*I41(J))) 
1060 TIJHCiJ! =TA(J)+((QI(J)+QT(Jil"'(UAC*NS*Nl(J))) 
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1070 QAUXS(Ji=QLS(J)-EFFS(J)*QT(J) 
1080 QaL)C(J)=QLC(J)-EFFC(J)*QT(J) 
1090 TIS(J)=TNHS(J)+(QAUXS(J); QLSIJ))*ITC-TA(J)) 
1100 TIC(J)-TNHC(J)+(QAUXC(J), QLC'J), *(TC-TA(J)) 
1110 HTtJ)=k11.6)*G(J)*(. 8*. 8499999)*HTS(J) 
1120 X. X(J)=iTC-TA(J)), 'HT(J) 
1130 IF OAU>iS. J) 0 THEN OCS=OCS+LO"U'",, StJ) 
1140 IF Q: +U\S(J)i0 THEN QHS=QHS+O.; UXS J) 
1150 IF Q. +UACtJ),, 0 THEN QCC=QCC+O.: UÄC(J) 
1160 IF Q. 4UXC(J)>0 THEN QHC=QHC+Q. iUAC(J) 
1170 IF (TIS(J)-TC)ý=0 THEN QEASIJ)-O: GOT0 2000 
1180 QEXSiJ)z(UAS)*NS*N1tJ)*(TIS, J)-TC) 
2000 IF (TICtJ)-TC)<=0 THEN QEXCiJ)-0: G0T0 2030 
2010 QEi: CiJ)=(Uº+C)*NS*N1(J)*(TIC(J)-TC) 
2030 IF QEXS(J)>QT(J) THEN QDS(J)=QTtJ): GOTO 2060 
2040 IF QEXS(J)=0 THEN QGS(J)=0: GOTO 2060 
2050 QDS(J, =QT(J)-QEXS(J) 
2060 IF QE; NCtJ)>QTtJ) THEN QDCiJ)-QT. J;: GOTO 2090 
2070 IF OE;. CiJ)-0 THEN QDC(J)-O; GOTO 2090 
2080 ODC(J, =OT(J)-QEXC(J) 
2090 DCS'J! =ODStJ)i0T(J) 
2100 DCC(J)=ODC(J)/QT(J) 
2260 PRINT J; TA6k5;; QLS(J); T"Bk15 OT (J); T.; 6t25), 0ý+UAStJ)T., 6t35,;. 
2290 PRINT TA8(45); FS(J!; TMB 55,; EFFStJ); T:, 6ý65); TC-THtJ- 
2325 PRINT 
2330 PRINT 
2340 PRINT 
2345 PRINT 
232.5 PRINT T., B(Si; TIS(J); TABt15); TISiJ)-TC; T., Bt25); DC 5(J:; T.. B: 35); QE ! 
2366 PRINT T.. B(45); QDS(J) 
2369 PRII4T"--------------------------------------------------------------- 
2370 ET.,: T=ETAST+ETAS(J) 
2371 ICE^T J 
2374 GOTO 4040 
2380 LPRINT"TC ET. S Ur TTC ., C . +F 
2. i? 0 LPRINT TC; T:, 8(5), ETmST. 12; T:, Bk15); Uº. S; U. +C; T., B(35); TTt:; T,. Bt4S, =. C. 
2450 LPR I1,1T 
2455 OHS-QH.: 1Q00.0CS=QCSi'100011: CJHC-QHC 1000xQCC=QCC 10010 
2460 LPR I NT "I1014TH TITI -TC TC-TA DELT. HT F EFF 
2470 LPRI(JT" iC) (C) tCi tC $Q-M, W' 
2480 LPRI1JT 
2490 FOR J=1 TO 12 
2500 LPRIIITJ; Tº, Bt5T16 JT: o6(15TISIJT CTABt25TC-T., tJT., 6t3` 
2510 LPRIIJT TA 8(50); FS(J); T«4 6i60); EFFSIJ) ; TA 8i70); DCSJ) 
2520 LPR 114T 
2530 LPRI14T TAE(5); TICIJ); THBt15r; TIC(J)-TC; TAB(50); FCtJ); TM6tei0i; EFFC-Ji; 
2540 LPRINT T6(70); DCC(J) 
2550 LPRINT"---------------------------------------------------- 
'SnO NE':.. T J 
2570 LPRINT"I1lOINTH LCM+D SOLAR AUX REIF. ENE 
2560 LPR114T" ST CON ST COIJ ST 
2590 LPRINT" (GJ, MONTH) kGJ"'MOIJTH) (GJ/MC04TH) tGJ. i1c 
: 600 LPRINT 
2610 FOR J=1 TO 12 
2620 LPR114T J; Tr, 8(5); QLS(J); QLCtJ,; THBt35)1äT( J)iTASk45)1C1""UNStJ); GAUkCtJ) 
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2630 LPRINT T:, 6i55); QDS(J)iQDCiJ, 
Z640 LPRI14T"------------------------------------------------------------- 
2650 NEAT J 
2660 LPR J NT "44NL. r+L HEATING COLL I NG TOTAL 
2670 LPRI14T TAB(25); QHS; To4B(35); QCS; TAB(45); QHS-QCS 
2680 LPRINT 
2690 LPRIIJT T., B(25); QHC; TABl35); 000; T.; Bi45;; QHC-QCC 
2'00 LPRINT"------------------------------------------------------------- 
4040 QCS=0: QC51=0: QHS 0 : QHS1=0 
4050 QCC=O: QCC1=O: QHC. O: QHC1.0 
4060 ET. - T=0 
5010 PRINT"ANOTHER RUN(RI-1), STOPCkI-0)": INPUT RI 
5020 IF RI=1 THEN 515 
5030 END 
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10 DIM Nl(12), TA(12), ND(12), NN(12), DDt12), N(12), H(12), H0(12) 
11 DIM UW(8), RO(9), CP(9), U(9), Kt9), D(9) 
15 DIM KTt12), DEC(12), W(12), DL(12), RBS(12), RBNt12), RBE(12), RBl 12) 
20 DIM RDH(12), RS(12), RN(12), RE i12i, RWi12), R8x41t12), RDIJt12 i, RTNt12) 
30 DIM RDHfJ(12), RNl(12), R1(12), HT S(12), HTN(12), HT E(12), HTWt12),. +t12), Et 12) 
35 DIM QI(12), TR(12), G(12), QT(12), QL(12), F(12), ETAS(12), EFFt12), QAUAt12) 
36 DIM TNHi12), TIi12), NH(12), A8CS(12), DELT1(12), DELT2(12), DELT3(12) 
37 DIM XFt12), XE(12), XA(12), XH(12) 
40 LPR INT"1-1CMJTH TA ND SOLAR ENERG'r FALLING ON HOUSE I4rLLS" 
41 LPRINT" (C) (HR) (MJiSQ. M DAY ) 
42 LPRINT" HORZ SOUTH NORTH E. 45T WE=T " 
50 FOR Jul TO 12 
60 REr4D N1tJ) , TA(J) 
70 DATA 31,15.4,28,17.5,31,18.6,30,19.6,31,21.6,30,22.7,31,22.2, {1,21.8 
75 DAT.. 30,18.9,31,16.5,30,15.1,31,13.9 
80 NEXT J 
90 FOR Jul TO 12 
95 RE. +D NGt J) 
100 DATA 
105 NN(J)=24-ND(J) 
106 NEXT j 
107 FOR Jul TO 12 
110 REP41, NtJ), HtJ), HO(J) 
120 DATA 15,18.7,28.93,47,2O. 9,32.11,74,22.7,35.43,105,24.1,: . c', 1_5.24.: 
130 DATA 166,24.8,38.1,196,24.8,37.98,227,24.8,37.69,258,23.8,36.14,268,: 1 
140 DATA 319,19.8,29.67,349,18.4,27.93 
150 NEAT J 
151 FOR H-1 TO 8 
152 READ UWtH) 
153 DAT., 1.47,1.29,3.36,0.72,5.3.1,2.89,2.9 ,!. 19 
154 NEXT H 
155 FOR Mal TO 9 
156 READ ROtM,, CP(M), U(M), K(M), D(M) 
157 DATA 1520,837,2.26,0.465,0.140 
158 DATA 1520,837,2.10,0.465,0.135 
159 DATA 1520,837,1.83,0.465,0.111 
160 DATA 2110,897,2.11,1.745,0.199 
161 D. AT. 4 2110,897,2.72,1.745,0.126 
162 D,; T.. 2110,897,10.3,1.919,0.155 
163 G., T., 2110,897,7.72,1.745,0.215 
164 C,.. T,; 2110,897,2.86,1.745,0.215 
165 G, TH 1700,897,2.30,2.271,0.350 
166 U110M)-(8.3*K(M))i(K(II)+D(M)*8.3) 
167 TTC(Mi=kRO(M)*DjM)*CP(M)*. 001)-t3.6*UKtll)) 
168 NEXT M 
169 L-(3.142,180)*15: COSL. COS. L): SINL. SIN(L)tTANLaTAN. L) 
170 FOR Jul TO 12 
160 KT(J)-HtJ)iH0(J) 
190 GECa(23.45)*SIN((3.142: 180)*k360: 365)*tN(J)+284)): DECtJ)-DEC 
200 6E C1a(3.142/180)*DEC: COSD=COStCDEC1,; SIND SIN(DEC1): TAND T.. NtDECl) 
210 X1--T., IJG*Tr44L: X2--ATN(kl; SQRtl-xl*Xl))+1.5708: w(J) i18Gi3.142)*A2 
220 DL(J)a(180/3.142)*(2i15)*X2 
230 FOR i=1 TO 13 
240 HA-(3.142/1B0)*15*((5+Y)-12.5): COSH. COStHA)ISINH SII4. , 
250 X3. COSD*COSL*COSH+SINH*SIND 
260 SAL*ATNJ( -3, SQR(1-X3*X3) 
270 A: 4a-COSD*tSINH/COS (SAL) 
275 IF n4*-4%1 THEN 290 
280 SAZuATNNtx4/SQR(1-X4*X4)) 
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290 IF SIN(SAL)=0 THEN 310 
300 RS=COS(SAL)*ICOS(SAZ)/SIN(SAL)) 
301 RN-RS 
302 RE=-COS(SAL)*(SIN(SAZ)/SIN( L: ) 
303 RW=-RE 
304 IF R3.0 THEN RS-0 
305 IF RS. 3 THEN RS=3 
306 IF RN>3 THEN RN-3 
307 IF RN<0 THEN RN=0 
308 IF RE"3 THEN RE-3 
309 IF RE, O THEN RE=O 
310 IF RW, 3 THEN RWz3 
311 IF RW. 0 THEN RW=0 
320 RTS=RTS+RS 
321 RTN=RTN+RN 
322 RTE-RTE+RE 
323 RTW-PTW+RI1 
330 REz0: RW=0: R5=0tRN-0 
340 NEAT 1 
350 REStJ)=RTS/DL(J) 
351 RBNtJ)=RTN,, DL(J) 
352 REEiJi=RTE/DL(J) 
353 R64kJi=RTWiDL(J) 
360 kGH&Jj=1.39--i. 03*KT(J)+5.53*KT(J)*KTiJ)-3.11*KT(J)*nTi, t, AFT,, T, 
370 RS(J)=(1-RDH(J))*RBS(J)+RDH. J) 
371 kN(J)=(1-RCH(J))*RBN(Ji+F, DHiJ) 
372 RE(J)=k1-RDH(J))*RBE(J)+RDHiJ) 
373 RWki-=(1-RDH(J))*RBWkJ)+RCjHiJ) 
380 kGHtJCJ)=1.0045+. 04349*KTkJ)-s. 5227*$, TiJJ*KTkJ1+2. r, 3*OT-J-*KT-, J, o. TlJ 
390 kC"Ni Ji=i -';. 142/24)*( kl-COSk ý2) ,k _-II Ii .. 
2)-. 3.142 130, *N. J! +CCISi ... ,, 
400 RTN(J, =RDN(J)*(1.07+. 025*SII"Jk'", 2-3.142%3)) 
410 '+i5=CO_"D*COSL+SIND*SINL 
420 SkiN-P. TN' X5, 'SQR( 1-. 5*A5) i 
430 R&J1 t J! =COS(SALN)/ SIIJk S,, LN) 
440 RN1kJi=11-(RDN(J) RTN(J)kDK lkJ) *RBN1kJ)+(RDNiJ)., RTIit J) *RDHI1,, I 
450 R1I. J)=RS(J)/RN1(J) 
451 HTSTJ, =RS(J)*H(Ji 
452 HTNtJ, -RN1J)*H(J) 
453 HTEýJ)=kE(J)*H(J) 
454 HTW(J1=RW(J)*H(J) 
460 LPRINT J; T:. B(10); Tim iJ); T-46.20iIJDtJ); T:, Bt25); HkJ); TP46k 30HTSkJ 
461 : +(J)=2.943-9.271*KT(J)+4.031*KTiJ)*KT(J) 
462 B(Jý=-4.345+8.853001*h. T(J)-3.602*r. TkJ)*KT(J) 
463 C(J)=-. 17-. 306*t; T(J)+2.936*KT(J)*h. TtJ) 
465 LPRIIIT TAB l40); HTN(Ji; TAB t 500); HTW(J) ; T.. E 60); HTE(J) 
------------------------------" -ice LPFIIJT"--------------------------- 
480 RTS=O: RTN-O RTE=O: RTW=0 
490 NEXT J 
495 LPRINT"MOUTH TI TI-TC NH 048C ENERG) (GJ! MONTH 
496 LPP INJT" (C) ( CAY ) SOL LOr+CG ., UX 
500 PRINT"ENTER RATIO OF EAST Wo; LL LENGTH TO THAT OF SOUTH(1 TO 3)" 
516 PRINT"ENTER WINDOW SIZING Ir4GE.. 01IN 1, t4-4X 4, kV 2.4i": 114PUT WS 
520 PRINT "ENTER TYPE OF EXT. WMLLt1 STONE, 3 CONCRETE) : INPUT H 
530 PR 11JT"EUTER TYPE OF ROOF COI4STR. 14, TERIAL(1 TO 9) " INPUT M 
540 PRINT"ENTER FLOOR ARE» OF THE CONSIDERED HOUSE I NP UT 04F 
545 PRINT"ENTER COLLECTOR AREA": 11JPUT AC 
550 PRIIIT"ENTER TC"tINPUT TC 
553 FOR i=1 TO 5: TTC=5*'i 
560 Gl=U4+4H, *AC*(1+2*RL1)*k1-. O"*WS'i 
580 G2=4.3*AC*(1+. 05*WS+. 1*WS*RL1) 
590 G3 (U(M)+. 6+. 34*3)*AF 
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610 U4=G1+G2+G3: PRINT"UA="; UA 
620 NS-. 0c'4* i. 6 
630 B. UA: AC 
640 FOR J=1 TO 12 
650 QIkJ)=. 13*3.6*N1(J)*AF 
660 GELT=(QltJ): "(N1(J)*NS*UA)): TR(J)-TC-DELT 
670 G4=. 05*f, JS*HTN(J)+. 05*WS*RL1*tHTE(J)+HTW(J)) 
680 G(J)=(1+G41/HTS(J)) 
690 QT(J)+C*(. 8*. 8499999)*HTS(J)*G(J)*N1(J) 
700 OL (J! =LIA*N1(J)*NS*(TR(J)-TAtJ)) 
710 F(J)=(1-. 75*(QL(J)/QT(J))) 
720 ETAS=(1-EXP(-ND(J)/TTC))*(1-E)kP(-NNtJ)/TTC)) 
730 ETASLJr=(TTC/ND(J))*(ETAS, i1-EXP(-24/TTC))) 
740 IF F(J)": 0 THEN F(J)=0 
750 EFF(Jj=1-FsJ)*ETAS(J) 
760 IF EFFkJ01 THEN EFF(J)=1 
770 IF EFFkJ. -1 THEN EFF(J)=-1 
780 0 U. '. kJ)-OL, J'-EFF(J)*QTIJ) 
790 IFQ. -. U"ý t J) <0 THEN QAUXC aOº. UÄC+QrW. kJ) 
600 IF Q L:. ý"Jr? 0 THEN I]. rUxH-Q@, UAH+i U-, kJ) 
810 ETs, ST=ETº; ST+ETAS(J) 
820 DEL1=(QI(J)+GT(J))/(NS*L4+*N1, J)): TNH(J)=TA(J)+DEL1 
830 TI(J)=ThNH(J)+(Qo4UX(J). 'GL(J))*I. TC-T.; (J)) 
8.; 1 IF TI, J1, TR(J) THEN TItJ)=TR(J. 
835 IF TI(J)/TC THEN GOSUB 5000 
640 NH(J)=-, l-TI(J)/TC)*N1(J)*2"t 
876 QEX=QEý,. '1000: QT(J)=QT(J); '1000: QU? \(J)=QAUX(J)/1000: QL: J)=OL(J), 10000 
877 QS=ü5ý1000: Q0+UX1ZQAUX1/1000 
396 LPRINT J; T., Bk. ); TI(J); TAB(15); TI(J)-TC; T:. 6i25); NH(J)/24; T., 6(3Sr;.. BCS; 
897 LPRIIJT TAB,, 45); QT(J); T., 8(55); QL(Jr; Tr. Bt65); QAUA(J) 
896 LPRINT T.; Bi5); TI1; TAB, 45); QS; T5-: Bk65r; QiUx1 
899 LPRINNT"------------------------------------------ 
900 DELT1, J'-=TC-TA(J) 
910 DELT2(Jr=TRkJ)-TA(J) 
920 DELT3iJ, =TI(J)-TC 
925 K1=i(U *I4S)/(AC*. 8*. 8499999*G(J))) 
930 XF(J)=K1*(DELT2(J)/HTS, J)) 
940 XEiJr=ti. l*ETAS(J)*(DELT2(J). HTS(J)) 
950 XA(J)=ki6*NS)%"(. 8*. 8499999))*tDELT3(J), 'HTS(J) 
960 <H(J)=DELT3(J) 
965 QS=O: T11=0: EFF1=O: QAUX1=0tº+BCS=O: F1=0: QEXmOsQr+B=0tTt4H1=J 
970 NEXT J 
980 LPRINT" SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
981 LPRINT"a, F AC 6 U., TTC TC ET.. S LR WIND' 
982 LPRIIJT :, F; AC; B; UA; TTC; TC; ET, ST, '12; LR1; WS 
1000 LPFII4T"MONTH TI F-F.. CTOR EFF (Tk-T.. r"'HTS 
1015 LPRINT" tSÜ. I1 C"W 
1020 LPRINT 
1030 FOR J=1 TO 12 
1035 XX=(t4S/(. 8*. 8499999))*(DELT2 J)., G(J)*HTS(J))) 
1040 LPRI14T J; TmB(10); T1(J); TAB(20); FiJ); TAB(30); EFF(J); TA8.50);,:. 
1060 LPRINT"---------------------------------------------------- 
1070 NEXT J 
1080 PR II IT ". J4NUo4L AUX HE. +T 114G COOLING' 
1090 PRINT" ( GJ/MOUTH) 
1095 LPRIIJT"p-41 uuiL AUX NEEDS(GJ) HEATING COOLING TOT.. L" 
1096 LPRINT TAB(30); CIAUXH/1000; TAB (45)1Qr+UXC/1000; TABt65)i(QAUMH-C CAC, 
1097 LPRINT T,. 8(30QAUxH1i1000TAB t45); QAUXC1/l000; TAB t65 ; (C+U""ml-Or. UC 
1100 PRINT r, C; TAB(5); TTC; TAB(10); TC; TaB(15); QAUXH, "1000ITA8(25); Q.. U,, C 1000 
1105 PRINT TA8(15)1QAUXHl/1000; TAB (25); QAUXCI/1000 
1110 ET-ST -0 $ Q. IUXC-0 1 QAUXH-0 : Qr. U'AH1=0 : QAUXC1=0 
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1120 NEXT : 
1180 PRIIJT"WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER RUN(1 )ES, O NO)`: INPUT RI 
1190 IF RI=1 THEN 500 
1200 END 
5000 QEx=U. 1*NS*N1(J)*tTIiJ)-TC) 
5010 IF QEX, QTiJ) THEN (. 4.. B=QT&J): GOTO 5030 
5020 Qr4B=QT(J)-QEX 
5030 ABCS-QAB/QT(J) 
5040 QS=(l-ARCS)*QT(J) 
5050 IF QS=0 THEN F1=1: GOTO 5060 
5055 Fl=(l-QLtJ)/QS) 
5060 EFF1=1-F1*ETAS(J) 
5065 IF QAUX(J)>0 THEN QAUX1=QAUX(J)tGOTO 5080 
5070 QF, UX1=QL(J)-EFF1*QS 
5080 TI4H1=TA(J)+(QS+QI (J))/(U.. *IJS*N1(J) ) 
5090 TI1=TNH1+(QAUX1: 'QL(J))*(TC-T. 4kJ)) 
5095 IF TI1<TR(J) THEN TI1=TR(J) 
5096 IF Q UX1>0 THEN 0«+UÄH1=Q: 4UXH1+QHUX1 
5097 IF u., UX1(0 THEN QAUXC1=QAUAC1+Qp4UX1 
5100 RETUFN 
